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TO GET MORE SOUNDS, GET MORE GUITARS. 
I 

PCS 

41111..V We put the tubes 
where they belong - 

on the power 
amp section, 

OR GET THIS. 

The Fender Champ 25SE is the -lost sophisticated amp 
in its class. And one of the most versatile in any class. 

From tdbe crunch to vintage clean, imagine an amp that 
reacts to every nuance you play. With new solid-state tech-
nology in Me front end and legendary Fender tube power, this 
amp can express what others can't And with independent 
tone controls for both channels and an overall master loudness, 
you'll get so many sounds, it may be the only amp you'll ever 

need. No matter how many guitars yoill ever own. 
HACTRONICS 
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"...the most 

arresting new 

orchestral 

piece of 1991." 

- The New York Times 

AMON JAY KERNS 

436 281-2 

The Balartesciu 

Quartet 
Works by 

David Byrne 

John Lurie 

Robert Moran 

Michael Torke 
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"Magical." 
- The New York Times 

GRAHAM RUIN 

11A140 CIRCUS 

436 100-2 

...Argo has been issuing 

more music that is off 

the beaten path than 

4%. 
oe. 

any other major label." 

—THE BOSTON TAB 

Call now for e CD sampler 

featuring today' ttest composers 

and artists on Argo. 212.333.1454 

available at all locations 

ICIER RECORDS \VIREO 
or order by phone: 1.800.648.4844 

.992 Londrt Rernrds ,Po6Gram Retord. Inc 
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Out of respect for the purity of Eric Johnson's music, we won't tell you whose guitar synthesizer he's 

playing. But, if you happen to notice the logo down below, well, we can't do anything about that. 

Not to be overly commercial but, seeing 

as how this is an ad, we should probahh 

tell you that the GR-1 offers electric and 

acoustic guitar players of any level the ulti-

matt', in utilizing new sounds for creating 

built-in sounds— from 

acoustic to synthesized to drums—as well as 

a built-in, four-track sequencer for practic-

ing and recording your own music. It's 

simple to use. And the GK-2 pickup easily 

?,.mounlftn your guitar. You can even mix 

the new sounds áf GR-1 with your own 

guLat sounds. And, yes, the prloe is pretty 
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7 FRONTWOMAN NATALIE MERCHANT 

I 0,000 Maniacs are back. Natalie Merchant on iiiolation, car accidents and 

how minor chords change everything, BY GEORGE KALOGERAKIS 

29 BILL GRAHAM 

The late promoter began as rock's first capitalist and ended as rock's last 

hippie. But it wasn't Bill Graham who changed—the music business did. 

BY MARK ROWLAND 

32 WALLACE RONEY 

A talented young jazz trumpeter faces the ultimate test: filling in for Miles 
with Shorter, Hancock, Williams and Carter. BY JIM MACN1E 

36 TOO OLD TO GET SIGNED? 

It'sthe great unmentionable of the record biz; if you're not a kid, great music 

may not get you a deal. BY MARK SCHEERER 

40 IZZY STRADLIN'S SIDE OF THE STORY 

The guitarist who walked away from Guns N' Roses answers the accusa-
tions of his ex-bandmates with a rockin' new album, a solid new band and a 

very .different version of GN'R history. BY CHARLES M YOUNG 

50 ARRESTED DEVELOPMENT RISE & SHINE 

A potent Southern blend of rural and rap, with inspirational lyrics and a 
do-it-yourself attitude. We drive around Georgia putting up posters and 

eating hippie food with the man called Speech. BY JON YOUNG 
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513 RIDING WITH SPRINOSTEEN 

"There was a heroic posture to my music," Bruce says. "That's not the way the 
real world is." Three days on and offstage with a local hero chipping away at 

the chain of his own lies—and finding a bener road. By BILL FLANAGAN 

7B SONGWRITER 

SYMPOSIUM 

Donald Fagen, Richard Thompson, 
Barrett Strong, Jim Webb, Dion and 

other masters give tips on composing 
at the Bottom Line. Here's a whole 
college education in one easy-to-

carry article. 
BY BILL FLANAGAN 

114 LAST NOTES 

For a member of the family 
dying young. 
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WORKING MUSICIAN 

EIS DRUMS CHARLIE WATTS 

A Rolling Stone searches for his swing. Rhythmic reflections from 

a Bird-watcher. BY CHIP STERN 

BB GUITAR DAVE MUSTAINE 

How one man left Metallica, formed Megadeth and created the bi 

crunch to split open the Top 10 since Van Halen. 
BY MATT RESNICOFF 
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90 BASS JAMES EARL 

When Stanley Clarke needed a bassist, Earl was at the top of the list. Now 

he's Chick Corea's bottom. BY CHRIS JISI 

92 KEYBOARDS ERASURE 

Synth maven Vince Clarke eschews digital technology; analog keyboard 
tips from a tech renegade. BY ALAN DI PERNA 

96 DEVELOPMENTS 

A taste of Kurzweil's special K and a new tube mike for everyman. Also, 

Richard Lloyd abuses Harry Kolbe and Anatek tells you how to blow 
into your keyboard. BY THE MUSICIAN SQUEEZE- BOXERS 

DEPARTMENTS 
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Gin Blossoms, Wallflowers and other 
exotic flora. 

24 ON STAGE 

Nirvana and Michael Jackson, two icons of 
American success, play in England to 

mammoth crowds and complex reactions. 

101 KFC0111/INCS 

Nine Inch Nails' first release since Pretty 
Hate Machine raises the stakes for 

industrial, metal, and Trent Reznor's 
promise and ambition. 

104 NEW RELEASES 

113 READER SERVICE 
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From top to bottom: 
M552 Two-Way Stereo/Three-Way Mono Electronic (Al 01 cr, 
M553 Three- Way Stereo/Four- Way Mono Electronic Crossover, 
M644 Four Channel Noise Gate and M7I2 Two Channel Gating 
Compressor/Limiter. 

What's The Weakest Link 
In Your Sound System? 
Professional audio systems are only as good as the weakest link in the 
chain. Whether you rely on your system for sound reinforcement or 
recording, to earn a living or just for fun, each "link" has to be the 
finest it can be. You get the best performance from the best compo-
nents and, more importantly, from components that are designed to 
work together. A matched system. 

M Series Electronics are truly designed with the "matched system" 
concept in mind. They had to be, because we manufacture the 
loudspeakers used most by the pros and market a wide range of 

world class recording and sound 
reinforcement consoles. With both 
ends of the audio chain anchored so 
solidly, we just couldn't compromise 
on the links between. 

Engineered to deliver the best 
performance in their class, all M 
Series Electronics products feature 
lower noise levels and wider 
dynamic range than the competition. 
They incorporate intelligent controls 
and front panel layout designed for 

easy operation. M Series is designed to maintain the high level of 
performance you expect from your audio system, from end-to-end 
and in-between. And, they are priced to be very affordable. 

Both the M552 and M553 Electronic Crossovers provide you with 
"constant directivity horn pre-emphasis", a special equalization curve 
that optimizes the audio signal for JBL Bi-Radial® horns. The result is 
a system that delivers balanced power response across both the 
horizontal and vertical planes for superb coverage. 

The M644 Noise Gate offers four discrete channels of gating with user-
adjustable Threshold, Attack and Release. The M712 Gating Comp-
ressor/Limiter features "Soft-Knee" compression characteristics for 
transparent gain control. And all four devices incorporate Servo-
Balanced outputs for proper gain matching and elimination of 
extemporaneous noise. 

If you've got a "road" system, "home" studio, or maybe both, ask 
yourself, "What are the weakest links in my audio chain?" Chances 
are excellent that you can greatly improve the performance of your 
system with JBL M Series Electronics. 
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8500 Balboa Boulevard, Northridge, CA 91329 
(818) 893-8411 
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NATALIE 

MERCHANT 

10,000 Maniacs has come a long way from Jamestown. What's been 

best, worst and most surprising about success? 

The best thing is the fact that we've become professional, that I can do 

this for a living. I always wanted to be an artist—dreams come true. I can't 

think of anything bad. We're not really at the level where privacy is an 

issue, or we have to decide whether or not to play to 30,000 people in an 

arena. What was the third part? Most surprising? I think the fact that a lot 
of our fans seem to be people I'd like, people who could be friends. 

The new album, Our Time in Eden, has seven songs credited solely to 
you. Are you writing more these days? 

I'm writing the same amount, but I think I'm a little more bold in my 

presentations to the band. [laughs] I used to hoard songs away. I have this 
feeling that everything Ido needs to be sheltered because I'm still in a peri-
od of growth and learning. I even play piano on, I think, eight of the songs 

on the record. I guess it's because I've been practicing a lot...in my isola-

tion. [laughs] 

It was reported a while back that you might do a solo album. 

People have been saying that since I was 12 years old. I would love to 

record some different songs. I've written with other people and I'd like to 

do that some more, so that's a possibility. But I really don't know. I did 

just record a song that I wrote with R.E.M. It's going on a benefit record 
for the National Abortion Rights Action League. 

Is there a 10,000 Maniacs tour in the works? 

Our drummer [Jerry Augustynialt] was just hit by a car while riding his 

bicycle. It's hard so play a drum with a broken clavicle. So we're at this 

point sort of scrambling to play the first month or so with a different 
drummer. We're just all trying to deal with Jerry's injury. He's so disap-

pointed and sad and in pain, and we've got the record coming out and we 

feel obligated to at least go out and play the major cities and let people 
know we're still alive. 

Any song on Our Time in Eden you're especially fond of? 

"Noah's Dove." It's very lush and beautiful, which was sort of my 

intention for most of the album. I just said it over and over, "lush and 

beautiful, lush and beautiful." [laughs] And I love the song "How You've 

Grown." People cry when they hear it. I definitely cry when I listen to 

music—and I laugh and I dance. I respond to music faster than to any oth-

er form. Cinema is too specific. That's why I hate videos so much. 

Did you base "I'm Not the Man," in which they hang the wrong guy, 
on a specific incident? 

Yes, I did, but I don't really want to mention it. Because it's happening 

in so many states in this country on such a regular basis that I don't really 
want to concentrate on one. When it does happen, I'm just reminded of 

what a barbaric practice it is. There was some discussion among band 

members that the songs "Tolerance" and "I'm Not the Man" were just too 

dark for the album. But I believe in balance. I just feel that beauty and 

tragedy exist everywhere, and that to make an album that is only concen-

trating on positive and beautiful subject matter—it's not honest. It's not 
the way that I see the world. 

Many of your songs are imbued with a sense of time gone by. Where 

MANY OF OUR SONGS THE LYRICS WERE 

TOTAL OPPOSI'TION TO THE MUSIC." 

does "Gold Rush Brides" come from? 

Diaries of frontier women. There were entries where they would just 

casually mention that they'd given birth that morning and a few months 

later mention that the baby had died. I wanted this album to be very vis-

ceral—with very visceral descriptions. A lot of references to sensation. 

What about "Stockton Gala Days"? 

I had this revelation years ago that in so many of our songs the lyrics 

were in total opposition to the music. So I've been making an attempt to 

try to come up with music and lyrics that are more in harmony: "What 
experience does this music seem to accompany?" And with "Stockton 

Gala Days," whenever we played that song, all I thought of was being a 

young girl and having the true friendships that we have when we're 

young. I had a rural upbringing and I feel very close to—I don't want to 

sound like a hippie girl, but I spent a lot of time in grape vineyards and 

cornfields and the forest, and that song just brought to mind how happy I 

was when I was younger, and that feeling of summer and this great ex-

panse of time that summer was, and how I spent is, and who I spent it 
with. But then there was a haunting bridge that kept returning, this D-

minor that I had to make sense of. [laughs] So I had to make it almost nos-

talgic. That's the thing about writing. I'll have a lyric in place and suddenly 

this minor chord will come from nowhere and change the entire tone and 

direction of the song. So, anyway, it was going to be a cheerful song set in 

the present, but then that D-minor spoiled everything. 

GEORGE KALOGERAKIS 
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PINK VS. FLOYL, 

If Roger Waters was an egotisti-

cal jerk (David Gilmour interview, 
Aug.'92), he was in good company. 

We've often heard David Gilmour 

criticize The Final Cut as being one 

of the worst albums Pink Floyd has 

ever done. Apparently he hasn't lis-

tened to A Momentary Lapse of 

Reason. And if Gilmour thinks La 
Carrera Panamericana is worth 

viewing, then he is a bigger megalo-

maniac than he claims Roger 

Waters is. Resnicoff was wrong 

when he said, "There's only one 

person on earth who doesn't love 

David Gilmour." Here's two more. 

Pat Mrizek and Chris Dotson 

Fayetteville, GA 

In his latest interview, Matt 

Resnicoff proceeds to ask a series 

of inane and pointless questions. 

His belief that certain music can be 

deemed not "Floydian" leads him 

to conclude A Momentary Lapse 

of Reason should have been a solo 

album by Gilmour. The interview 

continues on the old and tired 
news of Roger's departure. Finally, 

Resnicoff has the audacity to imply 

Gilmour should have put an end to 

Floyd after Roger left. If this was 

to be the case, Floyd should have 
been done with as soon as Syd 

"left." My advice to Resnicoff is to 

read Nicholas Schaffner's A 

Saucerful of Secrets; a little home-

work could have kept out such 

statements as: " I had no idea ses-

sion musicians played on The 

Wall." The insulting interview 

leads one to believe the "...one 

person who doesn't love David 

Gilmour..." is Resnicoff himself. 

Hooman Bahrani 

Winston-Salem, NC 

So, "there's only one person on 

earth who doesn't love Dave 

Gilmour"? Dave was the sound? 

He was the voice? He was the con-

duit? Hell, he was even the bass 

player!? This is the third time 

LETTERS 
Musician readers have been sub-

jected to the same boring Pink 

Floyd breakup/good Dave vs. bad 

Roger cliché. 

Mike Malackowski 

Bloomington, IN 

After reading your recent inter-

view with David Gilmour, I'm 

convinced that Mr. Resnicoff is a 

great fan of Roger Waters. I can 

easily understand why, since his 

interviewing style and Waters' 

voice have the same tone—abrasive 
and obnoxious. 

I'll agree with Mr. Resnicoff on 

one thing. David Gilmour is no 

Roger Waters. Thank god! 

Cindy Humm 

Rosiclare, IL 

Pink Floyd was founded by Syd 

Barrett so that it might go beyond 

what had commonly been done in 

popular music. Waters continued 

this effort through the '70s. If 

Gilmour wishes to rehabilitate 

Pink Floyd so that it might contin-

ue its quest, why not? It seems that 
Roger Waters does not want to see 

Pink Floyd succeed without him 

and it is obvious that they have. 

Gabriel D. Karaffa 

Trumbull, CT 

In spite of his delusions, Roger 

Waters was only a part of the Pink 

Floyd phenomenon—an entity 

that has always been greater than 

the sum of its parts and, therefore, 
is perfectly justified in continuing 

without him. 

Kristofer Layon 

Northfield, MN 

In answer to Mr. Resnicoff's 

wondering if Dave still has a "bead 

on his audience," I would have to 

say that as a Gilmour/Floyd fan I 

was happy for just 18 more min-

utes of new music. The video was 

very enjoyable. I consider this just 

an appetizer and am looking for-

ward to the next album, be it Floyd 

or solo Gilmour. 

Kay Zagrosky 

Shenandoah, PA 

If it was not for David Gilmour, 

Pink Floyd would be playing Hol-

iday Inns across the world. 

Eric Henderson 

Fort Worth, TX 

K 

How can you think David 

Duke is amusing? Cancel my sub-

scription immediately. 

Katie Burke 

Mill Valley, CA 

After reading "David Duke's 

Klassic Kuts" (Aug. '92), I thought 

of some more people who should 

share their musical insights: 

Pol Pot's Picks 

Hitler's Hits 

Saddam's Selections 

(The Kurds Say It's a Gas) 

Jeffery Dahmer's Choice Cuts 

Charlie Manson's Musical 

Musings: What Helter Skelter 

Really Means 

Keep up the good work, guys, I 

always keep a copy of your maga-

zine handy so I can read it during 

commercials when I watch Geraldo. 

Thomas Steed 

Claremont, CA 

Regarding David Duke: pathetic. 

Jonny Gillespie 

Ft. Wayne, IN 

There must be hundreds of 

struggling musicians who would 

kill for the opportunity to be pub-

lished in your magazine. Surely 

you could have found someone 

more deserving of your valuable 

editorial space. You can cancel my 

subscription. I am disgusted! 

Ronald S. Miller 

Amherst, MA 

Why don't you change your 

name to Politician? There's no 
excuse for two pages of Musician 

magazine being devoted to a puke 

like David Duke. 

Jeff Burger 

Brooklyn, NY 

David Duke is a racist and a neo-

Nazi. His opinions about music are 

of little interest to me. This is not an 

issue of free speech, but rather of 

your editorial judgment. You chose 
to print this drivel. I choose not to 

support it. Cancel my subscription. 

Jeff Sussman 

Santa Fe, NM 

Who gives a shit what David 

Duke listens to? 

Geraldine Wyckoff 

New Orleans, LA 

When a figure like David Duke 

tries to claim rock 'n' roll for fas-
cism, tries to say that there's noth-

ing incompatible between the Bea-
tles and the Ku Klux Klan, it's 

something that should be faced by 

everyone who assumes rock 'n' roll 

is a progressive force. We referred 

to Duke as a former Nazi and 

Klansman who "wraps the ... cul-

tural references of a baby boomer 

around the gutter politics of preju-

dice.» Interviewer Henry Schipper 

challenged every loony assertion 

made, giving Duke only enough 

rope to hang himself That any 

reader could take that piece as a 

Musician endorsement of Duke 

astonishes us. Yes, the article was 

ugly, but there is evil in the world. 

Ignoring it does not make it go 
away. 

Please send letters to: Musician, 

1515 Broadway, New York, NY 

10036. 
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ON THE NEXT PAGE 
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THE G IN BLOSSOMS 
he Beatles had Brian Epstein, U2 had Paul McGuinness, 

and the Gin Blossems had a girl named Laura. In the late 

'80s, when the Blossoms formed and began playing gigs in 

their native Tempe, Arizona, a friend named Laura Leland—"the sixth 

Gin Blossom," as wry bassist Bill Leen refers to her—took it upon her-

self to prod and promote the band. In addition to helping negotiate a 

record contract and publishing deal, Leland put up the 20 grand it took 

to finance the group's first album—an effort that guitarist Jesse Valen-

zuela describes as "basically something we did in one night without any 

sort of guidance. It sounds like a record made by a very young band." 

The Blossoms are much happier with New Miserable Experience 

(title notwithstanding), their first LP for a major label. Having pro-

duced both their debut and last year's EP Up and Coming by them-

selves, the fledgling musicians decided to enlist support from a sea-

soned veteran this time out: John Hampton, whose work with the 

Replacements, Marshall Crenshaw and Tommy Keene had earned him 

the self-described "guitar bandms admiration. "Getting the opportuni-

ty to go out to Memphis to work with John was a big, big thrill," says 

singer Robin Wilson. "And we got to meet Tommy Keene," Valenzuela 

adds. "He's a cool guy." 

For all their youthful zeal, the Gin Blossoms—who also include 

drummer Phillip Rhodes and new guitarist Scott Johnson (who recent-

ly replaced original member Douglas Hopkins)—now try to craft their 

buoyant, guitar-driven pop in a mature fashion. They even admit to 

being, in Wilson's words, "into meledy." "We've been accused of losing 

our edge because we've started thinking about songs and grooves, as 

opposed to just playing as fast as we possibly can," admits Valenzuela. 

"But you can't play like you're 25 forever." ELYSA GARDNER 

i
_ ith Grave Dancers Union, Sou/ Asylurr digs deep to 

unearth a hard-co-the-outside, soft-on-the-inside vein of 

rock that explores ambition, failure and hope against 

hope. Through al 12 cuts, singer/songwriter Dave Pimer 

struggles with Life's Rig Questions, but ask him if there's a 

unifying philosophy to the record, and he'll say, " haaah. 

You're acorn alone you die alone and you better appreciate 

your friends, because they're not always gonna be around 

if you don't If there's a theme, it's jest ...' life goes on." 

For all its pop philosophizing, 

Grave Dancers Union's secret 

weapon s soul legend Booker T, 

who contributes argan work to sev-

eral tracks. "He was incredible," 

gushes Pi -Fier. "Be charted every-

thing out so I asked him for all the 

sheet music. You feel like a little kid 

waen sorieore like that says he likes 

your songs." 

There's a lot to like, from the des-

perae rocker "Samebody to Shove" 

to tFe aoigrant ballad " Runaway 

Trair" and the metallic " April Foot" 

Another high point is "New World, ' which affirms that indeed there are good 

reasons—spiritual, political and otherwise—for rruddling through the has-

sles of day-to-day life. For Pimer, i's all about his continuing quest ta live in 

he moment: "What did I just hear? Oh, yeah... You can't change the past, 

but you can tuck up a perfectly good present by thinking about the Mare." A 

eselul proverb—where'd it come from" " I think," F'imer confesses, " I read it 

in a conic book." JIM NALSH 

scpuLasvisuswi 

L TO R D AVE PIRNER, 

G RANT YOUNG, D AN M ._IRPHY 
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Grave Dancing as Fast as They Can 
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.....A bout 10 minutes 

  after we start 

talking, Chris 

Harford, an exceptionally bright 

and promising 30-year-old rock 'n' 

roller whose Be Headed has just 

been released by Elektra, comes out 

with something both wonderfully 

personal and generational: "In all 

honesty, my first memory—and I 

CHRIS HARFORD 

would have been two years old and 

in a crib—was when the Beatles 
were on Ed Sullivan's TV show and 

my family came into the living 

room to watch. I remember clearly 

the reactions of my sisters and 

brother, just freaking out like you 

saw in the newsreels. And I re-

member thinking, Hmmm, some-

thing's going on here. Two years 

later, I was sitting on my father's 

shoulders when I saw Herman's 

Hermits somewhere on the Jersey 

Shore. After, as we worked our way 

toward the stage, we wound up in a 

strange room where they had wax 

figures of the Beatles. What an 

impression that made—a very sur-

real memory. Two years after that, I 

was collecting Beatles cards and 

always had my yellow submarine 

with me. I knew I was going to be a 

musician. In 1969, my brother came 

home and said, `Forget the Beatles, 

Led Zeppelin is the answer.' He 

handed me a Zeppelin album, 

which I refused to accept until I was 

16. At 17, I rejected Led Zeppelin, 

the Allman Brothers and Lynyrd 

Skynyrd for the Ramones and Elvis 

Costello and the Sex Pistols. And 

then, moving full circle, I came back 

to the Beatles, the Rolling Stones, 

Van Morrison, Jimi Hendrix and 

Neil Young, and finally realized just 

how deeply ingrained their records 

are in me. The true greats just stand 

out as timeless." 
One of Harford's many likable 

qualities is his unabashed joy in lis-

tening to music and "soaking up 

influences like a sponge." 

Harford was born and reared in 

Princeton, New Jersey, and spent 

much of the '80s in Boston, where 

he painted, played in a band called 

Three Colors (two EPs) and met 

Lichi Ponce, the woman he recent-

ly married and the subject of many 

of Be Headed's "supportive," hu-

manistic songs. 

Be Headed got its name from a 

suggestion by Harford's brother. 

The artist sees the title as three-

pronged: a pun about losing one's 

head, "be headed for someplace— 

have a destination, a framework," 

and «be headed—be intelligent and 

use your head." • 

First-listen favorites: "Swinging 

Bridge," 'You Know Me the Best" 

(recorded live with Richard 

Thompson) and "Sing, Breathe and 

Be Merry," which Harford, with a 

proud smile and genuine modesty, 

calls "my anthem." Let's hope he 

writes a few more of them. 

PAUL NELSON 

PURE 
GENIUS 

Now Acoustic Instruments Can 
At Last Share The Forefront With 
Electric Instruments Live On Stage, 

With Full Acoustic Timbre 
and Minimum Feedback. 
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RHINO MINING 

ATLANTIC CATALOG 

e y? hino Records has 

entered into an 

agreement with 

Atlantic Records which calls for 

Rhino's systematic reissue of 

material from Atlantic's rich 

R&B, jazz and pop vaults. The 

deal went into effect in June, when 

Rhino switched distribution of its 

catalog from the Capitol/EMI 

group to WEA; initial releases 

under the new Rhino/Atlantic-

Atco Remasters logo have includ-

ed anthologies of Wilson Pickett, 

Solomon Burke, Percy Sledge, 

Clarence Carter and the Rascals, 

and 10 additional individual titles 

from the Stax/Volt group of labels 

by R&B stars Otis Redding, Carla 

Thomas, Sam & Dave, Booker T. 

& the MGs and the Bar-Kays. 

Thousands of heretofore un-

tapped titles will provide the com-

pany with future releases. Up-

coming titles include an 85-track 

Aretha Franklin boxed set, a dou-

ble CD from Manhattan Transfer, 

a Coasters anthology, compila-

tions on the Average White Band, 

Sister Sledge, Firefall, Betty 
Wright and Chic, and straight 

reissues on individual titles by 

Dusty Springfield, the Spinners 

and Franklin. 

Rhino will be taking full advan-

tage of a mailing list of over 

100,000 record buyers to promote 

upcoming Rhino/Atlantic releases. 

VP of marketing Chris Tobey says 

that Atlantic product will con-

Yir-F.;•:.1. Pf.:;¡-.1._-rr's 

TRCVr 

tribute in a very major way to 

Rhino's growth, "although about 

6C percent of our releases will con-

tinue to be from other sources. 

We've been growing by leaps and 

bounds. Our business has doubled 

in the last three years." 

The label expects to release an 

average of three to five Atlantic 

titles per month, and is looking at 

anthologies on the J. Gels Band, 

Ben E. King, Dr. John and Profes-

sor Longhair and best-of albums 

on Joe Turner, Eddie Floyd, Al-

bert King, Vanilla Fudge and Iron 

Butterfly. DAVID NATHAN 

THE mAp33 MIDI/PROGRAMMABLE ACOUSTIC INSTRUMENT PROCESSOR 
Introducing The First Programmable Technologically Advanced Preamplifier/Processor 
Dedicated to ACOUSTIC INSTRUMENTS. 
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Rane's renowned signal processing and digital expertise have combined to create a quantum wo 
breakthrough in acoustic instrument amplification. The MAP 33 effectively preserves complex acoustic de 
timbre through a unique system that processes two different pick-ups separately with an impressive 
arsenal of programmable functions: from EQ to separate monitor mix. With 64 configuration memories and — 
full MIDI control, the MAP 33 can satisfy the most demanding venues with a sound quality of unprecedented 
purity, strength and flexibility! Call us for a detailed brochure and your nearest MAP 33 dealer. 

RANE CORPORATION 10802-47th Ave. W. Mukilteo,WA 98275 • (206) 355-6000 
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THE MUSICIANS 

GUIDE TO TOURING 

& PROMOTION 

Includes: major/indie A&R 

contacts, publishing 

companies, tape/CD 

manufacturers, as well as 

over 100 city listings 

featuring club contacts/ 

booking info, college & 

commercial radio, press 

contacts, music & equip-

ment retailers. Plus artist/ 

industry interviews, 

insights and advice. 

ONLY $6.95 EACH 
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Manua 

Mow lo Set Up 
Your Guitar 

Choosing an 
Acoustic 

Effects 
Strategies 

tubes vs. 
Transistors 

Pickup Options 

THE WHOLE 

GUITAR BOOK 

An in-depth look at 

hardware, woods, necks, 

effects, pickups, and how to 

buy an acoustic or an 

electric. Plus private lessons 

and sound advice from Joe 

Satriani, Mark Knopfler, 

Steve Val, Leo Kottke, John 

McLaughlin and more. 

ONLY $4.95 EACH 

UNDERSTANDING 

MIDI 

The most popular and 

practical introduction to 

MIDI ever published. 

Whether you are just 

beginning or upgrading the 

gear you already have, this 

guide will help you get the 

most out of your MIDI and 

analog equipment. 

ONLY $4.95 EACH 

MORE OF THE 

PLAYERS' GUIDE TO 

HOME RECORDING 

This second installment 

emphasizes automated 

mixing, SMPTE, 

synchronization and all 

applications of MIDI in the 

studio. Special features 
include recording tips from 

top producers and a 

complete Buyer's Guide to 

home recording gear. 

ONLY $4.95 EACH 

Ora'er any rwo $4.95 specials for $8.90 or all three for $ 12.50! 
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Li THE PLAYER'S GUIDE TO HOME RECORDING 
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21 11/79 Brian Eno, Talking Heads, Weather Report 
34 7/81 Tom Petty, Dave Edmunds, Wayne Shorter 

36 10/81 Grateful Dead, Zappa, Kid Creole, NY Dolls 

45 7/82 Willie Nelson, John McLaughlin, the Motels 
64 2/84 Stevie Wonder, X, Was ( Not Was), Omette 

70 8/84 Peter Wolf, King Crimson, Sly + Robbie 

71 9/84 Heavy Metal, Dream Syndicate, Tinc Turner 

77 3/85 John Fogerty, Marsalis/Hancock, Los Lobos 
79 5/85 Jeff Beck, Alison Moyet, John Hiatt—Ry Cooder 

94 8/86 Jimi Hendrix, The Cure, Prince...38 Special 

102 4/87 Robert Cray, Los Lobos, Simply Red 

104 6/87 Spring steen, The Blasters, Keith Jarrett 
111 1/88 REM., Year in Rock, 10,000 Maniacs 

112 2/88 McCartney, Stanley Clarke, Buster Poindexter 
113 3/88 Robert Plant, INXS, Wynton MarsaL 

115 5/88 Stevie Wonder, Sonny Rollins, 

Joni Mitchell, Johnny Cash 

116 6/88 Si nea d O'Connor, Neil Young, Tracy Chapman 
117 7/88 Jimmy Page, Leonard Cohen, Lloyd Cole 

118 8/88 Pink Floyd, New Order, Smithereens 

119 9/88 Billy Gibbons, Santana/Shorer, Vernon Reid 

120 10/88 Keith Richards, Depeche Mode, Steve Forbert 

121 11/88 Prince, Steve Winwood, Rand',' Newman 
122 12/138 Guns N' Roses, Midnight Oil, Glyr Jnhns 
123 1/89 Year in Music ' 88, Metallica, lack Bruce, Fishbone 

124 2/89 Replacements, Fleetwood Mac, Lyle Lovett 

125 3/89 Elvis Costello, Jeff Healey, Sonic Youth 
126 4/89 Lou Reed, John Cale, Joe Satnani 

127 5/89 Miles Davis, Fine Young Cannibals, XTC 

128 6/89 Peter Gabriel, Charles Mingus, Húsier Dü 
129 7/E9 The Who, The Cure, Z•ggy Marley 

130 8/89 10,000 Maniocs, MeHencamp, Brown/Raitt 

131 9/89 Jeff Beck, Lau-a Nyro, Billy Sheehan 

132 10/89 Don Henley, Rolling Stones, Bob Marley 
133 11/89 The ' 80s, Daniel Lon&s, Syd Straw 

134 12/89 Grateful Dead, Stevie Ray Vaughan, Paul Kelly 

135 1/90 Aerosmith, NRBQ, Richard Thompson, Max Q 

136 2/90 Eric Clapton, Kate Bush, Buddy Rch, Del Fuegos 

137 3/90 George Harrison, The Kinks, Abdullah Ibrahim 
138 4/90 Tom Petty, Lenny Knritz, Rush, The Silos 

139 5/90 Paul McCartney, Cecil Taylor, Kronos Quartet 

140 6/90 Robert Plant, Suzanne Vega, Soul II Saul, Drums 

141 7/90 Jim i H end rix, David Bowie, Bob C eormountain 

142 8/90 Sisead O'Connor, John Hicrt, World Party 

143 950 Steve Vai, Michael Stipe, Malmsteen..McLaughlin 

144 10/90 IN XS, Neville Bros., Lou ReedVacicv Havel 

146 12/90 Slash, Replacements, Waterboys, Pixies 

147 1/9 . Robert Johnson, Bruce Hornsby, Soul Asylum 

148 2/91 Pink Floyd, Neil Young, Art Biakey, Bock Crowes 

149 3/91 Jerry Garcia/Elvis Costello, NWA, Pink Floyd 

150 4/91 R.E.M., AC DC, Top Managers,Jm Morrison 

151 5/9' Eddie Von Halen, Fishbone, Byrds, Chris Isaak 

152 6/9: Stevie Roy Vaughan, Morrissey, Drum Special 

153 7/91 Bonnie Raitt, Tim Buckley, Sonny Rollins 
154 8/91 Sting, Ste,ie Wonder, 15th Anniversary Issue 

155 9/91 Paul McCartney, Axl Rose, David Bowie 

156 I 0/91 Dire Straits, Jesus Jones, Paul McCa-tney 
157 11/91 Jimi Hendrix, Frank Zappa, Primus, Eddy/Fogerty 

158 12/91 Miles Davis, Robbie Robertson, Massive Attack 
159 1/92 Super Deals!, Nirvana, Earl Palmer 

160 2/92 Fear of Rap, Eric Clapton 

161 3/92 02, Harrison & Clapton, Songwriting Report 
162 4/92 Def Leopard, k. d. long, Live 

163 5/92 Drugs & Creativity, Lovett, Mike Special 

164 6/92 Guns N' Roses, Metallica, Genesis 
165 7/92 Led Zeppelin, Faith No More, Bumett/Phillips 

166 8/92 David Gilmour, Robert Wyatt/Bill Nelson 

167 9/92 02, Big GLitar Special, George Harrison 
SPi Best of the Beatles and Rolling Stones 

SP2 Masters of Metal, Metallica, Def Leppord, more 
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ON STAGE 

MICHAEL JACKSON 

N
1CHAEL JACKSON AP-
pears at London's Wembley 

Stadium through a trapdoor 

in a swamp of dry ice like a 

stage villain and just stands there, stock-still. 

Then, snapping a knee, he kicks into an over-

drive of stomping and clutching his cod-

piece. Soundtracking this frenzy of white 

socks and oil-slick hair, incidentally, is 

"Jam." Thunder flashes bang, and he is 

joined by a dance troupe who fill the stage 

with movement yet cannot distract you 

from the silver-jacketed star who at 34 

remains a microsecond tighter than anyone 

else you'll ever see, freeze-framing into dra-

matic poses like an android overloading its cir-

cuitry. You just gape at such an electrifying, 

almost superhuman talent for spectacle. Min-

utes in, you're sure that Michael Jackson, rare 
with no trimmings, will do just fine, but sus-

pect that he won't allow himself to stand 

naked for long. So it proves. 

Much is familiar from his last tour, which not 

only reproduced the hits, but the videos, too. 

Thus the set-piece gangsterism of "Smooth 

Criminal," segueing into " I Just Can't Stop 

Loving You," in which Michael strokes duettist 

Siedah Garrett to a whoosh of titillated disbe-

lief. In "Thriller" we are distracted from a mira-

cle of stage-lowering hydraulics by darting 

lasers and the full grand- [coned on next page] 

NIRVANA 

EEN SPIRIT? SMELLS MORE 

like burning polystyrene to me, 

vast acrid clouds of it wafting 

gently across the English field 

from the huge oildrums serving—somewhat 

superfluously, it must be said—as wastebins, 
whose contents have been thoughtfully 

immolated by the small knots of freezing, 

mud-spattered festival-goers gathered around 

them. If there is a purgatory, it's probably 

modeled on the Reading Festival. 

The predominant aroma at pop festivals 
used to be marijuana, but by Sunday night, 

there seem to be few with any stash left to lift 

the gloom of the occasion. You used to be able 

to sit down at these affairs, but the entire field 

has been turned into a quagmire after a week-

end of showers. So you stand there, choking, 

sober and unstoned, feet soaked and aching, 

straining to see whether that tiny figure a quar-

ter of a mile away is really Kurt Cobain or just 

another roadie. Eventually, it is Kurt Cobain. 

Nirvana open their set with one of several 

songs that seem to feature the refrain "I don't 

care"—possibly "Breed," though it's hard to 

tell, this most astoundingly popular of trios 

having notched up many million album sales 

with the least expansive of musical lexicons. 

They pride themselves on their punk roots, 

and in this respect they're correct; though the 

Marshall stacks looming impassively across 

the back of the stage are like some 2001 

monolith signifying the [coned on next page] 

Im 
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The highest fidelity component 
in bass since the Hartke driver. 

The Hartke Amp. 
Six years ago, we pushed technology to 

create the perfect speaker for bass. The Hartke 
aluminum cone driver gives bass players the 
sparkling clarity and detail they had always 
been missing with paper cone speakers. 

Now we've gone even further toward 
the ultimate bass setup. Hartke has designed 
a series of sophisticated new amplifiers with 
all the critical features you need to get total 
Hartke sound. 

Power. Our top-line Model 7000 rack-
mount amp pumps out 350 watts a side of 
crystal clear bass power into 4 ohms. 

Tone. The 7000 comes standard with 
both tube and solid state preamps. You can 
select tube for a brilliant, fat sound. Or solid 
state for more "edge." And mix them together 
for dynamic new possibilities. 

Hartke Systems distributed exclusively worldwide by: 
Samson Technologies Corp., P.O. Box 9068, Hicksville, NY 11802-9068 
TEL (516) 932-3810 FAX ( 516) 932-3815 C Samson Technologies Corp. 1991 

Sounds. We've included rotary bass and 
treble Contour controls to shape your overall 
sound. And a precise 10-band graphic EQ to 
fine-tune it. 

Control. The 7000 also has adjustable 
compression to add the exact amount of 
presence and sustain to your sound. And 
a variable crossover with a unique control 
that lets you get the right balance of highs 
and lows. 

Choices. If you don't need all that 
power for your bottom line, our model 3500 
delivers 350 watts mono into 4 ohms with 
all the extensive tone-shaping features 
of the 7000. 

Now the biggest sound in bass doesn't 
end with Hartke drivers. It starts with 
Hartke Amps. 

Hartke Systems 
Transient Attack »)› 
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ADD 

10411111111811RWIRt 
TO YOUR PRESENT TWO SPEAKER 
HI-FI OR HOME THEATER SYSTEM 

..• 
• • =l• • 01 0 0 

• ) RETRIEVER 
EFFECTIVE 3-0 AUDIO IN AN ECONOMIC PACKAGE 

RETAIL $179 00 
DIM: 23/8'H x 161/2' W x 7'D 

\V   

MOOR AK-1CK) 

THE ORIGINAL, ESOTERIC 3-D AUDIO LEGEND 

RETAIL $29900 
DIM: 41-1 x 17' W x 11 1/2'D 

Restores dynamics. depth, and 
incredible width to all of your sound. 

(o) Adds spacious ambience to mono, stereo, 
or surround-type encoded material. 

Does not require extra amps nor 
extra rear speakers. 

(o) Allows you to quickly upgrade your 
present investment. 

(6) No annoying "Sweet Spot". 
Helps make your loudspeakers disappear. 
Makes ordinary speakers sound extraordinary. 

Can operate in conjunction with 
surround-type decoders. 

ge) Exclusive mono to stereo sythesizer 
adds natural, life- like presence to 
mono recordings and old movies. 

FOR DEALER INQUIRIES PLEASE CALL 

1-800-243-2062 
1-714-858-6154 
1-714-858-6110 

"In a dramatic SRS demonstnaion 

at a Hughes Laboratory, the 

effect blew me away." 

Ken Pohlmann 
Stereo Review, September 1990 

"Perhaps the most effective stereo 

enhancement system one that even 

simulates full surround sound.." 

Len Feldman 
Video Review, March 199 I 

subsidiary of 

HUGHES 
GM Hughes Electronics 

NIRVANA 

return of heavy metal to its natural home after 

several years in which the Reading Festival has 

featured middling indier alternative" bands. 

Later tonight, towards the end of the generous 

half-hour of encores that they tack onto the end 

of their set, we even get those few chords that 

music-lovers everywhere have come to know 

and fear as the intro to "Smoke on the Water." It 

may be intended as a joke, but it serves to 

underline the fact that the only thing separating 

the gray riffing of Nirvana from the likes of 

Deep Purple and Black Sabbath is their atti-

tude—which appears to be that they can't be 

bothered. A few songs into their set, Cobain 

and bassist Chris Novoselic have a whimsical 

dispute about whether this is, in fact, their final 

gig, reaching the conclusion that they might 

tour again in November if, it seems, they can be 

bothered. A new song, "The Eagle Has Land-

ed," is introduced as being "for all you bootleg-

gers out there," the group apparently failing to 

be bothered enough to put it out. The intro to 

"Smells Like Teen Spirit" seems to be com-

posed of so many bum notes it almost sounds 

right—but then, maybe Cobain just couldn't be 

bothered enough to get it exactly right. 

Later, the guitarist introduces another new 

song, this one written for his new-born son, by 
telling us how his wife Courtney (who fronts 

Hole) thinks that everybody hates her and could 

we all shout out, "We love you, Courtney" to 

cheer her up? Personally, entering into the true 

spirit of the occasion, I couldn't be bothered. 

The singles, as you'd expect, are the best-re-

ceived songs. «Lithium," of course, has the ben-

efit of the festival-friendly sing-along chorus 

"Yeah yeah yah-ay," which even the most mem-

ory-challenged old hippies can deal with com-

fortably, while «Come As You Are" serves as a 

neat capsule summation of the can't-be-both-

ered philosophy. There is something palpably 

absurd, however, in the spectacle of thousands 

of Brits singing along, "And I don't have a gun." 

Of course they don't! Guns are illegal in 

Britain. Besides, it's murder what some people 

can do with a guitar. 

Cobain comes good right at the end, though, 

with the traditional festival closer "The Star-Span-

gled Banner," done to a Hendrix turn as Novo-

selic, Dave Grohl and their idiot-dancing chum 

Tony dismantle the equipment in time-honored 

Townshend style. Oddly, while the group's per-

formance had been less than engrossing, it was 

virtually impossible to take your eyes off this 

bout of equipment-trashing. Here they are now, 

entertainers. Well, almost — ANDY GILL 

JACKSON 

guignol presentation which includes Michael 

performing the song (though not, perhaps, actu-

ally singing it) with his head embedded in what 

looks like a border collie. 

Though no expense has been spared, it's not a 

seamless show. Between-song pauses dissipate 

the excitement, nor does Jackson paper over the 

cracks with any chat; not even the death of Jeff 

Porcaro the previous week is remarked when he 

sings 'Human Nature," which is odd for some-

one so steeped in sentimentality. (At the end of 

two sappy songs, he falls to his knees to wipe 

away a tear in a manner to shame the most bro-

ken-down nightclub ham.) 

Music runs second to spectacle. Though on 

only a couple of tunes can one claim he mimes 

to tape, much of the backing is prerecorded, and 

that looks count for more than sounds is proved 

by the generic metal-bashing of peroxide guitar 

goddess Jennifer Batten. Michael throws away 

the Motown classics in a Jackson Five medley, 

but even truncated they pass the steroid test 

more convincingly than many songs on which 

his adult reputation rests. "Beat It" cantilevers 

our man over the crowd on a crane before 

returning him to the stage to do battle with the 

lamentable Batten. Uncluttered with gimmicks, 

"Billie Jean" encloses Jackson in a cone of light, 

just the man, his music and his Moonwalk. 

Breathtaking in every way, he sails his trilby into 

the crowd, a cheap but effective piece of theater. 

As schmaltzy and madly messianic as one 

dreaded, "Will You Be There" has Michael fin-

gering a small globe in a significant manner 

before being embraced by an angel (there's no 

knowing the color of Jackson's God, but his 

angels are definitely Caucasian), while the gluti-

nous "Heal the World" lifts the stage 30 feet to 

reveal a very large globe indeed, around which 

he leads a crocodile of children clad in their 

national costumes according to Disney. A dove 

flutters onscreen and no cliché goes unlabored. 

Completing this final leg of the show devoted 

to oneness and God, Jackson saves his best shot 

until last. "Man in the Mirror" is no classic but 

boasts a great outro, which here is extended into 

the farewell of Michael's entire two-hour visit to 

Planet Earth. Prerecorded, the Andrae Crouch 

Choir swoop, stab and overlap their magnificent 

gospel into an epiphany as funky as it is lovely, 

while Michael jives and hovers, lost in this celestial 

music. He (or rather a double) takes his leave via a 

Rocketeer-style backpack, and though you don't 

believe that Michael Jackson can fly, right then 

he's got 72,000 people airborne. The lows are low 

but the highs are even higher. — MAT SNOW 
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CLASSIC STYLE. CLASSIC TONE. MODERN VERSATI ITY 
IF YOU'RE A DISCRIMINATING TUBE PURIST... A CONNOISSEUR OF GUITAR TONE, YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF TO EXPERIENCE TH ALL-TUBE 

PEAVEY CL, .5 SIC .50 SEFI S. 

«i• 

The Classic 50 Series feature a fan-cooled 50 watt IRMS power section along wilt) a foot-switchable, two-channel "front end" Our goal was to create 

an amp with vintage looks and vintage tonality while allowing the guitarist modern versatility in a second channel. • TWO CH NNELS. 

TWO VOICINGS. FOOTSWITCHABLE. The Classic's normal channel delivers a sweet, round, vintage sound tha could inspire 

even the most die-hard tone critic. It's the sound you've heard on all those classic records, the sound that gave birth to rock & roll. Th lead channel 

is voiced to create a more modern -British" rock tonality typical of " stacked" systems. More gain, more sustain, more crunch. • ASTER 

VOLUME FOR TOTAL SYSTEM CONTROL. lhe vintage amps o: the late 50s and early 60s sounded great p ayed "clean:" 

but to get that harmonic singing sustain, you had to crank wide open, max volume. We've designed the Classic series with master volume so you 

can get that sound at any playing level. The lead channel features pre and post gain controls, the normal channel has its own separate volume 

control, and the entire system is controlled with a master volume. Four volume 'controls in all! Any amount of overdrive at any level! • AO N PEAKER 1 

SET-UP FR ANY TASTE. The Classic 50'is available in three versions: two 12 inch speakers, four 10 inch speakers, an , a power-pak 

head version with companion tweed-covered, open- back enclosures; the II5E ( one 15 inch speaker) and 410E ( four 10 inch speakers). 

TI--IE CLASSIC 20 is a new add lion to the Classic line and, like the Classic 

SO, is all tube. The 20 features a 15 watt RM.; power section, high gain preamp design, volume 

and master volume, 3-band EQ, and one 10 inch speaker in an ultra compact tweed- covered cabinet. 

"I fell in love with the round, clean sound of the Classic 50 almost as 

soon as I turned it on, and came to appreciate it more when I took it 

out and played it with my band. I found it hard to brdievt the amp is 

only rated at 50 watts:   DAVID HICKS CLASSIC 50 212 

GUITAR PLAYER Magazine December 
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Peavey's MONITOR Magazine is a publication will the West 
information that musicians want to know. To receive 4 issues for only 
S5 ( price good in USA only) send check or money order to:. MONITOR • 
MAGAZINE.. 711 A street. Meridian MS 39302-2893 • -•• 
•. • . - - . - - 
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BILL GRAHAM 

PRESENTS 

ORE THAN JIMI HENDRIX, JANIS JOPLIN OR JOHN LENNON, 

the death of Bill Graham in October 1991 signaled the end of a rock 'n' roll 

era. Not of the music, for Graham himself was not a musician. And certain-

ly not of the concert business, where Graham, once rock's premier impre-

sario, was increasingly outflanked toward the end by corporate rivals with 

deeper pockets. What perished was Graham's obstinate belief that in addi-

tion to enthralling audiences and generating some bucks rock 'n' roll could, 

should and would always channel some of its power to hdp make the world 

a better place. In his 25 years in the business, that code never wavered; only 

the times changed. Bill Graham entered as rock's first capitalist; he departed 

as rock's last hippie. 

Graham was no saint—what he was was a character. With the wide brim 

of his hat shading dark, alert eyes, he looked less like a concert promoter 

than like a race tout, or a mobster—a resemblance noted by movie director 

Barry Levinson, who cast Graham in Bugsy as the gangster Lucky Luciano. 

Quick-witted and emotionally combative, Graham spoke in machine-gun 

BY MARK ROWLAND 

promoter's 
going legacy 

bursts of intensity; even on the phone you could 

feel his finger poking your chest. In that regard, 

it's fitting that Doubleday Books has just 

released Bill Graham Presents, a 550-page auto-

biography of sorts by Graham with writer 

Robert Greenfield. You figure Graham 

wouldn't let a little thing like his death in a heli-

copter crash spoil his chance to grab the last 

word. 

Make that words: Graham was a voluble guy, 
and unlike most celebrities he had a life worth 

talking about. His last 20 years hobnobbing 

with stars from Bob Dylan to Bruce Springsteen 

were the least interesting parts of it. " I don't 

mind hearing about what happened to me as a 

kid," his book begins. " But I've never been 

inquisitive." Soon enough you understand why. 

He was born in 1931, the fifth child and only 

son of Jewish parents who lived in a border town 

between Germany and Poland. His father died 

the same year. Seven years later, in an effort to 

spare him from the encroaching Nazi Holo-

caust, Graham's mother, who would not survive 

it, sent Graham and his younger sister to live in a 

Paris "orphanage." When the Germans captured 

the city, those children embarked on a harrow-

ing exodus by foot across southern France 

(where his sister died), Spain, Portugal and final-

ly the Atlantic, where Graham was placed in a 

Jewish foster home not far from New York. He 

likens the weeks he spent there being looked 

over by prospective stepparents to being put up 

for sale, like an animal in a pet shop. 

Along with the accounts of his surviving sis-

ters (though Graham holds center stage, Green-

field has arranged his biography as a mosaic of 

oral history, with other voices adding their per-

spectives), this part of Graham's story recalls 

Jerzy Kosinski's equally harrowing The Painted 

Bird. But unlike Kosinski, whose literary works 

expressed his profound dislocation from human-

ity, Graham spent the rest of his life looking for 

counter-institutions he could call home. Adopted 

by a family in the Bronx, he found it for a while in 

the carnival of New York street life, in wildly 

competitive basketball games, in the sensual 

Latin dancefests he attended Wednesday nights at 

the Palladium. He gleefully recounts running 

enormous crap games while working as a waiter 

in the Catskills and as a private in the Army, and 

just as passionately expresses his outrage at a goy-
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A priceless collection 

you can't afford to miss 

RE\IBRA -.5"i's 
UNTITLED 

First, they gave us "Just The Way It Is, Baby." 
Now, with outstanding vocal harmonies and their 

trademark sound, the new album UNTITLED takes us 

for another artistic ride. Featuring "Johnny Have You 
Seen Her?" and "Maybe Tomorrow" 

Produced by The Re mbrendt• 

The 1993 D'Addario Player's Calendar is 
back by popular demand, featuring twelve 

more of your favorite guitarists. 

To receive your " D'Addario 1993 Player's Calendar" send a $3.00 (U.S.) 
check or money order for postage and handling to: 

1993 Player's Calendar 
J. D'Addario 8( Co., Inc. 
PO Box J 
E. Farmingdale, NY 11735 

Orders must be postmarked before March 1, 1993 D' &trio 
This offer is limited to one per person while supplies last. 

ernment that sent him to kill or be killed in Korea 

but wouldn't grant him citizenship. He flung 

himself into the life of an actor, then quit in hor-

ror when an agent suggested his face wasn't right 

for a part. For Graham, the point was too clear— 

he could never fit in. Each adventure would lead 

to a new exodus. 

So it made sense that Graham's real career 

would begin with San Francisco's Mime 

Troupe, a gaggle of talented actors and political 

activists whose creative urges were a harbinger 

of late-'60s counterculture. For all their person-

ality differences—a generation older and the 

antithesis of mellow, Graham was hardly a '60s 

kind of guy—he quickly grasped their common 

bond: "We were all misfits in a sense." Graham 

naturally veered toward the business end of 

things, which led him to promoting concerts by 

up-and-coming area bands the Jefferson Air-

plane and the Grateful Dead. 

Unlike many of the fresh-faced '60s crowd, 

Graham's self-definition as a kind of moral out-

law was rooted in his personal experience. And 

when his code was at variance with everyone 

else's—crucially, when it became clear to Gra-

ham that he could make some money—he stuck 

by his ideals. At the time he was excoriated in 

certain quarters for " selling out" rock music, 

but in retrospect it seems clear that he was right: 

Rock 'n' roll was destined to become a big busi-
ness; musicians liked a promoter who kept his 

word and paid on time; audiences appreciated a 

show that went smoothly and afforded maxi-

mum enjoyment for their dollar. 

And ironically, by becoming an entrepreneur, 

Graham finally found his niche as an artist. He 

refurbished faded movie palaces in New York 

and San Francisco as the Fillmore East and West, 

creating a rock concert environment that has yet 

to be equaled, replete with Joshua White's leg-

endary light show. He tried to expand the audi-

ence's musical awareness by booking blues, jazz 

and Latin support acts whose credentials were 

often more impressive than the headliners'. He 

helped stage elaborate events—most spectacu-

larly, the Band's Last Waltz show—that tran-

scended expectations of what a concert could 

provide. He pampered performers and wasn't 

above begging an extra encore on behalf of the 

fans. At the same time, as one jaw-dropping Led 

Zeppelin anecdote makes clear, he would not 

allow gross bullying to go unchallenged. 

Graham's reputation as a promoter probably 

peaked in the years between his organization of 

triumphal tours by Bob Dylan with the Band in 

1974 and by the Rolling Stones in 1981. But his 

unflagging work on behalf of political organiza-

tions and charities through [coned on page 39] 
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A MORE PRACTICAL DEMONSTRATION OF CLUB-SUB' SPEAKERS 
CAN ALSO BE ARRANGED. 

Your ears are only 3% ofyour body. The SW215 Club-

Sub' subwoofer is for the other 97%. This bass-pushing 

machine gives you what your system's been 

missing: Astounding clarity, minimal distor-

tion and more punch at lower volumes. 

Whadaya know, professional sound. 

Look, compensating weak low-end by 

cranking up the volume isn't the answer. 

Neither is adding speakers. But suppose you 

need to get real loud. Go for it. These sub-

woofers let your existing speakers perform 

like you've never heard. 

Using two 15" low frequency drivers, 

the Club-Sub's power compression is great-

ly reduced, volume displacement and 

power capacity is doubled while acoustic 

output is quadrupled. Along 

with this powerful subwoofer, 

our very affordable PN90 crossover com-

pletes the Club-Sub system nicely. Power 

and money—what could be better. 

Whether you have other Club Series' 

speakers or not, the SW215 Club-Sub will 

feel right in any system. Because adding 

energy and excitement to a performance 

shouldn't be an option. Of course, that only 

applies to bands. And performing musi-

cians. And DJs. And nightclubs. And 

churches. Understand? 

To experience the Club-Sub system, call 

1-800-937-7171 ext. 30A. 

We promise it won't hurt. YAM ANA' 

©1992 Yamaha Cosporation of America, Professional Audio Products, RO. Box 6600, Buena Park, California 90622-6600. (714) 522-9011. 
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Take Jazz. 
Serious 

If you want to attend the college 
where jazz careers begin; if you want 
to study where some of the finest jazz 
musicians you know have developed 
their talent; if you're ready to take jazz 
as seriously as we do, apply to Berldee. 
Office of admissions, Dept, 4008, 
1140 Boylston Street, Boston, MA 02215. 
1-800-421-0084, ext.4008. 

Berklee 
COLLEGE OF MUSIC 

It's where you go 
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RAY ANDERSON 

Every One of Us 

(/9471) 

Featuring: 
Charlie Haden and Ed 
Blackwell and Ray's 
outstanding vocals. 

Ray Anderson at his most 
lyrical, bluesy and soulful. 
Includes one of the most 
extraordinary versions of 
Brother. Can You Spare A 
Dime ever recorded. 

To order by 

KAZUMI WATANABE 

Pandora 

(79473) 

'Watanabe is a masterly 
wielder of a headless 
Steinberger axe, who is 
able to create a whole 
family of voices from his 
fingers and strings' 
Guitar for the 
Practicing Musician 

MOTOHIKO HUNO 

Sailing Stone 

(79472) 

Featuring: 
Steve Swallow, Dave 
Liebman, Mike Stern 
and Terumasa Nino 

"On Sailing Stone 
Japan's number one 
drummer "Toko" Hino 
plays Rolling Stone's 
songs and his own 
compositions with 
power, depth and 
subtlety." 
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AMAVISin  N 
33 Ketonen Avenue. Katorian. New York 10536 

istrIbuted by Rhino Records. Inc. 

mistake at any moment. A lot of the guys today 

sound too perfect. It takes lots of courage to play 

in the vein of a Miles Davis, because compar-

isons are inevitable. But Wallace is doing exactly 

what I think Miles would tell him to do, to go 

for it. When he's playing with us he retains his 

identity, and I'll tell you, there are plenty of 

older players who just can't do that." 

Roney's individuality has become evident. On 

the Williams Quintet's latest record, The Story of 

Neptune (Blue Note), he juggles harmony and 

melody with a no-blink derring-do. A recent 

Bottom Line gig found the rest of the band shak-

ing their heads at a solo that contained lightning-

bolt blasts rising to almost blaring extensions. 

Like the scalding mid-range pronouncement that 

opens the first solo of his latest disc, Seth Air 

(Muse), you can sometimes feel the heat generat-

ed by Roney's rising confidence. 

"I never want to sound overconfident," he 

said, "just professional and artistically honest. 

It's the professionalism that keeps me from wor-

rying about taking chances—you've got to 

scratch that itch, right? Years ago I was in awe of 

the masters that I was playing with. Sonny 

Rollins came into a gig I was doing one night 

and I couldn't play nothing, felt like a fool. In 

the end it's cool though, because it makes you go 

home and practice harder." 

Roney's ultimate jaw-dropper came at Mon-

treux last year, when he played some of the lead 

horn lines on Gil Evans' arrangements of classic 

Miles Davis recordings. Miles himself gave 

Roney the nod during rehearsals. "That's when 

confidence is crucial," he said, shaking his head 

at the memory. " I just had to override my ner-

vousness. He said, 'I know you can play, because 

Tony don't like no trumpet players 'cept me.' 

That made me laugh a bit. I was okay in front of 

him, but I think I could have been better." 

All this Milesing around—Wallace also blows 

the air-conditioned lines on Gerry Mulligan's 

new Re-Birth of the Cool album—has brought 

some critical snipes: Isn't Miles' ultimate legacy 

a quest for individualism? " I know what you're 

saying," Roney countered politely, "but I don't 

know any young musician who had their own 

sound from the get-go, including Miles, Lee 

Morgan, Tram, whoever. When Tram was 30 he 

still sounded like Dexter Gordon. 

"My favorite young artists are Geri Allen, 

Gary Thomas, my brother Antoine, Cindy Black-

man, Steve Coleman. People who aren't afraid to 

go as far as they can go, but who also know their 

music. I want to stay with the on-top thing, look 

toward the forward edge. Now my definition of 

the edge might be a little bit different than that of 

the critics, but what can I do? I respectp/ayers." 
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RECORDED AT VIENNA STATE OPERA 

314 513 437-24 

DMITRI SHOSTAKOVICH 

24 Preludes ar.d Fugues op. 87 

"When 1 first saw these pieces in a music shop. 
I knew I wanted to play them: I could feel the 
language. But when I started playing them. 
they were so close to me that knew I had to 
record them." 

- Keith Jairett 

VIENNA CONCERT 

Recorded live at the Vienna State Opera House 

"1 have courted the fire for a very long time. 
and many sparks have flown in the past. but 
the music on this recording speaks. finally, the 
language of the flame itself." 

- Keith Jarrett 

Vienna Concert represents the first time in the 
120-pus year history of the Vienna State 
Opera Mat the hall was used for an instrumen-
tal rather than vocal recital, and that event was 
impeccably recorded by ECM. 

Dmitri Shostakovich 
24 Preludes and Fugue, op 87 

Keith Jarrett 41111 
U. 11 

437 189-2 

ECM 
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TOO OLD TO 

BE SIGNED ? 

ICK JAGGER IS A GRANDDAD. 

That ought to give hope and encouragement 

to the middle-aged musician clinging to the 

dream of being "discovered" by a record com-

pany talent scout. 

But it probably shouldn't. 

It's one thing to sustain a career in rock or 

pop over a stretch of decades, quite another to 

launch one in one's 30s or 40s, according to a 

Musician sampling of A&R executives. 

"What's really peculiar about age in the art 

of A&R," says Peter Lubin, VP of A&R at 

Elektra Records, " is that only in popular 

music is 'old' deemed to be not as good as 

`young.' Whereas in every other art form and 

certainly in every other form of music, you're 

perceived to get better as you get olden" 

Although rock 'n' roll itself is pushing 40, and veterans like Jagger, 

Richards, McCartney, Clapton, Gabriel and others appear to have no 

retirement age in sight, undiscovered baby boomers harboring fantasies of 

fame better keep the day job (or the gigs in clubs and bars). 

"What is being sold out there, what is being marketed out there are 

young people," Atco EastWest A&R exec John Mrvos says. "This industry, 

Natalie Cole notwithstanding, is youth-driven. The most successful acts 

out there, the acts that are selling big numbers, are geared toward a 12-to-

18-year-old market. They are not going to be able to identify with a 35-

year-old." 

But it's not just the marketing challenge posed by rock or pop musicians 

with receding hairlines and advancing waistlines that makes A&R people 

wary of signing middle-aged artists. A sort of hardening of the creative 

arteries is what Lubin fears. " I think some of the bias against older people 

is that people say, `Well, he's fully formed. Where is he going to go from 

here? It's not that exciting to me. Everything is revealed.' So, in terms of 

turning people on, the tastemakers and gatekeepers, the sort of people that 

you need to impress that this is a happening thing for years to come, say, 

'Well, I think what you see is what you get; this guy's not that great,' and 

boom, the book is written." 

Thorny, too, are the prospects of developing the newly signed artist with 

Can a thirty-something 
musician get a record deal? -ffligaiimeL 

BY M ARK SCHEERER 
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THE PROFESSIONAL'S PERSONAL PROCESSOR 
THE LEXICON PCM -10: BIG STUDIO PERFORMANCE ON A PERSONAL SIL DIO BUDGET 

For over 20 years, audio professionals have relied on the superb qualitY 

and control of Lexicon Digital Effects Processors. So much so that today, 80°0 of 

the most successful productions are processed with a Lexicon. 

Designed especially for the discrMiinating 

musician and recording engineer, the legendary 

PCM-10 offers orilliant sound quality at he the 
wine algorithm e the acclaimed 224X1.) — and 

Lexicon's exclusive Dynamic MIDI®control. Since 

1986, the artist- friendly ' 10 has set the standard 
for processing effects and MIDI control which 

remains unrivalled by any other brand. 

On the job, the ' 70 gives you the vital sound 

E ffects you need. Superb, lush reverbs. Shimmer-

ing 6- voice chorusing. Mind- altering nulti-band 

delays. With a PCM-10 in your rack, any ordinary ins-Jumental or vocal track can 
be instantly rescued from mediocrity— effortlessly, tecause the ' 10's front panel 

con Pro 

is designed for creative people wit) want unique, useful results. Does this mean 
there's a Nerd-gratirying interface with a olethora of igspiration-killing buttons? 

Of come rot. 
The '70 is renowned for its revert); chambers, 

halls, plates, gates and inverie room - great 
sounds for primary lead vocals or percussion 

tracks. Undoubtedly, you've heard the PCM-10 
on chart-topping songs or seen it lurking in a 
favorite player's stage rack. It s no surprise that 

in the world's best recording studios (aI  u-ix or 

%Mill, the PCM-10 has earned a reputation as 

the professional musician's most useful effects 

processor. 
When you audition a PCM-70 at your Lexi-

udio dealer, check- cut our surprisingly affordable LXP Series too. 
Whichever you choose, any Lexicon will deliver the finest sound available. 
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BBE 381 Guitar Pre-Amp 
Focus Your Sound! 

7..  

"BBE gives you more highs, more lows, 
more of everything you want." 

Scotti Hill, Skid Row 

The BBE 381 Guitar Pre-Amp has the exclusive 
"Sonic Maximizer" circuit built in. 

• Separate Stereo outputs 
• Recording outputs 
• 2 channels 
• Outrageous Distortion 
• Footswitch included 
• $299 suggested retail 

¡IDE 
Sound Inc. 

See your BBE dealer for a demo. 

Hear the difference 

Huntington Beach. CA 

(714) 897-6766 

The MusirianS Survival Course 
A Hands-On Look at the Law and Business of the Music I ndustry 

• Saturday, November 14th, 1992 • The Lone Star Roadhouse, 
12-6PM (Reception follows) 240 West 52nd Street, NY City 

Jo keep your musical career on track you need to be able to handle crucial business decisions. The 
Musician's Survival Course provides a step-by-step explanation of the key contract provisions working 

musicians are most likely to encounter. Hear war stories and learn how to avoid common mistakes. 

Your instructor is music attorney and award-winning journalist Stan Soocher, long-time editor 
of Entertainment Law & Finance and Musician contributor. The Musician's Survival Course will 

examine the following contracts point by point: 

• Management Agreements • Agency and Booking Agreements 

• Merchandising Agreements • Songwriting Agreements 

• Demo, Production, Tape-Shopping and Indie vs. Major Label Agreements 

Plus how to find and deal with lawyers, rights to band names, copyrights and more. 

The cost: $45 (postmarked by Nov. 1) 
$55 (after Nov. 1 and at the door) 

To reserve your seat, send payment, along with your name, address and phone number to: 

The Musician's Survival Course, P.O. Box 229, Port Monmouth, NJ 07758. For more 

information call 908-495-1763 today! 
Sponsored by 

glum 

graying temples: finding a compatible producer, 
appropriate material and arrangements. "You 

absolutely do encounter more rigidity of thinking 

in older musicians than in young ones," says 

Lubin. "You find they are set in their ways. 

Things like, `Hey—I cut my basic tracks this 

way.' Or 'I always do my guide vocals standing 

on my head' or whatever it is they've developed 

over the years. Some habits can be detrimental." 

Mrvos, on the other hand, can see some 

advantages: "This is an adult, this is someone 

who's obviously come to terms with a lot of life's 

processes. There's an element of maturity here. 

Obviously, they've got a handle on the drugs and 

alcohol thing in their lives or whatever the down-
sides may be. They're responsible. And proba-

bly, from a creative standpoint, much more 

chops-oriented, much more disciplined, and I 

would say, from an A&R point of view, probably 

easier to work with." 

Someone who has worked with Robbie 

Robertson and Rickie Lee Jones and whose lat-

est projects were Nirvana and Sonic Youth is in 

a good position to weigh in on the subject of age 

and A&R. Geffen Records' Gary Gersh opines, 

"I think anybody is capable at any age of mak-

ing their breakthrough. I don't think it's the age 

thing that matters. What I think matters is the 

quality of the work. If I walked into a club and 
saw a 40-year-old or a 50-year-old guy singing 

songs as good as Tom Waits or Rickie Lee Jones 

writes, I would have to consider [signing him]. 

If there is some bar band driving people crazy 

and they're willing to do what it takes to be a 

bar band that eventually reaches success, then 

they could have success and I would have to 

look at that." 

But success also demands stamina. And ener-

gy. Play-all-night drive-all-day smells-like-

teen-spirit energy. " If you're a bar band, what 

you need to do is play 300 bar shows a year. 

That's how you build your following. There's a 
reason why Primus, Widespread Panic, the Spin 

Doctors are out there playing, playing, playing 

in front of people. If you're going to be that 

kind of band, you've got to do it." 

But hold on. That Stratocaster you got as a 

fortieth birthday present? Don't consign it to 

the garage sale yet. Says Mrvos: " It always cornes 

down, first and foremost, to what the art is. If it's 

relevant and has artistic merit, the rest of it will 

take care of itself." 

The scenario outlined by Lubin, however, is 

telling: "The first thing an A&R guy will say if he 

runs in with a fabulous demo is, 'Man, you gotta 

hear this, put this on!' You'll press play, you'll lis-

ten, and then when you shut it off, he'll say, `And 

the best part is: He's only 22!'" fa% 
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GRAHAM 

[coned from page 30] the '80s was arguably 

more impressive. Graham helped organize Live 

Aid as well as the logistically nightmarish world 

tour that brought together Bruce Springsteen, 

Sting and Peter Gabriel to benefit Amnesty 

International. 

Of course, as one grows older it's easier to 

sympathize with Graham as he wished to be 

seen—as a harried, well-meaning father figure 

trying to cope with the whims of all his talented 

and irresponsible children. (Watching The 

Graduate over the years, I also find myself siding 

less with Ben and more with Mrs. Robinson.) 

What saves Bill Graham Presents from sounding 
like the memoirs of an insufferable nag is that he 

compulsively reveals his flaws as well. His last 

years were not particularly happy ones. A string 

of romances fell apart, the Rolling Stones chose 

to tour without him and Graham, a cranky 

workaholic prone to mood swings at the best of 

times, fell into a depression bordering on catato-

nia. After organizing a public protest against 

Ronald Reagan's decision to travel to Bitburg, 

Germany and kneel at Nazi graves, Graham's 

San Francisco office was destroyed by a bomb. 

The exodus had come full circle. 

I have a theory about the kind of fascination 

the public holds for revered, deceased rock 

stars. Rumors abound that Elvis Presley and 

Jim Morrison are still alive, because of an 

understanding that their abilities had somehow 

been corrupted and that there were gifts bottled 

inside them that had yet to be tapped at the time 

of their demise. In that respect, therefore, their 

deaths were cosmically illogical. Whereas the 

interest in Jimi Hendrix, John Lennon and Janis 

Joplin has more of a spiritual dimension— 

though their lives were short, they gave them-

selves completely in that time, and as a conse-

quence their spirits continue to inhabit the 

world and influence our own. In a cosmic sense, 

their physical deaths were logical. 

I think Bill Graham fits the second category. 

Though he never played an instrument or 

made a record, he surely was a rock star. And 

no doubt he'd find plenty to do if he were 

around today, whether it was hurling anti-fas-

cist thunderbolts at the Pat Buchanans of the 

world, or hailing the Bay Area's musical renais-

sance of bands like Digital Underground and 

the Disposable Heroes of Hiphoprisy. But at 

the same time, he did his work. He led a com-

plete life. He made the world a better place. 

And if my theory's right, and Bill Graham's 

spirit is still floating about, then maybe his era 

hasn't died after all. tre 

The best seat In the house. 

II"L e At Grea oods" 

is,  ' the home vIcleo..;- - -0 

They're hailed as one of the greatest live rock ' n' roll 

bands of all time. Now get set for " Live At Great Woods," 

the first-ever home video featuring the classic lineup of 

Gregg Allman, 1>ckey Betts, Butch Trucks, Jaimoe, 

Warren Haynes, Allen Woody, and Marc Quinones. 

Over an hour and a half of music that captures what 

playing live is all about — taken from the same record-

breaking tour that brought you their acclaimed live album, 

"An Evening With The Allman Brothers Band — First Set." 

The video includes unprecedented versions of old and new 

classics, unplugged acoustic performances of " Midnight 

Rider" and "Going Down The Road," and much more. 

Includes: 

Statesboro Blues 

End Of The Line 

Blue Sky • Midnight Rider 

Going Down The Road 

Hoochie Coochie Man 

Get On With Your Life 

In Memory Of Elizabeth Reed 

Revival • Jessica 

Whipping Post 

Also aval ble: 

• 
MulerldeAainment Inc. 







T SEEMED LIKE A GOOD IDEA AT THE TIME—saying hello to his father's dog 

chained there in the front yard. His affections enhanced by a goodly portion of brew, Izzy 

Stradlin leaned over and bared his teeth in a big smile. The dog in turn put his teeth through 

Izzy's face. It was a bad omen for Stradlin's flight to Phoenix later that day. Sitting in his air-

plane seat, with a hole through his nostril and another hole through his eyebrow, he 

couldn't figure it out. He was playing rhythm guitar for the world's biggest rock 'n' roll 

band, Guns N' Roses, who were about to play Los Angeles with the former world's biggest 

rock 'n' roll band, the Rolling Stones. No musician could hope for greater success. 

And yet...his luck was growing inexplicably 
worse. He summoned the one proven method 
for dealing with such cruel irony: double Bacardi 
and Cokes, of which he downed several while 
smoking and enlightening the attendants with 
detailed critiques of their service. Days later, he 
would find himself wishing that someone had 
just hit him, adding a black eye to his mangled 
features, so he could have walked off the plane 
with simply a little more throb in his skull. As it 
was, he answered the call of nature. Finding the 
lavatories occupied, he drained his nature in a 
trash bin in full view of a stewardess. Nothing 
was said at the time, so Stradlin returned to his 
seat where he passed out until touchdown. Exit-

ing the plane, he was suddenly surrounded by 12 cops and arrested. 
Thus another set of headlines for Guns N' Roses and another year 
of probation for Izzy Stradlin, who'd pretty much had his fill of 
probation from a drug bust in the mid-'80s. 
A year later, in 1990, G N' R did another show with the Rolling 

Stones in Atlantic City. By this time, he had noticed a possible cor-
relation between getting ripped and his luck going bad. 
It seemed a theory worthy of field investigation, and he 
had about a week of sobriety when Keith Richards and 
Ron Wood beckoned with a bottle of Rebel Yell. It was 
an invitation his rock 'n' roll heart could not turn down. 
That was his last drink—certainly one of history's 
coolest last drinks—and thereafter he took the road less 
traveled by, or at least the road untraveled by Keith and 
Ronnie. It was also a road that took him straight out of 
Guns N' Roses. 

"Yeah, getting sober played a part in my leaving," 
says Stradlin, his eyes glancing alternately at the floor 
and out his hotel room window at the rain clouds over 
Chicago. His long, dark hair is gradually entangling 
itself into dreadlocks, and you have to search his glow-
ing complexion for evidence of canine mastication. The 
overall impression is vibrant shyness. " I think you 
make more decisions when you're sober. And when 
you're fucked up, you're more likely to put up with 
things you wouldn't normally put up with. When I 
have something I wanna do, I gotta do it. I like just 
doing it. I didn't like the complications that became 
such a part of daily life in Guns N' Roses. Sometimes 
for the simplest things to happen would take days. 

Time was so slow, you sat around for days just to do a photo 
shoot. Schedule it, get a phone call, it's been delayed. Reschedule 
it, get a phone call, it's been delayed again. That pattern could 
stretch out for weeks. On Illusion, we did the basic tracks in about 
a month. Then there was a time lag of about a year before the 
vocals were finished. I went back to Indiana and painted the house. 
If you've got a group and people are focused, it just shouldn't take 
that long." 
Why did Axl take so long? 
"I never really knew, I guess. Just one of those things. On tour he 

had a real hard time finishing the sets. And he had a hard time get-
ting onstage. So you're sitting there in the dressing room at a hockey 
rink and for, like, two hours the walls are vibrating while the audi-
ence is going, `Bullshit! Bullshit!' That time goes slow when you're 
sober. And they have to send a helicopter to the hotel to get him. He 
would just 'get ready,' and sometimes he would 'get ready' for a 
long time. I don't know what goes on upstairs with him. To me it's 
pretty simple. Get an alarm clock, ya know? There's a modern 
invention that seems to work for people. You set it, and then you 
wake up when you're supposed to." 

It's almost like Johnny Thunders with a big following. 
"We opened for him once in 

Long Beach during the early days. 
This was back when Axl used to 
wear those chaps with his ass 
hanging out and no underwear. I 
remember it was backstage, and 
Johnny Thunders said, `What are 
you, some kind of biker fag?' Axl 
goes, T11 fuckin' kill you.' Really 
wanted to kick his ass. And John-
ny just sat there smoking his joints 
and drinking his Budweisers. 
Great first impression." 

In the year since he left G N' R, 
Stradlin has assembled a new band 
and recorded a new album, both 
called Ju Ju Hounds. Ju Ju Hounds 
the band consists of Izzy on 
rhythm guitar, Rick Richards 
(ex—Georgia Satellites) on lead and 
slide, Jimmy Ashhurst (ex—Broken 
Homes) on bass and Charlie Quin-
tana (has backed Bob Dylan) on 
drums. You might also have no-

tea 

time. 

would 'yet 

dy'eo, aim" 

don't know 

what 9/ces on 

upstairs with him. 

me it's pretty 

c9et an 

alarm clock." 
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"Wihen Gjeinally 

did hear  Wse (Your  

Allusion, it was what 

Gfi expected; the guitars 

were buried." 

uced Ashhurst and Quintana backing Charlie Sex-
ton in the movie Thelma and Louiselu Ps Hounds 
the album could have been called Rolling Ramones. 
Izzy's a barre-chorder in the Johnny Ramone tradi-
tion, and Rick Richards plays rollicking slide guitar 
over a rhythm section that knows where to find the 
backbeat. Besides his physical resemblance to a 
younger, healthier Keith Richards, Stradlin sings a 
lot like him too. Ron Wood even makes a guest 
appearance on the cover of his song "Take a Look at 
the Guy." Ian McLagen and Nicky Hopkins con-
tribute keyboards as well. It's a true rock 'n' roll 
band, they'll be touring, and you can bet they'll get 
onstage at the appointed hour. But how's it feel to be 
your own front man? 

'Ah...it...it's okay. I've known other bands, and 
they always talk about, 'We looked at this singer but 
his hair was too short,' or his hair was too long, or he 
didn't dress right. Oh fuck it, ya know? After being 
in Guns N' Roses and Aid being the singer, who the 
fuck could I get that would even approach him? I can't, but I figured I 
can sing enough." 
Born Jeff Isabelle, Stradlin grew up in Lafayette, Indiana. His 

father was an engraver, his mother worked for the phone company. 
They divorced when he was in third grade. Like a lot of artistic chil-
dren, he didn't take well to school. Another artistic child who didn't 
take to it was his friend Bill Bailey, later to become Axl Rose. But 
where Aid protected himself by lashing out at every perceived threat, 
Izzy withdrew. He built a wall of fog around himself with marijuana 
and managed to graduate in 1979 with a D average. The gurgling 
sound at the beginning of "Train Track" onJuJu Hounds is a bong 
hit, and the lyric a reminiscence of the place kids hid out to smoke. 
His one dream then was to be in a band, and that clearly wasn't hap-
pening around Lafayette, so he packed up his drums and moved to 
Los Angeles. 
Working a variety of odd jobs, he soon wangled his way into a 

band, mostly on the basis of his owning a PA system. They rehearsed 
for a week in the opulent, Orange County home of the bassist's par-
ents and then played a gig in downtown L.A. " I was straight outta the 
Midwest and I didn't have a clue, but I noticed there was something 
strange about the audience. They didn't have any hair. And we all had 
long hair. We were sort of a punk drag band like the New York Dolls, 

and the singer was this really ugly guy wearing a pink Spandex jump-
suit, a tanktop and lots of makeup. And the rest of us were dressed the 
same way. 

"So these guys with no hair turned out to be skinheads, and they 
hated us. They threw beer bottles and spit. They got onstage and 
broke the guitar player's finger, trashed the amps, beat the shit out of 
the singer. That was my first gig. We were called the Naughty 
Women. At the time I thought they must have it together because 
they had business cards." 

Los Angeles offered a lot of interesting sights for an impression-
able young Hoosier. The seed for the song "Pretty Tied Up," one 
of the few humorous moments on Use Your Illusion II, came one 
afternoon when Izzy was about 19. "My Mexican friend Tony took 
me to meet this woman named Margot at her house. She gave us 
some tequila or something and she goes in the bedroom and we 
walk in and there's this big fat naked guy with an onion in his 
mouth. He's wearing women's underwear and high heels and he's 
tied up with duct tape against the wall. Me and Tony were like, 
What the fuck is going on here? Cracking up laughing. She was this 
dominatrix chick. We sat around her living room for the rest of the 
afternoon, listening to records, and she'd go in the bedroom and do 
her thing. At the end of the day she turned him loose and he paid 
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ITS FATHER WAS A SCIENTIST. 

ITS MOTHER WAS A TREE. 

This guitar is somewhat ola freak, we admit. 

After all, it is a marriage of two radically diverse person-

alities: natural, acoustic wood and cold, 

man-made electronics. 

Nonetheless, that is exactly what 

Fiww fi,,,b„..,,,,,unyhrsuin,,,,, the skilled craftsmen at Yamaha have 

accomplished. And like all forward-thinkers who create some-

thing this miraculous, they have given it a name. 

The APX electric acoustic guitar. 

(The particular model you see before 

you is the Light Brown Sunburst, 

APX-20.) Very attractive. 

As with other fine 

acoustic instruments, the 

quality of the sound the 

APX produces is a direct 

result of the quality of the 

materials used in its construc-

tion. This guitar is a virtuoso of 

nature's finest woods. Mahogany, 

spruce, sycamore and ebony. The nut and 

saddle are polished bone. Together, the tones they pro-

duce are as pleasing to the ear acoustically as they are when amplified. 

You would like actual proof? Go play an APX acoustically, 

and then, plug it in. At the electric moment when you do, you will 

gain an altogether new appreciation for the miracle that 

is modern science. Translation: You will like it. 

The APX-20 is equipped with a sophisticated two-

way piezoelectric system. A pair of sensors, 

mounted under the top, pick up the pure 

acoustic tones of the wood. Another, a 

hexaphonic bridge transducer, is 

mounted under the saddle, to pick up the delicate 

nuances of each string And 

this two-way stereo setup gives 

the player some rather creative, 

panning capabilities. Nice touch. 

It all works in combina-

tion with our best pre-

amplifiers to maintain the 

highest quality acoustic 

sound possible, while keep-

ing noise and distortion to 

an absolute minimum. 

Before you run out to expe-

rience the wonder of actually playing 

an APX, you'd probably enjoy getting 

some free stuff in the mail. Call 1-800-978-1131, 

ext. 700. We will gladly send you our brochure describing APX 

guitars in a variety of pick-up configurations, styles and colors. 

Then, ifyou are impressed as we expect you will be, go buy 

one. Father and mother will be so proud. 

YAMAHA® 
 APX Electric Acoustic(i 

©1992 Yamaha Corporation of America, Guitars, RO. Box 66011 Buena Park, California 90622-6600. (714) 522 9011. 



her all this money. She took us out to eat. 
There was this whole scene of dominatrix 
chicks who worked in the S&M clubs. 
They'd beat on guys and after work, they'd 
take a musician out for dinner, let you stay 
at their place sometimes." 
By 1984 or so, Izzy was living with a 

guy who was smoking powdered Persian 
heroin. Izzy would sit there practicing his 
guitar, the guy would take a hit off his pipe, 
and three hours later the guy hadn't 
moved. This piqued his curiosity. " I had a 
couple of hits and it felt great. But it was 

just like they say: You kinda dabble in 
something and the next thing you know 
you got a habit." Eventually he got busted, 
cheated by a lawyer and went cold turkey. 
When Guns N' Roses got signed to Geffen 
in 1986, he was using again but managed to 
confine himself to alcohol during the 
recording of Appetite for Destruction, 
which surprised everyone by selling 14 
million copies. When he got off tour in 
1988, he had the habit again and figured 
out he was going to die if he didn't quit. A 
doctor wrote him a prescription for Valium 

IEIMI AUTOMATIC FOR THE PEOPLE 

/AUTOMATIC FOR THE PEOPLE 

1992 Warner Bros Records Inc By the way doll no or 

and codeine which he used to taper off dur-
ing a harrowing drive back to Indiana with 
his brother. 

"I kicked at my mom's place," he remem-
bers. " I probably weighed about 115 
pounds. I was obviously very sick and she let 
me stay there. That was a pretty traumatic 
experience, kicking in the house I grew up 
in. Lying there thinking, `I fucked up some-
where. What was it? What brought me back 
here?'" 

It's weird how you and Steven Adler, G N' 
R's original drummer, took opposite routes 
out of the band. You got straight and had to 
leave. He couldn't quit and got fired. And 
now he's suing on the grounds that he was 
encouraged to use heroin. 

"I talked to him about a month ago. The 
lawyers said don't because of the lawsuit, but 
I'd heard he was in a bad way. He said he was 
having a hard time stretching it for more than 
a day or two. Really scared me. I know how 
I'd feel if he did himself in and I didn't make 
an effort to help him. I said if he cleaned up, 
I'd like to cut a couple of reggae tracks with 
him next summer. I know he's really bitter 
about the whole situation. He needs to start 
thinking forward." 

Replacing him with Matt Sorum for the 
recording Use Your Illusion I and II changed 
Guns N' Roses from a rock 'n' roll band into 
a heavy metal band. Adler's drurnming made 
the band swing. Sorum hits hard but he 
plods. 

"Yeah, a big musical difference. The first 
time I realized what Steve did for the band 
was when he broke his hand in Michigan. 
Tried to punch through a wall and busted 
his hand. So we had Fred Coury come in 
from Cinderella for the Houston show. 
Fred played technically good and steady, 
but the songs sounded just awful. They 
were written with Steve playing the drums 
and his sense of swing was the push and 
pull that gave the songs their feel. When 
that was gone, it was just...unbelievable, 
weird. Nothing worked. I would have pre-
ferred to continue with Steve, but we'd had 
two years off and we couldn't wait any 
longer. It just didn't work for Slash to be 
telling Steve to straighten out. He wasn't 
ready to clean up." 
What was your relationship to Slash? 
"I don't think he really wanted another 

guitar player, but it was kind of a package 
deal, Ax! and I. We had periods where we 
actually wrote some things together and 
worked out our parts. There was a little bit 
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Dick played piano. Dick's 

friends laughed. Dick didn't 

like that, so he bought a 

45-note Roland AX-1 Remote 

Keyboard. Suddenly, Dick 

was cool. He could play stand-

ing up. He had an expres-

sion bar to create sounds he 

thought only guitar players 

could make. He even started 

speaking in longer sentences. 

Now, Dick could describe his 

keyboard's three preset velocity 

curves to accommodate dif-

ferent playing styles and 

the two separate transmit 

See Dick. 

See Dick 

get the AX-1. 

See Dick 

bag Jane. 

channels with programma-

ble split point and transpose 

functions. He could even 

mention the Sustain Switch 

in the neck of the instrument, 

the ability to store entire sys-

tem configurations as one of 

32 user Patches and the fact 

that this keyboard could be 

battery powered. Jane liked 

to listen to Dick talk about 

his AX-I. It was a lot more 

interesting than hearing him 

drone on about Spot. The end. 

Roland 
Roland Corporation US, 7200 Dominion Circle, 

Los Angeles. CA 90040-3647 213 685-5141. 



more interplay on Appetite than Illusion. 
He was like a brother, but a brother who 
really wanted to be out on his own. 
"On Illusion I did the basic tracks, then he 

did his tracks, like a month or two by him-
self. Then came Axl's vocal parts. I went 
back to Indiana. I'd been around for 
rehearsals, learning the songs and all that 
stuff. I didn't really listen to the record until 
it was out. When I finally did hear it, it was 
what I expected: The guitars were basically 
buried." 

Slash has accused you of turning in sloppi-

ly made demo tapes. 
"That's not Slash talking. That's Axl talk-

ing and Slash repeating it. Axl did say the 
tapes weren't up to G N' R standards. Well, 
in the beginning nobody owned an eight-
track. All our tapes were made on a cassette 
player. Whatever, I'm credited with just 
about everything I wrote. I will say that 
Slash was much better at keeping tapes in 
order. He always labeled stuff." 
Does it bother you when Axl bad raps you 

from the stage? 
"I've heard he's still slinging mud. I can't 

_ 

with Patrick 

McCarthy 

on elekt 

compact discs 

and ClUaii-r!ïiçi ' 

cassettes 

Communications Inc A Toc. 

take it personally, because if it wasn't me, it 
would just be somebody else. Somebody's 
gotta get it in every city. There's nothing I 
can do about it. When I left the band, he got 
real pissed off, told me to get off his proper-
ty. When I talked to him a couple weeks 
later, he said he wasn't still mad, but who 
knows? I've left him all my phone numbers 
since December, and he still hasn't called. 
When he's ready, he'll call and we'll talk." 
What about Duff McKagen? His face has 

gone the way of Jimmy Page in the sense that 
he used to be beautiful and now he's lost his 
chin to toxic bloat. 
"The doctors talked to him two years 

ago," Izzy sighs. "They said your liver is sup-
posed to be this big." He holds his hands in 
the shape of a hardball. "They said his liver 
was this big." He holds his hands in the shape 
of a softball. "And when his liver gets this 
big, it's all over." He holds his hands in the 
shape of a canteloupe. 
Another complaint that the remaining 

Gunners have about you is that you left the 
band even before you left the band. You trav-
eled to gigs by yourself and they never knew 
where you were. 

"I did prefer to travel at my own pace. 
They had a jumbo jet and most of the gigs 
were 200 miles apart. When a gig was over, 
my girlfriend and my dog and I would just 
get on the tour bus. I didn't need to go out 
and get laid. I had to pass on the booze. 
There just wasn't much for me to do back-
stage. Toward the end of the tour we even 
dumped the bus and took a van or a motor-
cycle. My dog Treader loved being on tour. 
I got him when I got sober and he's helped 
me keep my perspective, see life through a 
dog's eyes. You're doing all right if you've 
got food, a place to sleep and someone to 
pet you." ta% 

JU JU 

SOUNDS 

O
n lu lu Hounds, 1ZZY STRADLIN played a 

couple of vintage Telecasters, a Les Paul 

Special and an old Gibson Hummingbird 

acoustic. His primary amps were Fender 

Bassman and MESA/Boogie. His strings 

are Ernie Balls. 

RICKRICHARDS favored Les Paul Juniors, 

also through MESA/Boogie amplification. 

JIMMY ASHHURS1' played a '51 Fender Pre-

cision reissue with the shaved-down '57 neck 

through an SWR SM400. 
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T I CI N 

ARRESTED 

DEVELOPMENT 
ey, Speech! Your first single went Top 10... Your album's 

headed for platinum... Spike Lee wants you to provide the 

theme song for his next movie... A tour with En Vogue 

starts in two weeks... What are you gonna do now) 

"I'm gonna do a little running around today," he says. 

"This is the perfect time to put up some posters." 

How's that again? The creative mastermind behind 

Arrested Development, Speech has enjoyed a breathtaking 

year, seeing the success of the single "Tennessee" and the 

album 3 Years, 5 Months and 2 Days in the Life of.. turn him 

and his group into a true sensation with fans, critics and 
peers. If you take at face value the spicy, down-home 
brew of funk and rap that makes AD so appealing, you 
might expect to encounter Speech out in the back pas-
ture, shucking corn as he awaits new inspirations from 
the Lord. If you consider his sudden rise to prominence, 
you might expect to find him on a car phone in the back 
of his stretch limo, plotting the next move in the con-
quest of the world. 

Instead, with deadlines closing in, with demands on 
his time multiplying by the hour, the diminutive, soft-
spoken Speech intends to spend this sweltering late-
August day imitating a lowly record-company promo 

man, hanging Arrested Development posters in down-
town Atlanta shops. 

Right now, it's mid-morning and I'm standing in 
Speech's small one-bedroom apartment in the northeast 
section of the city, pondering what seems to be an un-
starlike environment. His place displays classic signs of a 
bachelor pad: barren refrigerator, with one half-filled ice 
tray, dirty dishes in the sink, magazines and books piled 
around, a few posters on the wall and so forth. The bed-
room is another story entirely. Speech has turned it into 
a home studio and creates demos for his songs here. 

Asked about the setup, he laughs, " I'm really a cave-
man. At least, that's what all my friends call me. I don't 

by ¡ on young 
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deal with anything MIDI-wise. I have an Ensoniq EPS sampler that I 

do all my sampling on. All the drum tracks on the last album were 
done on the sampler or on this Alesis. I used to be a DJ, so I still do a 

little scratching. I just got a rack-mounted E-mu Proteus keyboard, 
which gives me regular sounds that I don't need to sample. And I just 
bought an MPC 60, but I haven't really learned how to use it yet." 

Today, the work in progress is "Revolution," the theme for Spike 
Lee's movie Malcolm X. Earlier in the week, Speech met with the 
director in New York, saw the rough cut and agreed to tackle the pro-
ject. Opening a briefcase containing dozens of floppy disks, he takes 
the one containing the song's instrumental track—the words aren't fin-
ished—and begins dubbing the music onto cassette, to be played over 

and over during the day when he's driving around. The sounds that 
blast from the speakers may surprise those who think they already 
have Arrested Development pegged: A harsh, almost dissonant 

bassline sets the tempo, with scratches, jagged horn samples and a 
whomping drum track filling in the spaces. It's a harder, more street-
oriented noise than anything on 3 Years..., befitting the subject matter. 

Along the wall opposite the bank of equipment is a long, disorganized 
row of vinyl albums and 12-inch sin-
gles, dominated by rap and funk 
ranging from the '70s to the present. 
"I'm not too much into CDs," says 
Speech, who's wearing granny 
shades, cutoffs and a bright peace-
symbol T-shirt that Spike gave him. 
"You can't scratch 'em. Some of 
these records have gotten damaged 
over the years, so I have 'em on CD 
for preservation, but that's about it. 

"We've started a movement 
called 'Power to the Vinyl.' A lot of 
different DJs are supporting us— 
DJ Red Alert, DJ Premier from 
Gang Starr, DJs overseas. We're 
gonna pressure record companies 
into continuing to press vinyl, 

because as artists we need to stand 
up for what keeps us alive. 
"We had to push Chrysalis to get our record on vinyl, to convince 

them that it's a necessary thing. It's not just our label, it's that way across 
the board, except for independents, where it's one of their only ways to 

compete." Asked about the hint of a trend away from turntables and 
toward live instruments in rap, he says, "Arrested Development loves live 
instruments, but I don't agree with that philosophy." (Indeed, on one of 
their 12-inchers, the group salutes DJs as "turntable instrumentalists.") 

With the dub of "Revolution" completed, the windows stop rat-
tling. Do the neighbors ever complain? "Sure," laughs Speech. " I've 
gotten three eviction notices. But I'm moving out in another month to 
a house I bought in Lithonia [a small town not far out of the city], so 
they've pretty much given up." 

Gathering up a supply of Arrested Development posters and 
album flats, Speech heads for the parking lot and his Geo Tracker. 
Revving up the engine, he heads out of the sprawling apartment com-

plex toward I-85, discussing recent history as he zips through traffic. 
Although his family has roots in the South, Speech (a.k.a. Todd 

Thomas) grew up in Milwaukee. " I came down to Atlanta in '87," he 
notes. "There's not much happening for black people in Milwaukee 

and I felt like I had to leave. I wasn't too good a student in high school, 
so regular college wasn't really an option. But my mother wanted me 
to have some kind of higher education, and you have to respect your 
parents! I studied music at the Art Institute of Atlanta because it 
didn't have strict academic criteria and I became a great student—my 
average was never under 3.5. I learned theory, history, the music busi-
ness, studio work. I met our DJ Headliner [Timothy Barnwell] there, 
as well as a lot of other folks I deal with now. It's a school of misfits, 
creative people who couldn't get into a real college." 

Speech and Headliner initially tried their hand at gangster rap. "We 
knew we wanted to be in rap and that was the stuff that was really 
catching on," he recalls. "But after a while it didn't feel right. We real-
ized it wasn't just about making money, it was about expressing inner 
feelings, and we had a lot more to say than `bitch' and 'ho.' " 
What Speech came up with instead was something he calls " Life 

Music," which isn't nearly as hippy-dippy as it sounds. Motivated by a 
strong Christian faith, and feeling a mandate to provide a positive direc-
tion, Speech began writing songs on issues of concern to the African-
American community. You can hear the results on 3 Years..., where he 

expresses support for single black 
mothers ("Mama's Always on 
Stage"), dreams of liberation ("Rain-
ing Revolution") and laments the 
complacency of most black churches 
("Fishin' 4 Religion"), among other 
subjects. (Indeed, the name Arrested 
Development reflects Speech's belief 
that the African-American commu-
nity needs a spiritual rebirth.) Rarely 
have morality and killer beats been 
paired more effectively. 

Speech also writes pieces for a 
column entitled "20th Century 
African," featured in the Milwaukee 
Community Journal, a newspaper 
owned by his parents. Among the 
subjects he's discussed over the last 

18 months are the crack epidemic, 
respect for women and the importance of literacy. But I digress. 
"You feel like a place is home when you've been through some 

tough times there. Atlanta started to feel like home after a year 
because we went through some very bad times financially trying to 
get established," he says, switching lanes at the drop of a hat. Early on, 
Speech and Headliner pressed up 200 copies of a four-song disc, but 
recognition was slow in coming. 

"If we'd been an R&B band that performed covers it would have 
been a lot easier. We had to create venues to expose ourselves and at 

first we ended up playing mostly for rural audiences south of Atlanta, 
because they were more receptive. They didn't get that much enter-
tainment in the first place so they weren't so picky. They didn't say, 

'This isn't Bobby Brown!' 
"Finally, we started getting known in Atlanta and became the house 

band at a place called Celebs, a rundown club in the ghetto on the east 

side. We played there every weekend and before we knew it we had a 
little audience of our own, including record company people." After 
three years, five months and two days in existence, Arrested Develop-

ment signed a contract with Chrysalis. 
Speech pulls off the freeway and into a shopping mall for the first 

"WE REALI1E0 IT WASN'T JUST ABE MAKING MONEY, II WAS ARM EXPRESS-

ING INNER FEELING. WE HAD A LOT MORE TO SAY THAN 'DITCH' ANO '110 
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stop of the day: an office supply store. " I need 
some tape to hang up these posters," he 
explains. But isn't that the job of the label? 
"Record companies don't see black commu-
nities as worth the effort and they ignore 
them," he explains matter-of-factly, without 
apparent anger. "No one else would know 
where to go, so we go into these places our-
selves and hang our posters up. We like to talk 
to people in soul food restaurants and other 
black-owned stores and check on record 
stores. The grass roots are where we come 
from. Although this album is a pop success, 

the next record may not be. We don't depend 
on that. We depend on the type of people 
you're gonna see today to support Arrested 
Development." 

Tape purchased, Speech heads back to the 
vehicle. "Chrysalis originally signed us for 
`Natural' and 'Mr. Wendal' [two tracks that 
ended up on the album]. We had a single deal, 
nothing more. Then my brother died and 
that threw me for a loop. I ended up writing 
`Tennessee' to help get me over the hump and 
we insisted it be the single. That's when we 
got the album deal." 

She made 
the blues rock for 
THE FIRST TIME. 

She changed 
rock 'n' roll for 
ALL TIME. 

But she's been 
saving herself for 
THE RIGHT TIME 

ETTA 
JAMES 
THE 
RIGHT 
TIME 

Produced by Jerry Wexler, 
recorded in Muscle Shoals and featuring 

some of soul music's greatest session 

players The Rimht Time is the new album 
from 1993 Rock Roll Hall of Fame 

inductee Etta James. 

flekira 

On Elektra Compact Discs 

and ClIZI• l• • Cassettes 

Back on the interstate, Speech laughs, " I 
probably listened to our album a million 
times when it first came out. It was a really 
good feeling, especially on CD, ironically. I 
never imagined anything I did would be on 
CD, and to see that brought a whole new 
kind of legitimacy for me." 

Next, Speech picks up Monyea, an old pal 
who works with him on various projects, 
including " Revolution," and plays piano 
onstage with AD as part of the band's extend-
ed family. A producer who operates a small 
studio in his home, Monyea is loaning Speech 
his Tascam Portastudio 488 to help finish up 
Spike's track. Cruising in the fast lane, Speech 
runs through the lyrics as the unfinished track 
booms out of the Tracker's cassette deck. 
Although it's hard to make out the double-
time rap over the combined roar of the engine 
and the bass, he seems to be taking a more 
aggressive stance, at one point saying, "You 
don't want us to go get a gun now, do you?" 
The reception Speech gets at the Atlanta Dis-

count Music, where he hangs his first poster of 
the day, provides an initial indication of the 
commotion he creates without trying. The staff 
of the instrument store greet him like a favorite 
son, and customers flash the "Aren't you 
famous?" stare that will be repeated over and 
over the next few hours. Two young white kids 
approach with amazed expressions and hands 
outstretched, saying, "Oh my god! You're the 
lead singer of Arrested Development! We're 
not much into the rap thing, but you guys write 
great music." Ever courteous, Speech politely 
declines a request to come see their band prac-
tice, but counters by inviting the guys to come 
see Arrested Development rehearse. 
Monyea remembers, " I met Speech about 

four years ago when somebody brought him 
by my home studio. I just could not get rid of 
him. Every time I'd wake up he'd be there at 
the door. Now we're best friends—most of 
the time we don't even talk about music." 
Admitting that he's " still shocked" at Arrest-
ed Development's popularity, Monyea says, 
"I used to say they'd either have a big flop or 
a big hit. Now I can afford a hamburger." 
Then it's back into the heart of the city to 

pick up Headliner and fellow bandmember 
Montsho Eshe (vocals and choreography). 
First target for the AD swat team: Little Five 
Points, a hip, racially mixed area of shops and 
restaurants. Splitting up the group into two 
crews, both armed with posters, flats and 
tape, Speech leads one contingent and sends 
the other in the opposite direction, the better 
to obtain maximum coverage. 
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The drill is simple. As the leader of his 
squadron, Speech approaches the manager or 
cashier and says something like, "We've gotta 
group called Arrested Development and I 
was wondering if we could hang up a poster 
in your store. We're a nationwide group but 
we're from here." When asked what kind of 
music they play, he answers, "Cultural hip-
hop." Some may be impressed by his gentle, 
rigorously polite manner. Some may realize 
they're looking at a big-deal recording star, 
although Speech never brags, only naming 
his hits when pressed. Nobody turns him 

down. Many autographs and handshakes 
later, Little Five Points is covered with 
Arrested Development paraphernalia. And 
Speech appears to be enjoying every minute. 
When the AD army swings into all-black 

neighborhoods, the response is even more 
intense. Strangers on the street greet Speech 
like a hero, offering words of encourage-
ment. Energized by the contact, he gets more 
enthusiastic as the day goes on. At a light, the 
car in the next lane is playing "Mama's 
Always on Stage," prompting Speech to 
shout "I like that track!" at the startled driver. 

George 
Duke 
Snapshot 
The Grammy-winning, gold 
and platinum- laden 

hm. keyboardist/producer who 
cut his ivories with both 

. Frank Zappa and Cannonball lib Adderley presents his first 
solo album in three years, 
recorded with a remarkable 
cast of Jazz 'n' R ' n'B stars. 

On Warner Bros. Cassettes and 

Kenny 
Garrett 
Black Hope 
Miles Davis called Kenny 
Garrett the next superstar. 
He's played with luminaries 
from Art Blakey and Herbie 
Hancock to Peter Gabriel and 
Sting— and held down the 
sax chair in the last Miles 
Davis band 
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By mid-afternoon, supplies are low and 
everyone but fearless leader is flagging, so it's 
off to a west-side soul food restaurant for lunch. 
After Speech and company hang a poster by 
the register (of course), we chow down. Over a 
hefty spread of home-style cookin', the group 
discusses the upcoming six-week tour with En 
Vogue, debates the virtues of roasted corn and 
gossips about Atlanta's recent Jack the Rapper 
black music convention. Monyea recalls meet-
ing his idol, Jimmy Jam, and kids Speech about 
his vegetarian diet, saying, "When you all aren't 
around, he eats pickled pig feet sandwiches!," 
prompting his target to respond, laughing, 
"Stop it! He'll [meaning me] think you're for 
real. That's a lie!" 

Outside, rain starts to fall, courtesy of 
Hurricane Andrew's leftovers. While the 
others wonder if the weather will scuttle the 
photo session, just an hour away, Speech is 
undaunted. "The rain is beautiful. Let's do it 
in the rain. It'll be so dope! You all with me?" 
As we head for a shopping mall and a ren-

dezvous with the photographer and AD singer/-
clothing designer Aerle Taree (drummer Rasa 
Don is AWOL), Speech idly chants the words 
to Run-D.M.C.'s "Hollis Rap," underscoring 
how much has happened in black music since 
that 1984 song. At the mall, he keeps promoting 
Arrested Development, asking a record store 
manager if anyone from the label's come in to 
put up a display lately. The answer is no. 
And on he goes, always moving forward, 

never resting. Questioned about his perpetu-
al motion, Speech smiles, "You feel produc-
tive when you finish the day. I never was too 
much for sitting around and watching TV." 

Obviously. Of course, it's easier to stay mo-
tivated when people enjoy what you do, and 
when you feel like there's a purpose behind it 
all. On 3 Years... he wrote, "Lord—Through 
Arrested Development may your work be 
done." As the skies begin to clear in time for 
the photo session in Piedmont Park, he tries to 
put his whirlwind life into perspective, saying, 
"It all comes from God. I feel I'm just the mid-
dleman in all this. I know I am. I'm very 
thankful for what we have but I don't take it as 
the be-all and end-all." 
Asked what lies ahead musically for 

Arrested Development, Speech says, "We've 
never had a set style, except that we're Afro-
centric and a bit more organic, instead of 
urban and `cementy: We'll be expanding our 
horizons when we come with our next 
album, but there's no particular course 
planned. It'll come any way God wants it to. 
People will just have to keep up." fal 
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T THE WORLD MUSIC THEATRE,abig new shed sitting out in a 

corn field an hour south of Chicago, Bruce Springsteen and his new band are playing "Better Days" 

to an empty room. It's afternoon soundcheck for the first of two nights at the World. When 

Springsteen finishes the song, distant cheering comes from somewhere beyond the grassy embank-

ment that rises behind the last row of seats. "There's people out there!" Bruce calls into his mike and 

another distant roar answers. It's the sound of early-arriving fans, camped out beyond the gates. 

Bruce's wife, Patti Scialfa, approaches from the wings, slips on her guitar and she and Bruce practice 

their "Brilliant Disguise" harmonies three or four times. But Patti's got something on her mind 

more pressing than practice. She confers anxiously with her husband while the band stands in place. 

He listens, answers, listens again, then nods. Patti rushes offstage, a big smile on her face, saying, 

"Where's the E-man?" A minute later she comes back carrying Evan Springsteen, two years old and 
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wearing protective plastic ear muffs. Evan is psyched. Patti puts him 
down next to his dad and Bruce takes Patti's vocal mike off its stand, 
says in an Elvis voice, "Ladies and gentlemen, I'd like to introduce a 
special guest," and puts the mike in Evan's hand. 

Bruce starts playing "Johnny B. Goode," mouthing the words for 
the little boy like come on, son, you know this one. Evan's inherited his 
father's onstage stance—he plants his little feet far apart, puts the mike 
to his mouth and—when Dad gets to the "go ges Evan sings, "wo 
wo!" Bruce is playing, the band is tapping along, Uncle Roy Bittan 
comes down from the keyboard riser to clap Evan on and Bruce is 
smiling at his kid and insisting, "Go! Go!" and Evan is insisting "Wo! 
Wo!" Go, Johnny, Wo, Johnny, Wo Wo johnny B. Goode. Bruce 
shifts to a Bo Diddley beat and tries to get Evan to sing, "Papa gonna 
buy you a mockingbird" but Evan won't let go of the wo-wos. 
The band, laughing (and not minding one bit that this means sup-

per is on the table), slips away. Patti sits down on the stage chatting 
with bandmember Crystal Taliefero. Evan's little sister Jessica finds 
her way out and Bruce scoops up both his babies and walks around 
the drums with a kid in each arm. It could be the living room of any 
young family, except for all the musical equipment. These are Bruce 
Springsteen's better days. 

"It's a big change," Bruce says when asked about traveling with this 
new family. "In the past I think one of the ideas of the road was the 
idea of escape. The other idea is the search for adventure or experi-
ence. For me, part of it was throwing off whatever your daily life is. 
Even when you're traveling in a van with six other guys, it's all-con-
suming. It's not that particular thing for me anymore. So the trick 

"HEY, MORALITY 

IS SOMETHING A LOT 

OF PEOPLE CAN'T 

AFFORD." 

now was to make it all work together. It's been going good. 
"If I have any knowledge about the way that relationships work— 

whether it's partners or kids—it's, you gotta be there. That's what kids 
want—to see you on a steady basis. That's the most fundamental thing 
that you communicate. Particularly when they're real young. The 
first five or six weeks everybody was adjusting to it. Particularly 
because at the time the schedule was tighter and the show felt so 
exhausting. That took a little reorienting. 'I can't play this many 
shows this close together 'cause then when I go home all I'm going to 
do is sleep.'" Springsteen laughs. " I'm not going to be any good to 
anybody. So we sorted it out, the spacing is slightly better, and it's 
been great. I've got plenty of energy, we all travel together. I really, 
really enjoy it. Part of what Patti does with me is say, `Get out there 
and work! Get out there! Say what you've got to say.' And if you feel 
what you have to say has some value, that's what you want to do." 

On "Local Hero," one of the cornerstones of his concerts and his 
Lucky Town album, Springsteen tells the story of a man who finds his 
way home from a debilitating life of fame and travel. He is rescued by 
a "gypsy girl," he settles down with her, but lying in bed he still hears 
the highway call. It's a funnier version of the story he told in "Cau-
tious Man" on Tunnel of Love. No matter how happy domestic life 
gets, the character still hears temptation whispering. 
"Oh yeah!" Springsteen says. "You got to! You don't ever not hear 

that. That never goes away. That's the point. That's what makes your 
choice mean something." Maybe what Springsteen's figured out that 
the Local Hero and the Cautious Man haven't is that it's a false choice: 
When the family man hears the road calling he can go to it—and take 
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the wife and kids along. 
Springsteen is closing most of his shows with «My Beautiful 

Reward," a song of vague dislocation, in which the narrator surveys 
everything he has and wonders why he still has not found complete 
satisfaction. In the final verse, in an unusual flight of poetry, the singer 
turns into a black bird and soars over gray fields and rivers, still 
searching. 

"I think I saw the image somewhere in a book," Springsteen says. 
"When I started I planned to write a nice song about my kids. It just 
took a funny turn. It was one of those songs like `Highway Patrol-
man' in that there was a certain inconclusiveness to it that always 
made me feel like it wasn't finished. I kept trying to make it nice and 
neat, to tie up the ending and make it more concrete. After I recorded 
it I thought, 'I didn't quite get it on this one.' But then it started to 
come out and I realized it was right the way it was. It's one of those 
songs you don't consciously write—it comes up out of your uncon-
scious or subconscious. That's why it's better than the stuff you slave 
over. I haven't tried to really interpret it. It was dealing with death in 
some fashion." 

It suggests both the possibility of finally finding your beautiful 
reward, and also the chance that even when your soul is floating out of 
your body you'll still be looking for it in vain. 

Springsteen answers, " I think it's that there is no concrete it, that 
idea that you reach a point where a) everything's okay, b) you're going 
to be happy now forever, c) you figure out everything. That's not the 
way life is lived, that's not the human experience. I think that when 
you begin to deal concretely with your own mortality and your fami-
ly and your partner, death becomes a big part of that equation. You 
see your children. Well, your children are your afterlife, there they 
are. And your love with your partner is, too. That lives on 
through your kids. That's your afterlife. 

"Forty-two is still really young, but it's old enough to 
see the whole picture, and it's old enough to stop living 
completely for yourself and to start seeing the lines that 
you're leaving, how things start to spread out in front of 
you. That was a good song to finish the record with 
because I wasn't trying to make an Everything's Coming 
Up Roses kind of record. I was trying to make a record 
that was really strongly positive and had a feeling of real 
love in it and real hope. Because I've felt and found those 
things in my own life. But I wasn't trying to present it as a 
blueprint. I was trying to stay away from all the fairy tale 
stuff. That song expresses a little bit of the part of every-
body that's always alone. 

"It's not like any of my early road songs, it's not about 
escape. It's about coming to terms with different realities. 
Sort of a confrontation with your own individual soul or 
spirit. But I think it was an important end for that record. I 
was trying to write about—like in `Big Muddy'—moral 
ambivalence and moral ambiguousness. Hey, morality is 
something a lot of people can't afford." 
One of the reasons "Beautiful Reward" comes as a sur-

prise is that while his early songs contained great bursts of 
poetic language, Springsteen has for years pared his lyrics 
down to basics. On this tour, when he performs "Growin' 
Up" or even "Thunder Road," the change in his songwrit-
ing over the years is striking. He says that change was pre-
meditated. 

"There were two reasons. I altered the language of music. And I 
wanted to get away from the Dylan comparisons at the time. Which, 
really, I go back now and the songs had a lot of imagery in them but 
they weren't like Bob's songs at all. But at the time I was self-con-
scious about it and trying to find my own voice. I just felt like I want-
ed to speak more directly. I liked the way Robbie Robertson was 
writing at the time with the Band. Sort of colloquial. It sounded like 
people telling stories and talking about themselves, as if you were sit-
ting on the couch. So I started to go in that direction. In the end I'm 
not sure what difference it makes in communicating, but at the time it 
was something I wanted to pursue and I've gone that way ever since. I 
tend to opt for simplicity and clarity. I like the images to be clean" 

Singing songs like "Growin' Up" now, Springsteen says, "They all 
had funny imagery and a lot of humor in them. And I got some of that 
back on Lucky Town. That humor's sometimes the toughest thing for 
me to get into my music." 

What's changed a lot on Lucky Town, though, is the degree to 
which Springsteen is writing in the first person—his new songs are 
sung by "me" to "you." There's no Magic Rat, no Highway Patrol-
man, standing in. 
"You get more comfortable with who you are and you create less 

of a persona," Springsteen says. " I was concerned about the music 
being that. That's what I was looking for. That's what I waited for 
when I was off: to find something that felt like the music I should be 
singing now. Something I felt would be defining to my audience, that 
would help people get a fix on where I'm standing and who I am. I 
waited for quite a while for that stuff to come out and for me to be 
able to get to it. I initially tried to write more genre-like. Some of the 
better examples of that ended up on Human Touch. I always say, `Oh, 

I'll make this album 10 rock songs or 10 
this or 10 that, get away from searching, 
searching all the time.' If I put more 
records out maybe I'd have an opportu-
nity to do that. I'd like to put more 
records out, but I always say that and 
never do. 

"I had been through a lot of changes 
and a lot of experiences through the '80s. 
I think people listen to my music to find 
out about themselves. I've got to press 
to find out about myself before I can 
broaden it and present it. So it took a 
while. But it felt good." 

I tell Springsteen that it's surprising to 
hear how much his writing is affected by 
his expectations of how it will be heard. 
In the '70s he worried about irrelevant 
Dylan comparisons, in the '90s he 
sweats over what his audience expects. 

"I guess," he says softly. "Yeah, yeah. 
I believe everybody who writes has an 
audience in his head, whether it's an 
imaginary audience or your real audi-
ence. I had a feeling who my audience 
was most of the time and why people 
came to my music or bought my records 
or came to my shows. I felt I knew what 
I was delivering that drew people to 

"I wrote 

ambi 

beginning I wrote 

wildly big with 

the idea of taking 

the whole thing 

in and being 

definitive. I think 

the show took on 

tliat arroach also. I 

-was ambitious." 
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those things. At least a core of the people that have come. I aiways 
write with an audience in mind. Not in terms of if it'll be a big hit, but 
in terms of what the music's delivering. It's pretty simple—I try to 
write really well, I try to write emotionally. And if I feel that coming 
back at me then I feel like I'm doing my job. That's why people come 
to my music—for some emotional experience or a perspective, either 
on their own lives or on the world that they're living in, or on their 
relationships. For a perspective. 

"Until I get some perspective on it, I can't find it. Once I find a 
point of view, that's where I'm standing and that's when the records 
are released. That's what gives me the motivation to come out and 
travel and tour and work and try to stay a part of the thread of peo-
ple's lives, just by doing my job." Bruce lets out a laugh. " It feels like a 
big job a lot of the time. I'm historically ambivalent at this point; it's 
just always been a part of my personality that I say, 'Gee, maybe I 
should've been a truck driver.' It's baloney but everybody does it. 
Maybe it's a way of escaping whatever you feel the responsibility of 

your job is. 
"I've tried to keep my eye on the ball, to keep a clear view of those 

things. And I try to be consistent with the characters. The guy on 
`Beautiful Reward' is the guy on 'Born to Run.' Hey, that's where life 
has taken these people. I always try to make sure the stuff I'm writing 
is inclusive in that sense. That it's broad enough. It's partly about me 
but for it to work right it's got to also be partly about you. If it's just 
one or the other something's missing." 

Springsteen moves around his dressing room. Outside the fans are 
coming in. " I'd like to do more experimental things," he says. "Things 
where I step out of that specific chronology. I feel like I need to find an 
outlet that will sort of allow me to take a side road here and a side road 

there. If I made more records I'd be able to do that, even if they were 
less consistent in some fashion." 

Like Neil Young? 
"Yeah! He goes over here and over there. I like the idea of that free-

dom. I don't tend to do it on my own. At some point I'd like to find 
some place to move like that." 

0 UT IN THE BACKSTAGE CORRIDOR is Roy 
Bittan, the happiest man in Illinois. I've never seen Roy this happy. 
He's been Springsteen's keyboard player for 18 years, he's been a top 
session pianist, he's the only member of the E Street Band still playing 

with Bruce, he co-produced the Human Touch album and even co-
wrote two songs, he's got a beautiful wife, a wonderful son, a beach 
house in Malibu, but that's not why Roy is so happy. " I just got the 
R&R numbers!" he tells the other musicians, who may or may not 
know that Radio & Records is a broadcasting tipsheet. "We're the sec-
ond most added record in the country! Only Bobby Brown is ahead 
of us!" Roy is bouncing off the walls. No, it's not a Bruce Springsteen 
record he's so excited about. It's " Sometimes Love Just Ain't 
Enough" by Patty Smyth with Don Henley, a single from a new Patty 

Smyth album produced by—(drum roll)—Roy Bittan. Roy has been 
trying to establish himself as a record producer for years (Springsteen 

says he is especially fond of an album Roy produced last year for 
singer/songwriter Will T. Massey). The fact that Bruce made Roy co-
producer of his album was a huge boost—but as all Springsteen 
albums are produced by a team that includes Bruce, manager Jon Lan-
dau and engineer Chuck Plotkin, it did not necessarily establish Roy 
as a first-call record maker in the eyes of the industry. Getting a hit for 
Patty Smyth does. 
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I mention to Roy that I could call a friend at Billboard to find out 
next week's chart position. Roy's eyes light up. We go to a pay phone 
and Roy stands there saying (or praying), "Let it go to number nine. 
Nine, nine, nine, nine." 

"It's number seven, Roy." 
"SEVEN! IT'S NUMBER SEVEN!! I'M TOP TEN!" Roy goes 

off to share the good news with Landau, co-manager Barbara Carr, 
the crew, the cook, the security guard.... 
Roy is the link between the glory days of the E Street Band and the 

risky new course Springsteen's set out on. Chances are the E Street 
Band will play again (as he started this tour Springsteen surprised his 
old bandmates with a generous and unexpected gift—royalties on all 
the albums they made together), but Springsteen talks about wanting 
the freedom to make any kind of album with any different musicians. 
He talks about making a whole album with the sort of bass-driven, 
dense sound of the re-mixed "57 Channels," or an album that builds 
songs to accommodate his guitar playing, instead of the other way 
around. He has a lot of ideas and this band is only the first of them. 

This band started with Bruce and Roy and a young trio—guitarist 
Shane Fontayne (ex-Mick Ronson, Mick Taylor, Lone Justice, with 
Jimmy Page hair, stagger and British accent), Tommy Sims (a session 
bassist for everyone from Divinyls to Garth Brooks who has never 
before gone on the road) and Zachary Alford, the young drummer of 
the New York band Bodybag. That was the band that did "Saturday 
Night Live" and played a private showcase at New York's 
Bottom Line. At that Bottom Line show Bruce brought up 

singer Bobby King to duet on a couple of the more soul-
based songs from Human Touch. After the show, King was 
invited to do the whole tour. 

Back in Los Angeles, with the first date of the tour 

breathing down their necks and a live nationwide radio 
broadcast even closer, Springsteen started auditioning 
background singers. To save time he had them come in and 
sing in groups, eliminating vocalists one by one until there 
was no one else he could bear to cut. That's how Bruce 
ended up with four backup vocalists beside King— 
Cleopatra Kennedy (ex—Diana Ross and James Cleveland), 
Gia Ciambotti (from the Graces), Carol Dennis (longtime 
Dylan backup) and Angel Rogers (Stevie Wonder, Paula 
Abdul). Five days before the radio broadcast they made 
one more addition—Crystal Taliefero, a singer/guitarist/ 

percussionist/sax player who has become Bruce's main 
onstage foil. 

All these musicians took a little time to become a band. 
Some of them weren't even all too sure who Bruce Spring-
steen was and were startled at the size and fervor of his 
audiences. During an 11-show stand at the Brendan Byrne 
Arena in New Jersey in July and August the band found 
itself. Initially Bruce was carrying the whole show without 
the safety net the E Street Band had always provided. Early 
concerts felt a little too careful, as if the players were more 
scared than enthused, which sometimes forced Bruce dan-
gerously close to the line where great showmanship slips 
into shtick. Afternoon soundchecks were spent with Bruce 
teaching the band more and more songs from his catalog, 

which they'd perform in public that night. No wonder 
some of them looked a little shell-shocked. But over the 

course of those 11 Jersey concerts the musicians relaxed, 

got to know the songs and each other a lot better, and found their con-
fidence as a unit. By the last night, when Bruce pulled out "Sandy" 
and "Rosalita," the new group seemed to have learned the lesson of 
the roller coaster—how to have fun with terror. 
They rolled into Massachusetts with what some longtime fans 

dared to call the best Springsteen concerts ever. Band consensus is that 
they topped those in Philadelphia. Tonight in Illinois, they are sailing. 
The balance between new material and old, which tilted backward in 
New Jersey, is moving toward the new stuff again. "57 Channels" has 
grown from the Albert-Ayler-learns-guitar version of " Saturday 
Night Live" into a raging indictment of Republican policy with police 
sirens wailing and a throbbing chant of "No justice, no peace." "Souls 
of the Departed" has become one of several guitar blow-outs where 
Springsteen challenges his usual limits. Tonight he takes it into Hen-
drix's "Star-Spangled Banner." "Soul Driver" has lost its gospel lilt 
and become a slow, moody piece a little like something from Van 
Morrison's Veedon Fleece. Springsteen rewards the attention his fans 
pay to this new material with lots of his hits, as well as crowd-pleasing 
bonuses like "Working on the Highway" and "Darlington County." 

Bruce explains, " I had a variety of theories before I started the tour 
about what I was going to do, but you don't know until you get out 
there. I thought I was gonna be playing a shorter show." He laughs. 
"That's almost always wrong. The minute you step in an arena... An 
arena is a funny thing. Just the word itself: the stadium, the coliseum, 

the forum. The scale of the places gener-
ally calls for some large heroic or anti-
heroic action. I think the size of the 
show over the years expanded to meet 
that particular thing I felt in air. That's 

kinda what people come for. The arena 
is a bigger-than-life experience. I think 

once you step out of the theater it's a 
different ball game. So I'm probably 
playing longer than I thought I would 
be and playing more old things than I 
thought I would be as the result of play-
ing longer. As the show expanded I fol-
lowed the line of the way the thing 
moved and felt and what resonated best. 
About 60 per cent new stuff and 40 per 
cent old is what feels good on a nightly 
basis right now." 

Springsteen was always a cautious 

man about how to present his live 
shows. He played clubs until long after 
he was big enough to fill theaters, he 
stayed in theaters when arenas made 

more sense, he stuck to arenas when 
stadiums were beckoning, finally 
moved to stadiums with great success in 
1985, and then—for the 1988 Tunnel of 
Love tour insisted on going back to are-
nas. " I was always paranoid of expan-
sion," Bruce says. "What was I going to 
lose? That's how I approached life in 
general: I couldn't imagine what I'd 

gain, I could only see what I'd lose." 
It's between sets and I settle into the 

"In my 

earlier music people 

may have felt 

a greater degree of 

moral certainty... 

I was interested 

in taking a less heroic 

stance. Despite my 

protestations over the 

years in some 

of my lyrics, there 

was a heroic 

posture to a lot of the 

music I created." 
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SPARE PARTS 

I]
 RUCE SPRINGSTEEN's vocal mike is an Onyx capsule with a Sony transmitter. He 

plays Hohner Marine Band harmonicas. His main guitar is a 1953 Fender 

Esquire. Onstage he also uses Telecasters from ' 54, ' 58 and a new acquisition 

from '63 with a decal of a naked oriental woman on the back. That one was 

rented as a prop for a photo shoot in New York. Later on Bruce couldn't get it 

out of it his head, finally telling Kevin Buell, his guitar tech, " I don't know what it 

sounds like but it felt great." Unfortunately all Bruce knew about the guitar was that it 

was "a black Tele with a naked lady." It was tracked through the photographer to the 

shop where it was rented, but it was already sold. Bruce bought it back from the guy 

who bought it. Bruce uses a Samson wireless system which passes through a Rockman 

SP- 100 sustaining preamp on its way to a single Marshall cabinet ( with four 12s) 

which is miked with a Shure SM57 and a 341. Bruce is almost apologetic about how 

simple his effects are. " I have a very fundamental set-up on the guitar. There's a loud 

button and a louder one and a louder one than that—and that's it! The elaborate gui-

tar set-ups are amazing! There's a wall! A rack of things that all do something. I'd like 

to know what all that stuff does but it's too late now. It allows you an enormous amount 

of control but I don't know if I have the patience to sit down and learn it." Bruce's 

three options are a Boogie Mark 2 for leads, a SansAmp, and a Boss digital delay. Sit-

ting under the stage, activated by hand by a tech on special occasions, are a Boss 

Turbo-Overdrive pedal (0D-21, a Boss flanger ( BF-2) and a Boss power supply and mas-

ter switch ( PSM-5). On his electric guitars Bruce uses Dean Markley strings 1.010, 

.013, .016,.030, .038, .048). 

All three guitarists— Bruce, SHANE FONTAYNE and CRYSTAL TALIEFERO—play 

Takamine acoustics with D'Addario strings. So does PATTI SCIALFA when she sits in on 

"Brilliant Disguise." Crystal also plays Latin Percussion congas and Rhythm Tech tam-

bourines and on " Born to Run" whips out a Yamaha sax with a Meyer mouthpiece and 

blows the Big Man's solo. Asked how Bruce approached her about taking on that 

daunting job, Crystal laughs: " He just said, ' Learn it!'" 

Shane Fontayne's main electrics are a ' 55 Telecaster, a '65 Gretsch Tennessean 

and a Fender six-string bass which he uses for "baritone guitar" effects on a lot of the 

Lucky Town material. Shane uses D'Addario strings across the board. He has two new 

Fender Bassman amps, a Bob Bradshaw switching system and uses Gibson picks. 

In the rack he's got a t.c. 2290 ("my main concession to digital"). Shane still uses 

Echoplexes (" a combination of Hi and Low Fi"). He just switched to a Nady wireless. 

TOMMY SIMS plays a Fender Jazz bass with Rotosound strings most of the time, but 

sometimes substitutes a Roger Sadowsky bass. ZACHARY ALFORD plays a six-piece Yama-

ha maple custom drum kit with Zildjian cymbals. Zack uses Dean Markley sticks, though 

he warns they're tough to find. He hits three Dauz pads to trigger an Akai sampler. 

Sharing a stage with other acts during the 1988 Amnesty International tour forced 

ROY BITTAN to give up dragging around an acoustic piano. He found he liked the 

change. This tour he's playing a Korg Digital piano ( SG- 1 SD) along with a Korg MI and 

a Yamaha DX7 12FD). Roy's gone digital for the Hammond sound, too, using a Ham-

mond XBR2. What's in the rack, Roy? "An Akai S-1000 sampler, another M1 and a 

Kurzweil String Module." After 15 years of splitting keyboard duties with E Street 

organist Danny Federici, Roy wondered what surprises lurked in playing both parts. " I 

had to learn to play the organ parts with my left hand. I thought ' Badlands' and 'Dark-

ness' would be difficult, but there's a logic to how the songs work and I figured it out. 

There's a sacrifice in dropping the left hand on the piano, but you gain in consistency 

by having one person play both instruments." 

Under the stage is one piece of equipment the band depends on during the three-to-

four-hour concerts—a wooden outhouse with a little moon carved in the door. Sadly 

there's no toilet inside, just a garbage pail. " I don't know whose job it is to empty that 

bucket after the show," one of the background singers said with a shudder. " But I'm 

glad it's not nie." 

backstage hospitality room when a horde of people with guest 
passes pour through the door en masse and start stripping the 

buffet. It's like the stateroom scene in Night at the Opera, they 
fill the place and keep coming. Ah, I figure, radio contest win-
ners! No, I'm corrected, Crystal Taliefero's guest list. Crys-
tal—a fireball on and offstage—grew up in nearby Indiana and 
played in local hero John Mellencamp's band. Everyone she 
ever met called her for tickets to this. After the show, at a private 
party at a chic restaurant that's been opened just for the band, 
I'm introduced to Crystal's dad Charles, a real nice man. He 
asks what I do and I tell him I work at a music magazine, that I 

got a call yesterday at suppertime asking if I could be in Chica-
go the next morning to spend three days with Springsteen. It 
was a mad rush, I say, but you know, I gesture to the fancy sur-
roundings, there are harder jobs. "Yeah," he says. "You could 
work in an oil refinery. Like me." 
We get the word that soup's on and choose tables while wait-

ers pile up our plates. Bruce and Patti arrive like the bride and 

groom at a wedding reception and go around the room saying 
hi. During some shows Bruce tells the crowd that since he's not 
selling records anymore, he's had to take on a sponsor this tour. 
The fans boo and he tells them, " But it's not a beer! It's not an 

athletic sneaker! This tour is sponsored by LOVE!" Now it's 
not my place to say this, but I think the company that might be 

able to overcome Springsteen's historic aversion to corporate 
sponsorship is Chef Boy-ar-Dee. Because, let me tell you, this 
tour is the pasta express. There's noodles cooking in the hospi-
tality room, there's angel hair steaming in the catering room, 
before Bruce goes on stage he sits in his dressing room chowing 
down on spaghetti, and tonight—for a special treat—he's lead-
ing everybody through a fancy 2 a.m. multi-pasta dinner. In 

spite of his Dutch name, Springsteen is of Irish and Italian her-
itage. If his father's Irishness sometimes emerges in the black 
fatalism that underlines even his most joyous music, his moth-
er's Italianness sure dominates Bruce's menu. 

Bruce and Patti take a seat at a table with Zack, Shane and 
Gia and Bruce regales his new musicians with tall tales of the 
E Street Band's adventures. There was the Jersey club owner 
who thought an amp was too loud, so he pulled out a gun and 
shot it. There was the time when the band reached football 

stadiums that Roy Bittan and Nils Lofgren were so engrossed 
in a ping-pong game that they didn't know the rest of the 
band had gone on. The musicians who were onstage could 
not get the attention of an excited Springsteen, who looked 

out at the mass of humanity and screamed "ONE TWO 
THREE FOUR!" Instead of Roy's majestic synthesizer 
hook opening "Born in the U.S.A.," he heard the dink dink 
dink of Danny Federici playing the line on the high end of the 
piano. Bruce laughs and says, " I looked down and saw 80,000 

people going huh?" 
That story gets a big laugh from the new musicians, but it 

sends a chill through crew members who were there. They 
remember Bruce coming offstage at intermission and looking 

for the guy whose job was to collect the band before the show. 
Bruce held up his hand and asked, "How many fingers? Five? 
How many with this hand, too? Ten? Now how many people 
in the band? How high do you have to be able to count?" 

There's a lot that's fun in hitching along on Springsteen's ride, 
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but there's a lot of responsibility, too. Jon 
Landau is Springsteen's manager, his record 
producing partner, probably his best friend. 
Landau is considered to be one of the 
shrewdest and toughest powers in the record 
business. But it would be a mistake to think 
of Springsteen as the friendly guy, Landau as 
the tough one; Bruce as the pal, Jon as the 
boss; Bruce as the music, Jon as the business. 
They're both both. They work together so 
well because they are a lot alike. 
Over at his table, Landau talks quietly 

about Springsteen's relationship with 
Columbia Records, the subject of a lot of 
scrutiny and gossip. First, it was widely per-
ceived that Landau's public expression of 
lack of faith in former Columbia boss Walter 
Yetnikoff helped bring Yetnikoff down. Sec-
ond, other record labels have made little 
secret of their hunger to sign Springsteen, 
which would be an embarrassment to 
Columbia. Third, the two new albums 
Springsteen released last spring, Human 
Touch and Lucky Town, did not sell in the 
multi-platinum numbers that were expected. 
One might think that Landau would have 
doubts about the current Columbia regime 
led by Tommy Mottola and Don Ienner. But 
Landau says nothing is further from the 
truth. In fact, he brings up the subject in 
order to dispel it. Sure, he says, there was 
some tension before the albums were deliv-
ered. Mottola had been waiting for three 
years—who could blame him if he was impa-
tient? And Ienner had come over from 
Arista; who could blame him if he said, hey, if 
a Bruce Springsteen album is a smash I won't 
get the credit, Yetnikoff will. But, Landau 
insists, since the albums have not done as 
well as expected, Mottola and lenner have 
been incredible. They have refused to give 
up, they have kept working the records, they 
have been wonderful. Landau says he and the 
Columbia chiefs are closer now than they 
ever were before. 
One place Springsteen and Landau do part 

company a bit is in how much each cares 
about commercial success. Virtually every-
one who knows Bruce well—even those 
with hard feelings about other things—says 
he is motivated by devotion to his art; the 
marketplace does not much interest him. 
Now that Bruce is on the road, playing the 
music he loves to the audience who loves 
him, Jon has had to twist Bruce's arm to get 
him to agree to do any promotion at all. 
Tonight Jon is relieved that he just finished 
the exhausting task of convincing Bruce to 
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"I was always paranoid of expansion. What was I going to 

lose? That's how I approached life in general. I couldn't imag-
ine what I'd gain, I could only see what I'd lose." 

do an acoustic television concert for MTV's "Unplugged." He says 
that like every such decision, it was a huge tug of war "And now that 
Bruce has agreed to do it he'll spend the next three weeks—two of 
which are his vacation—obsessing over it. It will occupy all his 
thoughts until it's done." 
The next afternoon I ask Bruce about it. I find him in his dressing 

room two hours before show time, strumming an acoustic guitar. 
"Yeah, I'm gonna take a stab at that," he says. "A lot of the new 

songs, particularly on Lucky Town, are pretty folk-based. It's all stuff 
I can sing by myself or with a band. They work a lot of different ways. 
I have some ideas for some small arrangements that'll push the songs 
themselves out front and give me a chance to present the material in a 
different way. 

"At some point I want to do an acoustic tour by myself and play 
in theaters. It's something I've been wanting to do for a long time. 
When I did the Christic Institute benefit I said, 'Oh, I can do this.' 
I'd like to work more steadily now if I can get myself to do it. And 
Patti's got her record coming [in February] and she's going to be 
working in some fashion, so we're trying to figure a way to make it 
all work out. Theoretically I'd like to work more, whether I have a 
new record out or not. Just go out and play. There's so many things I 
could do that I haven't done yet, so many ways of presenting the 
music that I haven't done that I'm anxious to do. I'd like to do some-
thing out of this particular rhythm I've gotten into. I think that's in 
the cards. In the '90s I want to do a lot of different things. I feel freer 

to branch out." 
Springsteen mentions that at the Christic Institute benefit concert 

in 1990 he got to sit down and do some songs at the piano, something 
else that vanished when his shows moved from theaters to arenas in 
the late '70s. Although Bruce had spent the '60s playing in local New 
Jersey rock bands, he only got discovered when he went up to Green-
wich Village in the '70s and played folk clubs. 

"It was a funny time, '72, '73," he says. " I used to come down to 
Max's Kansas City and play by myself. Paul Nelson would bring 
some people down. I used to open for Dave Van Ronk, Odetta, all 
those people were still around. David Blue came down one night 
and as I was walking offstage he said, `Hey man, that was great! 
Come with me.' We got in a cab and went downtown to the Bitter 
End where I met Jackson Browne. He had his first album out. I 
auditioned for John Hammond at the old Gaslight. And then late at 
night the New York Dolls would play at Max's. They'd play at 2 
a.m. Max's was still really thriving at the time, the whole downstairs 
scene was going on. It was the cusp of those two things. I was open-
ing for, like, Biff Rose but there was that whole other scene starting 
to come in." 

I ask Springsteen when he realized that he could compete with 
Dylan, with Robbie Robertson—when did you know you could work 

at that level? 
Springsteen answers slowly. " I just thought I was gonna be a guy 

who was gonna have to...work really hard." We both crack up laugh-
ing. " I wanted to have my own vision and point of view and create a 
world of characters, which is what the writers I admired did. It was a 
world unto itself, a world you slipped into, and yet a world that felt 
connected to the real world in some very important ways. I knew 
when I was very young I wanted to do that. Dylan's writing—that's 
just what felt exciting. So I took off in that direction. Hey, everybody 
shoots for the top! You don't know where it's gonna lead you. I just 
took it a day at a time. I had a real serious dedication to it, but I always 
felt I'd have to really sweat it out, to work really hard at it. 

"I think I wrote ambitiously. From the beginning I wrote wildly 
big with the idea of taking the whole thing in and being definitive in 
some fashion. I think the show took on that approach also. I was 
ambitious." He laughs. " I was ambitious. I was shooting for the 
moon." 
He adds quietly, "And I guess somewhere inside I felt like I could 

hit it." 

TONIGHT IS THE LAST NIGHT of the summer 
tour Everyone has two weeks off before reconvening in L.A. to begin 
the autumn stretch. It's a beautiful September evening. During "The 
River" a bright half moon shines through an opening in the roof next 
to the stage. Springsteen pulls out all the stops. The show climaxes 
with an electrifying version of "Light of Day," the song Bruce wrote 
for Paul Schrader's movie about a rock band. Springsteen has played 

"Light of Day" on other tours, but it didn't lift off the way it was 
meant to—it seemed to try too hard to be joyous and came off as a 
sort of weaker "Out in the Street." This tour, though, he's brought out 
what he must have known was inside the song, 'cause it's the high 
point of the concert. Springsteen hurls the band through " Light of 
Day" in a wailing frenzy, drives the audience completely crazy, and 
then freezes in place as the music slams to a stop. This is not a new 
trick but Bruce really milks it, standing rigid as a statue while flowers, 
hats, and other objects fly past him (I ask later how he avoids flinching 
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when an object comes sailing out of the dark and just misses his eye. 
Bruce: "That would be bad form!"). Then he screams and the whole 
band slams back into action. This may be repeated once, twice, even 
three times during the song, the crowd getting wilder each time. 
Sometimes Bruce fills the silence between stops with Dirty Harry's 
"Are you feelin' lucky, punk?" speech. Usually he flicks his eyes from 
one side of the house to the other, creating eruptions of cheering 
wherever his glance falls. Tonight he falls over flat on his back. The 
singers rush to prop him up by the mike stand and after a dramatic, 
James Brown—like pause Bruce screams and kicks it in again. From 
that point on all bets are off. He doesn't even bother leaving the stage 
between finishing the usual hour of 
encore numbers and pulling out the 
bonus "Working on the Highway." 

It's midnight as that song plays. 
Outside in the moonlight, Patti Scialfa 
is doing donuts in the parking lot in the 
promoter's 1960 El Dorado convert-
ible, a beautiful machine with tail fins 
you could shave with. "Working on the 
Highway" ends, the crowd explodes, 
and out the back door comes the run-
ning, sweating, laughing, toweling 
band. Last show! Last show! Standing 
in the parking lot they hug and say 
goodbye to each other, to Patti, to Lan-
dau, to Barbara Carr. They break into 
small groups and climb into the waiting 
vans. Inside they give each other hand-
slaps and... uh-oh... Where's Bruce? 
Roadies come running out the back 
door yelling, "He's back onstage!" The 
musicians whoop and pour out of the 
vans, race up the steps, in the back 
door, down the backstage corridor, 
through the stage doors, into the 
wings, across the ramps and back 
onstage as Bruce kicks into "Bobby 
Jean." By the time he starts "Hungry 
Heart" and climbs up on top of the 
speaker columns, it's clear nobody in 
this audience is going to work in the morning. 
As a police car leads the speeding vans through the crowds and 

traffic and back toward Chicago, Roy Bittan, the old vet, congratu-
lates the young recruits on finishing their first campaign. "We made 
it, boys! Thirty-eight shows! Half the tour!" All are exhausted, elat-
ed, delighted. The cop leading the vans hits his siren and Bobby 
King says, " Oops, I thought it was the intro to '57 Channels'! I 
almost started chanting 'No justice, no peace!'" Tearing up the 
highway toward Chicago, Roy talks about how strange it was to be 
told the E Street Band was ending, live with that for three tough 
weeks, and then be invited by Bruce to get back together—to collab-
orate on songwriting and production as well as playing! When the E 
Street Band ended he took it as a sign that it was time to give himself 
fully to producing. He was in L.A., he got management—and then 
Bruce called back. Did he hesitate at all before reenlisting? "Are you 
kidding?" Bittan asks. "No! Artistically, Bruce is the best. I hope to 
always work with him. And the fact that we were writing together 

meant our relationship was progressing. That was important to me." 
As we drive down Michigan Avenue, past the jutting castle tower 

of the Chicago Waterworks, Roy tries to explain to undomestic Shane 
why every building, every house, must have a small pipe coming 
through the roof to accommodate water pressure. Shane stares at Roy 
with polite incomprehension. Roy says, "Think of it as a parametric 
equalizer for your toilet." He is the man they call "professor." 

Bruce lands in the hotel bar and raises a glass of champagne to his 
bandmates. I compliment him on the guitar solo he took on "Human 
Touch," a keening, almost whistling lead quite different from his usual 
playing. Bruce says he's been working on his guitar playing a lot late-

ly, and often thinks that if he'd stuck 
with that—his first vocation—in-
stead of switching his concentration 
to songwriting he might have be-
come a really good guitarist. 

"In my first band I was hired as 
the lead guitarist," Bruce says. " I 
couldn't play much lead but I could 
play a little more than everybody 
else. Like any at all/There was a time 
when the general playing ability in 
the local bands was really rudimen-
tary. And it seems like everybody 
learned a lot slower. I think these 
days kids pick up a guitar and in a 
year or two they've got the Eddie 
Van Halen licks goin'!" 

I tell Bruce we shouldn't have this 
discussion in the bar. Let's go up and 
get the tape recorder out. Bruce 
Springsteen is a cautious man. He 
wants to work this out. It's quarter 
to two. Bruce wants to go get a mas-
sage, which he reckons will take until 
quarter of three. Then he wants to 
get some dinner. He asks if it would 
be okay if he came by my room to 
tape some more interview at 4 a.m. 
Sure, I say, great, see you then. For 
the next two hours I discover the 

truth in "57 channels and nothing on." At 4:15 Bruce calls and says, 
let's wait till morning. Fine, I say. I close my eyes and it seems like 
about two seconds later I hear "shave and a haircut" knocking on my 
door. I open it and there's Bruce. He comes in, sits down and starts 
talking. An hour, two hours, three hours. The phone rings, he's going 
to miss his ride to the airport. Bruce doesn't stop. 

"I didn't sing in the Castilles, my first band," he says. " I basically 
played the guitar. Everybody in the band felt that I couldn't sing at all. 
I think I got to sing one Dylan song. Over the years I started to sing a 
little bit more, eventually I think we ended up splitting a lot of the 
vocals. And after that I went off and had my own bands. 

"I put together a real Hendrix/Cream three-piece group called 
Earth for quite a while. That was the Day of the Guitarist. Alvin Lee 
and Jeff Beck and Clapton and Hendrix. And locally I was the gui-
tarist, I was the fast gun at the time. 
"When I got my record deal I was in a place where I'd said, 'Gee, 

there's a lot of guys who play really well. There's not a lot of guys who 

"I think people lute 
out about themselves. I 

about myself bef 

n to my music to find 
've got to press to find out 
ore I can present it." 
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write that well.' I think I'd decided that if I 
was going to create my own point of view, 
my own vision, it wasn't going to be instru-
mentally—it was going to be more through 
songwriting. So I put a lot of my energy into 
that. I had no band for a while, I just wrote a 
group of songs that felt unique to me, and 
that was when I went up and met 
[Columbia's] John Hammond—that was the 
stuff I played for him. 

"Then I was typecast as an acoustic act for 
a while. Locally I took a tremendous amount 
of heat. When the first record came out peo-

ple were incensed that there was no electric 
guitar on it! It was like I screwed up. All I 
heard everyplace I went was 'Where's the 
guitar, man? What happened?' I had such a 
big local reputation in the Jersey area—and a 
little bit down south, 'cause we'd play in Vir-
ginia and Carolina—as a hard-rockin' guitar 
band that when the first record came out 
people were sort of, `What happened?' 

'But I felt like I knew what I was doing, I 
stuck with it, I put the band together after 
that record. I became more arrangement-ori-
ented, I got more interested in how the thing 
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was going to function as an ensemble. If there 
needed to be a solo I tended to give it to 
Clarence. I'd like to play a little bit more 
now, but I still relegate it to the song. I always 
felt the song was my fundamental means of 
communication. It would be nice to do 
something that was out of that context, 
something that was less immediately song-
oriented. More texture-oriented or abstract 
or something." 
When you were playing in Earth, were 

you playing like Alvin Lee and Hendrix? 
"Oh yeah." 
Did you have better chops in 1969 than 

you had in, say, 1975? 
"Because I played so much more, I proba-

bly had a wider range of things that I played. 
Right now I'm playing pretty well in a sort of 
limited vein. It's the old story, you gotta play 
a lot. I have sort of an area that I'm playing in. 
There was a lot of fast guitar playing at the 
time because that's what was going on. Even-
tually I moved away from that idea. I got 
more into what B.B. King was doing, I liked 
the idea of less notes. Yeah, I probably had a 
little more flexibility or dexterity at the time. 
But it doesn't really leave you that much, it 
doesn't go that far away. Generally I haven't 
created a context where I allow myself the 
freedom to stretch out and play and investi-
gate ideas more instrumentally. But maybe 
I'll get to it." 
You do have a very distinct, emphatic gui-

tar style which you use to convey strength, 
anxiety, joy—but you very rarely use guitar 
to convey tenderness or melancholy. You 
tend to go to harmonica for that. 

"Yeah. I played a little bit on 'If I Should 
Fall Behind' and in the early days I had 
'Sandy.' A little bit, not that much. I was 
probably more confident of my voice in my 
songs than I was in developing a distinct 
voice on the guitar. And when you're leading 
the band, singing, and writing the songs 
eventually you've got to make some choices. 
I choose to go away from a long, jamming 
sort of style, even though I did it for a long 
time when I was younger. As I got older I 
wanted to be more direct, clear, immediate 
and not waste a lot of time." 
The talk turns to his new work. On "Real 

World," a central song on Human Touch, 
Springsteen sings, " I still got a little faith but 
what I need is some proof." On Lucky Town 
the birth of his son brings him "Living 
Proof." 

"Yeah," Bruce smiles, "that's what people 
do for each other. My relationship with 
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Patti—she just somehow managed to bring 
to me a lot of self-acceptance. Just the way 
she looked at me or the way she was with me. 
People can come in and help center you and 
pull out the best of you and tell you when 
you should cut yourself some slack and 
when you ought to be working a little harder. 
That's what we do for each other when it's 
working right. Kids do it too. Kids make you 
rise above yourself." 
Some successful musicians discover that 

when they find the secure love of a family, 
they no longer need the love of an audience. 

"There's people who feel the other way, 
too. There's people who feel, 'I get what I 
need when I go onstage and I don't need the 
rest.' I felt like that for a longtime. I always 
got to a point in relationships where if it got 
too complicated or there was too much pres-
sure, whether it was right or not I'd say, 
'Hey, I don't need this!' That's the classic 
line. I don't need this. The only thing I've 
been able to figure is, that's never true. You 
do need it. 

"But I figure it can work the other way, 
too. The connection with your audience is 

he won a Grammy with her debut 
album, "Steady On." Now, after three years on 
the road, Shawn Colvin leads us on an exhilarating 
trip to "Fat City," her highly-anticipated 
second album. . 
Featuring Round Of Blues, Polaroids and 
Don't Know Why. 

You'll love where she takes you. 

Produced by Larry Klein. 
&endive Producer: Ronald K. Fierstein 
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something you want and you need. I guess I 
feel that's how I impact upon the world. I 
didn't see any reason why both of those 
things couldn't nurture each other. That was 
the idea anyway. And the tour is when you 
experience it the most. Both things are hap-
pening: My family's here and the audience is 
out there. It's a balancing act. Some days 
you do it poorly and some days you do it 
really well. 

"But I can understand that feeling. 
Because I think if you develop a real happy 
family thing you're always tempted to take 
refuge in it. Which is part of why it's there. 
Just like you can take refuge in your work. 
That's partly why it's there. But if you hide in 
either one of those things, maybe you're cut-
ting off a part of yourself. 
"The idea is that you and the audience 

learn together. You ferret out your own illu-
sions. That's what my work is about—people 
stumbling across their own illusions, letting 
them drop to the wayside, then trying to 
move on a little further, finding something 
that's real. And then you bump into your 
deeper illusions." Bruce laughs. "You try to 
let some of them slip. And through it all you 
try not to get lost in the distortion of fame or 
success, or the different things that the job 
brings along with it." Bruce looks up and 
smiles and says, " It's a trip." 

It's hard for anyone who's not famous to 
talk about what being famous does to you, 
but it sure does seem that Springsteen's been 
working to dismantle his superstardom ever 
since the Tunnel of Love album and tour. 

"I feel less famous at the moment!" Bruce 
says and he lets out a big laugh. "And it's 
good. The zeitgeist is...All I know is, I feel 
able to get on with my own life, it's just a little 
easier. Things are really good right now. I 
don't know what my intentions were. Your 
intentions are always complicated. On one 
hand, it's fun to have a big smash and you 
want your music to be powerful and to reach 
as many people as possible. But there's all 
sorts of different issues, and none of them are 
clear. A big audience may not be your best 
audience. I don't know. How you feel about 
it can vary any given night. The main thing I 
was concerned with was taking the whole 
thing down, making it feel more human-
scaled, less iconic and more about everyday 
issues, which I thought the Tunnel of Love 
record and my new records dealt with. That's 
basically what I did. 

"Outside of that, your control over the 
thing has a life and dynamic of its own. You 
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have some control over it. But I don't try to 
exert that much. I thought Born in the USA 
would be a popular record; I didn't think it 
would be the thing it ended up being. That's 
just what happened. I thought Tunnel of 
Love or these records would be more popu-
lar, but that's what happened there. Hey, you 
ride along with it." 

So fame's not so bad? 
"While there's a lot of stress and tension 

involved, a good part of me enjoyed the 
whole thing. Except for '75—I was kinda 
young and pressed at the time. But hey, I 

STRINGS 

Champion fretsman, Jeff 
Watson (oral's fire and finesse 
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GHS BOOMERS(ie)- necessary 
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"Ranger" but never alone with 
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could have not been on those covers of Time 
and Newsweek if I didn't want to! I didn't 
have to do those interviews. I remember sit-
ting in a room saying, 'Gee, do I want to do 
this? It seems scary."Yeah, but I don't want 
to to be sitting on my porch when I'm 60 
saying, Oh, I shoulda, I coulda, I woulda!' 
Hey! You got one ride. So I said, Let's go!" 

Like giving up your freedom to get mar-
ried—every time you give up one thing you 
gain something else. 

"Yeah. I think that I was real protective 
over my music. Probably too much so. The 

Mfg. by GHS Corp., 2813 Wilber Ave., Battle Creek, MI 49015 

Catch Jeff on his solo 
release, " Lone Ronger". 

stuff isn't so fragile or precious. But that's 
how I felt. Maybe I was trying to protect 
myself at times. The world is threatening. 
You can feel that big breath on the back of 
your neck right before you step into those 
particular decisions. You go, Timm, I think 
the heat's gonna get turned up here.' And it 
does. Part of it can make you miserable, but 
part of you also may just ride with it and go 
W0000! You're flying by the seat of your 
pants. So it's sort of both those things. It's 
been a good ride, you know. 

"Like you say, you tend to not have an 
idea what you're going to get, even in painful 
experience. Some of the best things I learned 
were learned from getting beat up, making 
mistakes. And if you're afraid to do that, to 
step out and fall, that's living in fear. If you 
can't take the pain you're not going to get to 
that higher place. My fear of failure always 
held me back in dealing with people and rela-
tionships. I always stopped right before I 
committed to the place where if it failed it 
would really hurt. 'I'm okay up to here but 
there, no.' It wasn't until I stepped out into 
that other place that I realized what the stakes 
were, what the rewards were, the pleasures. 
The past eight years have been a tremendous 
time of learning for me. One of the best times 
of my life. Really difficult but definitely..." 
Bruce stops and thinks about it. "To be sit-
ting here with the kids, Patti, my music—it's 
a nice seat." 

Bruce's new albums are full of songs about 
being set free by having your lies exposed— 
as opposed to Tunnel of Love, where songs 
like "Two Faces" and "Brilliant Disguise" 
talked about how hard it is to live with get-
ting away with lies. 
"Everybody lives with their illusions," 

Bruce says, drumming his fingers on a water 
glass. "Nobody's who they think they are. 
Not completely. There's a limit to how much 
you can know yourself. Or all the little things 
we do on a daily basis to live with ourselves. I 
guess what I've found satisfying is that if you 
try to strip away as much of this stuff as you 
can and find out what you're about— 
whether it's pretty or ugly or what—you do 
find some sort of freedom. But no matter 
how much you're doing it you feel you're 
still being cowardly with it. You can always 
push harder. But I think just singing the song 
is an act of self-awareness. Those people in 
the songs, they know. Whether they do 
something about it, the characters are cop-
ping to it. They're saying, `This is how I see 
it, this is what I'm doing.' That's always the 
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first step. But it's tough." 
Listen to some of the lines on the new 

albums: "A little sweet talk to cover all the 
lies," " Chippin' away at this chain of my 
own lies," " I had some victory that was just 
failure in deceit," "You get paid and your 
silence passes as honor and all the hatred 
and dirty little lies are written off the 
books..." 

"Everybody lies in some fashion or anoth-
er," Bruce says. "Big ones, little ones. Really, 
if I was trying to capture anything on those 
records, it was a sense of a less morally cer-

tain universe. Perhaps in some of my earlier 
music—though those ideas are in `Prove It 
All Night'—people may have felt a greater 
degree of moral certainty. I think it might 
have been one of the things that attracted 
people to my music. That's obviously not the 
way the real world is. I guess on these records 
I was interested in trying to paint it as I saw 
it. With your own weaknesses and the places 
where you fail and get caught up in the Big 
Muddy. I was interested in taking a less hero-
ic stance. I think that, despite my protesta-
tions over the years in some of my lyrics, 
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there was a heroic posture to a lot of the 
music I created. You try to do the right thing, 
and as you get older you realize how hard it 
is to do the right thing. 
"When you isolate yourself off in the 

world of music it allows you a flexibility and 
control that the real world just doesn't allow. 
If you step outside that and begin to engage 
with people, it's gonna get messy. Painting 
the mess was part of what I wanted to do on 
those records. Because that's the way it really 
is. But that can also be less appealing or less 
compelling for some people. That moral cer-
tainty is attractive in a world that's so funda-
mentally confusing. That's why fairy tales are 
popular. That's why so many action movies 
are big. The first thing people want to know 
when they hear about any conflict is, `Who's 
the good guy? Who's the bad guy?' Tabloid 
entertainment, TV news all comes down to 
'Who's the good guy? Who's the bad guy?' 
It's rarely as simple as that. Particularly in 
'The Big Muddy,' that's what I was tryin' to 
get to: Your moral certainty is a luxury. What 
passes for `family values' or gets twisted 
under the umbrella of 'family values' is a lux-
ury for a lot of people. It's something that a 
lot of people can't afford. 'The Big Muddy' 
wrestles with that. It's not here, it's not there, 
it's somewhere in the middle and you're 
down in it." 
As Bruce and I are talking, President 

Bush's latest surge in the polls has collapsed 
and Bill Clinton is pulling away. Maybe with 
so many Americans financially strapped, the 
Family Values crusade of the G.O.P. is ring-
ing the national bullshit meter. 
"And they know that's what it is!" Bruce 

nods. "First of all, Bush just isn't as good, he 
can't present it like Reagan presented it. Plus, 
hey—we heard that last time! And that 
sounds like bullshit. People are really saying, 
`Hey—that's BULLSHIT. It's too real out 
here!' That's not gonna work. I really don't 
think it's gonna work." 

Springsteen sighs. "Most of popular cul-
ture is based on childhood fairy tales. It just 
continues. That's what a lot of political dis-
course became. There's a real patronizing 
aspect to the whole thing. I just think people 
at this point have become fundamentally 
skeptical and cynical—in a good way. The 
answers are complex. Even though some part 
inside of us yearns for a morally certain 
world, that world doesn't exist. That's not the 
real world. And at some point you've got to 
make that realization, make your choices, 
and do the best that you can." 
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ROCK & POP COMPOSERS 

SWAP TALL TALES 

AT THE BOTTOM LINE 

BY BILL 

FLANAGAN 

ILLUSTRATION BY 

e_____ P ince 1990 the Bottom Line, 

the famous New York 

nightclub, has been host to 

a series of songwriter symposiums that has 

turned into the most popular musical 

workshop since the heyday of the New-

port Folk Festival. Under the title " In 

Their Own Words: A Bunch of Songwrit-

ers Sittin' Around Singing," the club has 

invited audiences to listen to groups of four 

or five pop composers talk about the cre-

ative process, the music business and all the 

weird adventures they've had—and then 

listen to the writers play their material on 

acoustic guitar or piano. The participating 

songwriters sit onstage together, throwing 

in comments about each other's stories and 

accompanying each other's performances. 

The results are sometimes revelatory, 

occasionally embarrassing, almost always 

fascinating. Hearing all the parts of the 

Cars arrangements suggested by Ric 

Ocasek's acoustic guitar and voice changes 

one's notion of how that band worked. 

Hearing Allen Toussaint trade backup 

roles with Michelle Shocked, or Graham 

Parker with Jimmy Webb, one realizes that 

for all the barriers imposed by taste and 

genre, when their songs are stripped down 

to a single guitar and voice most good com-

posers have a lot in common. 

The evenings are hosted by WXRK disk 

jockey Vin Scelsa, who puts questions to 

the songwriters and nudges them to per-

form their most famous work. The ques-

tions—and songs—go around the panel in 

a circle (if there's one boring panelist every-

one in the club waits till he's up to go to the 
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bathroom). 
Perhaps the single best songwriter's night was last March, when 

Dave Alvin, Richard Thompson, Shawn Colvin and Barrett Strong 
shared the stage. Alvin said that he started writing songs only because 
none of the other Blasters would: "My brother and I started the band 
to do old blues and rockabilly covers. We went to this little indepen-
dent record label out in Van Nuys, California and the owner said, ` I 
can't put this out, it doesn't have any original songs.' We didn't know 
at the time we had to give him 80 percent of the publishing. But we 
really wanted to make a record so we had a band meeting and said, 
'Everybody go write three or four songs and a week from now we'll 
get together and learn 'em.' I was the only guy who came back with 
songs." 

Scelsa asked if any of those first songs survived and Alvin said, "Oh 
hell yes, I started out good!" Then to prove it he sang one of that ini-
tial batch—"Marie Marie." 

Colvin said that she, too, had only become a song-
writer as an outgrowth of being a performer. " I was 
mostly intimidated by the good writers I listened to," 
she said. " So I didn't want to bother to write. Bad 
songs like 'Torn Between Two Lovers' made me say, 
well, maybe I can do better than that." As an example 
of her first attempts at writing Colvin played " Don't 
Know Why," a simple melody that she said Sony exec-
utives have insisted she include on her next album. 
They think it's a hit. She resisted the tune for a long 
time because, she said, she never thought of it as a real 
song. " I wrote it in my head and never played it for 
anybody until I was hard pressed to play a song for a 
high school friend of mine who came to visit me. She 
was always the writer in school. She asked me if I had 
written anything. So to save myself I played her this 

lessons but then they put my teacher in prison. The writing came 
because we wanted to write a kind of music that didn't exist. We really 
wanted to play British music but we didn't want to be magpies. Most 
British musicians copied American music to a kind of slavish degree. 
And some people do it really well, like Eric Clapton. But coming 
from England, I really feel that you're never going to be as good as 
Muddy Waters, so why bother? It's better if you take whatever 
Muddy Waters' spirit is and mix it with your own culture and come 
up with something new. Which is what Fairport was trying to do. We 
were trying to mix rock 'n' roll with traditional music. I think the 
interesting times in music are when musics collide. When European 
classical music meets African music in New Orleans and gives birth to 
jazz. Or country music and R&B meet and you get rock 'n' 
Thompson admitted that some songs are written just to give him a 

chance to play hot guitar. " I might say, 'Gosh, the set's pretty dull 
these days. What I need is a vehicle to play guitar on. A 
minor, E minor, F would be a nice chord sequence.' I 
think a lot of songwriters do write that way. Especially 
metal bands, to whom I feel a close affinity. But what-
ever I do as a guitar player is in songs. I hate instrumen-
tal-for-its-own-sake stuff. I love showing off, but it's 
songs that really interest me." 
Thompson said that one impediment to his songs 

becoming popular on the radio is that he often writes 
in the third person or in the voice of characters—and 
radio prefers songs that sound like someone singing 
about himself: "Randy Newman's a great example of a 
writer who uses the deadly weapon of satire and irony 
against people. And he treads the line in exactly the 
right place. He walks the tightrope so people don't 
really know if he's serious or not. He's the Jane Austen 
of songwriters. If you can hit that point it's a great 
weapon; you can stick the knife in a long way. 

"In a popular song you've only got three minutes 
and two-and-a-half verses—you have to get to the 
point. [Thompson's song] « 1952 Vincent Black Light-
ning' doesn't really survive on the radio because it's 
too long and there's a bit at the beginning and a bit at 
the end and the story's in the middle. In a popular song 
you haven't got time for that, you have to get straight 
in. It's almost cinematic technique, the way you use 
the first person—you are the eye of the camera in the 
song. 

"The audience has to realize that it's basically the-
ater and you're kind of role-playing. And at the end of 
the song it's over. So don't come to my house and tell 
me it's not over." Thompson waited for the laughter to 
subside and added, " I think if you've convinced the 

audience it is you, then on one level you've really succeeded." 
Thompson, Colvin and Alvin were all impressive talkers and 

impressive performers—but that night's show was stolen right away 
by a man who cautioned the audience that he was not a public per-
former at all. Barrett Strong is best known for his 1960 hit "Money"— 
which is itself best remembered because the Beatles covered it. In the 
late '60s Strong, unable to score another hit as a singer, went back to 

Motown and got a job as a staff writer. Working with Norman Whit-
field, he then turned out a string of songs that were the backbone of 
Motown's first attempt to get relevant—songs like " Psychedelic 
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song. Then I worked up the courage to play it other places." 
Richard Thompson credited his early start at songwriting to the 

birth of Fairport Convention while he was still a schoolboy. " I was in 
Fairport when I was 16. That was a nurturing environment. We had a 
good record collection and we had friends who were very keen on 
singer/songwriters. People like Dylan and Phil Ochs and Richard 
Farina. We used to desperately try to import singer/songwriter 
albums, we thought this was incredibly important. We got demos of 
Joni Mitchell when she was 18. It was very exciting. I suppose really 
that was a kind of school. I had taken one year of classical guitar 
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Shack," " Ball of Confusion," "Run Away Child, Running Wild," 
"War" and "Cloud Nine." Taken by itself, that's an impressive 
list—Tina Turner and Bruce Springsteen bath mined it for hits in the 
'80s—but if all Strong had done was write pop social commentary his 
work would be remembered as a slightly silly sidebar to the main 
Motown story. 

That's not all Strong and Whitfield did. They also wrote heart-
breaking soul songs such as " I Wish It Would Rain" and "Just My 
Imagination." When Strong pulled that material out 
at the Bottom Line, playing piano and singing in a 
beautiful, moody voice, the audience was rapt. And 
he kept going, a nearly anonymous man at a piano 
singing, " I can make the gray skies blue..." It sank in 
that this man wrote " I Can't Get Next to You," he 
wrote " Papa Was a Rollin' Stone," he wrote " I 
Heard It Through the Grapevine." That night at the 
Bottom Line there were more mouths hanging 
opened than in a dentist's dream. 
Unaccustomed though he was to public perfor-

mance, Strong knew how much he had accom-
plished and said he lived well off his royalties. Not 
every songwriter invited to appear at the sympo-
siums was so lucky. Arthur Alexander, who had 
been living in quiet obscurity in the South, was obvi-
ously deeply moved by the warm reception he got 
from the Bottom Line audience. Alexander had sev-
eral self-written hits in the '50s. His "Anna" was later 
recorded by the Beatles, and his "You Better Move 

On" by—among others—the Rolling Stones. Yet 
Alexander said that when he asked his publisher 
where the money was, the publisher would say, oh it 
was all going to the European collection agency— 

Alexander would see it eventually. More than a quar-
ter century later, Alexander said, he's still waiting. 

Probably the most eagerly anticipated appearance 
at a songwriter's night was when Steely Dan's Don-

ald Fagen appeared in May of 1991. The usually 
tight-lipped Fagen talked about his family, his early 
influences, overcoming a decade-long writer's block, 
and how he and Walter Becker wrote together for 
Steely Dan. "Often I'd have a piece of music," Fagen 
said. "A verse, a piece of a chorus, even some words sometimes. And 

we'd kick it around, essentially, and work on music and lyrics at the 
same time. Many of them were written that way. As time went on I 
think I probably had more when Walter came in and he had less and 

less. I think a lot of the style musically derived from the way I play the 
piano, the harmonic sense, and a lot of the attitude was Walter's. 

"I met Walter in college and we had very similar musical interests. 
He was also a weenie jazz fan. But at the time, 1965, '66, we were 
both into blues.... So we kind of combined the blues thing—which 
was much simpler but very direct and emotional—with the jazz stuff 
we knew into a big mess. I started playing piano when I was 10 or 11. 
I learned mostly off records. I had a few lessons but it was hopeless. I 
learned off records by Thelonious Monk and Red Garland. Out of 
ignorance ! developed a style where I'd kind of play piano like a giant 
guitar with a few extra notes thrown in. I think that has a lot todo 
with how the music sounds. When it's arranged it's based on the 

piano style." 

Fagen also defended Steely Dan's sometimes inscrutable lyrics, say-
ing, "There's not that much time in a song to tell a whole story so you 
just have to pick out the most salient features. You tend to leave a lot 
out. It all makes sense. It's just you're missing a lot of it." Casting fur-
ther light, Fagen introduced "Green Flower Street" by suggesting 
that it was "an oriental fantasy, like most of my songs." Thus could 
the Dan fetishist tie up " Aja," " Pearl of the Quarter," " Dr. Wu," 
«Bodhisattva" and a dozen more into one overarching theme. 
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If any common wisdom emerged from the different 
songwriters the Bottom Line has spotlighted, it was the 
notion of songwriting as work, a steady job that depends 
more on sweat and craft than inspiration. R&B masters 
Dann Penn and Spooner Oldham recounted how they 
came up with the hit "Sweet Inspiration" in 1967, when 
New York producers Tom Dowd and Arif Mardin 
brought the singing group the Sweet Inspirations to 

record at Penn and Oldham's home base, American Stu-
dios in Memphis. "We saw right quick they had no mate-

rial," Penn drawled in the sly manner of a fox contem-
plating a hen. "They had a fabulous group, they had the 
best musicians in the world," Penn's voice dropped, 
"two guys out of New York who knew everything... 
Anyway, they had the lousiest songs you ever heard! It 

was awful. Spooner and I saw is. Our eyes flashed. I said, 
`Hey, Spoon, what are we going to do?' He said, 'Let's go 

write one real fast!' On the way upstairs I said,'I don't have an idea, 

what are we gonna call it?' He said, 'Well, they're called the Sweet 

Inspirations, so let's call it that.' We wrote the song in an hour, hour 
and a half. We know we got it, no doubt. We put it down on one of 

those little early Sonys. We come back down to the studio and they're 
still cutting some lousy song. We just said, 'Stop, we got your song.' 

With a little reluctance they stopped and we played it and the musi-
cians just loved it. They were starving for a song, the girls were starv-
ing for a song. They just stopped what they were doing and the musi-
cians began to play the song on the floor and the girls were dancing 
around and about that time somebody [one of the producers] said, 
'Let's go to lunch.' The two guys from New York went and got lunch. 
Everybody else stayed and kept running the song down. I'm in the 
control room and I'm just sittin' there diggin' it. It kept getting better 
and better and finally it was just peaking out. I said, ` It ain't never 

gonna sound no better!' So I reached up on the mike and said, 'We're 
rolling,' reached over and started up the 16-track and we cut it while 
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they were gone to lunch. 
"They came in and I said, `Tom, while you 

were gone we just happened to punch 
record.' He said, `YOU DID WHAT? I 
said, ' It just got too good, man, I couldn't 
stand it no more. I didn't mess with your 
mix, I didn't touch it. I just hit record. You 
ought to play it back before you say no.'" 
That's how rock 'n' roll history got made. 
John Stewart told the audience that he 

wrote "Daydream Believer," a huge hit for 
the Monkees and, years later, Anne Murray, 
during a period when he was about to leave 

the Kingston Trio and was writing songs day 
and night. " All I did was write songs. I 
locked myself in this little room... I remem-
ber going to bed that night thinking, `The 
only thing I did today was write "Daydream 
Believer," what a waste.' I took it to Spanky 
and Our Gang and We Five and some other 
groups and they all passed on it. It's very easy 
to hear a hit song after it's a hit, very hard to 
hear a hit song before it's a hit. When I first 
heard `California Dreamin" John and 
Michelle Phillips and Denny Doherty came 
in and John said, `We've got to sing you this 
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song' and I just fell off my chair. There was 
no doubt that was a hit song." Stewart turned 
to John Phillips, who was also on the panel, 
and asked him, "Did you feel it was a hit 
when you wrote it?" 

"Yeah," Phillips answered, " but no one 
liked it." 

"No, come on," Stewart said. 
"No, it was, 'Why write a song about a 

state?' And `Monday Monday'—`A song 
about a day of the week? Big deal!' Go 
Where You Wanna Go'—'Who cares where 
you go?' I got all these answers!" 
When the laughter died down Stewart 

went on to talk about "Daydream Believer": 
"I think it's a very self-explanatory song 
about a couple that has just gotten married. 
The American dream, the homecoming 
queen, the daydream believer. The day after 
the rice has been thrown and the last Cuisi-
nart has been opened, they wake up next to 
each other with the morning mouth and 
that's where the corn is cut, my friends. 
That's where it all comes down to just those 
two people. I read in the paper Anne Murray 
said, `Sometimes you get a good meaningful 
song and sometimes you get a piece of crap. I 
defy anyone but the songwriter to tell me 
what "Daydream Believer" is all about.' So 
Anne missed it completely. A lot of times 
singers will sing a song and not have any idea 
what the song is about. Glen Campbell did 
'Wichita Lineman' and thought it was about 
a railroad guy." 
Or maybe not. Jimmy Webb, the song-

writer who gave Campbell "Wichita Line-
man," " By the Time I Get to Phoenix" and 

other '60s standards, told the Bottom Line 
crowd that Campbell was and remains a vast-
ly underrated talent. Webb talked about how 
he wrote "Up Up and Away" after a DJ pal 
coerced him into climbing into a hot air bal-
loon at the opening of a hot dog stand. He 
wrote "By the Time I Get to Phoenix" hop-

ing to get it recorded by Paul Peterson—the 
kid on "The Donna Reed Show" who was, in 
the mid-'60s, a bit of a teen idol. Webb 
brought " Phoenix" to Peterson's representa-

tives but "they turned it down because they 
said it needed a chorus after each verse. It's an 
AAA song." Webb said that his chorus-less 
tune was just listed by BMI as their third 
most-played song of the last 50 years (after 
"Yesterday" and "Never My Love"). 
Dion regaled one songwriter panel with 

stories of touring with Buddy Holly, being 
introduced to blues records by John Ham-

mond Sr. (Dion demonstrated how he imitat-
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ed John Lee Hooker's "Walking Boogie" to 

come up with "Ruby Baby") and how, 
through Hammond and producer Tom Wil-

son, he got to watch Bob Dylan make his 
early records. Dion claimed that he and his 
musicians convinced Wilson to let them 
overdub an electric band on " Maggie's 
Farm"—and when Dylan heard it he decided 

to go electric (tales do sometimes grow a little 
tall at the Bottom Line). " Dylan was a wild 
man," Dion said, "like somebody let him out 
of a cage! He'd walk into the session, they'd 
get all these jazz musicians up there, and he'd 
say, 'Follow me!'" Dion launched into an 

impression of Dylan wailing his lyrics and 
flailing an acoustic guitar. "They'd say, 'Wait 
a minute! You're doing too many!' He'd say, 
`That's right.' They'd say, `But one time you 
did it two bars too many and then you did 
it...' He'd say, 'That's right, follow me!' 
They'd have to follow him. They'd hold their 
ass and they were on a ride! It was wild 
watching him! It was crazy." 

Having told his funny stories, Dion even-
tually came around to talking about the side 

of songwriting that many pop composers 
brush off with laughter and bluster about the 

work ethic—the side that deals with trying to 
find a way to communicate emotions that 

cannot otherwise be expressed. 
"Songs are like a diary to me," Dion said. 

"Like 'The Wanderer.' I was 17, that's the 
way I hid my insecurities... Both of my 
grandfathers were alcoholics. My parents 
did not know how to talk to each other. 

They never drank or drugged, they just 
argued. Every time I'd feel something they'd 
say, `You shouldn't feel that way. Don't feel 
that way. It's crazy to feel that way. It's 

stupid to feel that way. It's wrong to feel that 
way.' So you walk around saying, 'How the 

hell am I supposed to feel?' But when you 

get with a guitar and you sing, `No one 
knows what I go through,' then they say, 
`Oooh! Sing that again!' All of a sudden they 
accept it. It doesn't threaten them that 
you're full of fear, that you're joyful. My 
family would ask you to sing it five times! 
But if you say, `Man, I'm afraid,' then `You 
shouldn't feel that way!' So music was a 
great ticket out for me." 
Dion shared the stage that night with 

another New Yorker who used songs to 
express teenage anguish. Janis Ian talked 
about writing "Society's Child," her 1967 hit 

about interracial dating, before she had 
turned 16. "Fourteen- and 15-year-olds are 
really intense," Ian said. "They write in jour-

nals and they think really deep thoughts and 
they spend a lot of time being real philoso-
phers in a way I think we lose as we get older 
and worry about earning a living. And at 
that age you don't know there are any rules. 
At that age I didn't know that songs didn't 
slow down in the middle and I didn't know 
that chords didn't change the way that I 
wrote them." 

Ian talked about the controversy set off by 
a hit song about a white girl in love with a 
black boy. " I was living in an all-black neigh-

borhood. I was one of three white children in 

the schools. I saw it happen in the opposite 
way around a lot. The pressure's there no 
matter what race or gender preference you're 
talking about. I have real vivid memories of 
people spitting on me in the street and boo-
ing me offstage. It was a very unpleasant time 
in a lot of ways. It was a different time from 

now. Woody Guthrie had this sign on his 
guitar that said, `This machine kills fascists.' 

The power of song is really astounding. Peo-
ple burned a radio station over that song. It's 
a song! It's just music! It's not like politics. 
But it changes people's thinking." 
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Tomiiy Campbell 

When you think about Tommy Campbell, 
you think about "Jazz". The Manhattan 
Transfer, Stanley Jordan, Dizzy Gillespie, 
John McLaughlin and Sonny Rollins. Some 
of today's best performed jazz has two 
things in common...Tommy Campbell and 
Pearl Drums. 
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The best reason to play drums. 
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love it, it's a real cheek, you know," Charlie Watts 

enthuses with the boyish sincerity of a true fan, as he 

prepares for the first of many sold-out sets at New 

York's Blue Note. Watts' wide-lapelled suit is cut in 

the classic mold of another generation, as are altoist 

Peter King's finely crafted charts to A Tribute to 

Charlie Parker. "I don't actually play all that regular-

ly. It's been ages since the last Stones tour. So it's a 

wonderful honor to be asked to play jazz in a jazz club in New York. I loved 

Charlie Parker's music from the first moment I heard it. It's incredible to be asked 

to do this, not far from where Kenny Clarke would have played." 

So go on and tell Watts that he's made a significant contribution to music. He'll 

stare fixedly at his soft delicate hands. But speak to him of drumming, and a curtain 

seems to ascend from behind those mute eyes. Yet even here, he just naturally defers 

to others, be it the legendary British drummer Phil Seaman, his friend and contem-

porary Ginger Baker or boyhood heroes like Dannie Richmond, Max Roach and 

Kenny Clarke. 

When Watts hits the bandstand, he fixes his audience with a Keatonish stare, 

and the deadpan expression of that lived-in face suggests something rather.. . well, 

bird-like. But once the music hits, Watts' ritual mask of detachment drops away. 

A rock legend swings 

to the left 

by CHIP STERN 

Grinning broadly, Watts punctuates his glowing ride beat 

with percussive bombs in the manner of Roy Porter, Joe 

Harris, Charlie Smith and the scores of other trap players 

who came to bebop more thoroughly steeped in the lan-

guage of R&B. 

You see, Charlie Watts plays time—he plays for the bene-

fit of the band—and in an era of aerobic exertions, it's easy 

to lose sight of this most elemental attribute. And though he 

trades two sets of eights, there's nary a drum solo in sight. " I 

tend to shrink at the thought of it. I much prefer rhythm 

section playing, like when Jo Jones and Basie's All-American 

Rhythm Section were ¡tie floating along. What I mean is, 

I'm too worried about the time. If I actually had to count off 

a 32-bar solo, I'd die. I'd get to about 17 and lose count. I 

don't like the number game. It's necessary, and without it 

you have chaos. So you do need it, you know; but I don't 
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like it. 

"Having said all that, eighth- and quarter-

notes are a load of crap, really. It's just a musical 

term for what is going doing-doing. Kenny 

Clarke just had a sound that I felt deeply—I've 

never heard anyone play a ride as good. When 

he came to England with the Francois Boland 

big band, if you sat on his side of the stage, there 

was a shimmer. Touch is what he had—it was 

velvet when he played." 

And what British players like Charlie Watts 

clearly have is a jazzman's sensibility for the 

backbeat. Even today, drummers still play rock 

very missionary-position—right on top of the 

beat—whereas the Watts/Wyman/Richards 

rhythm section always seemed to lag behind the 

beat, yet never quite lost it. So things start to 

stretch, to breathe, to swing. "Well, that's very 

kind of you. I think you're right," Watts nods 

slowly. "That's what it is—a different fee/. It's a 

very lonely thing, a backbeat. And if it isn't 

exactly right, it'll stick out more than a back-

beat, say, that is going to push the brass along. It 

you're playing a backbeat constantly, they have 

to all be the same." 

But Watts' never were; maybe it was an acci-

dent, and he was just trying to clean up. 

"There's some truth to that," he laughs. "Ron-

BIB BASS DRUM 

C
HARLIE WATTS made his Blue Note gig 

on a four- piece set of rented Gretsch, 

with a metal snare, 12" and 14" toms 

and an 18" bass drum—"the drums I 

had when the orchestra was here a few 

years ago. If I'd air-freighted my drums in the 

flight cases I use with the Stones, the whole 

thing would cost more than we're earning, just 

to get here." 

He brought his own cymbals across the 

pond, though, all lined up to his right, nothing 

on his left, except for an old set of 14" A hi-

bats. " I have a very old, beautiful Avedis swish, 

a 20" with rivets, a big 22" II with rivets and a 

flat thing, an Italian cymbal, a beautiful ride. 

I've had them for 25 years. Haven't used calf 

heads for years. They're bloody hard things to 

keep together. I don't like changing my heads 

at all, but I had to recently with a few that got 

bashed out." 
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nie Wood says my mistakes are the best things. 

But I think they're perfect when I'm doing 

them. It's whatever is required of you. Because 

I'm not a very good reader, my points of refer-

ence are that I like certain stylists on certain 

things: either D.J. Fontana or Benny Benjamin 

or Earl Palmer or Freddie Below or Kenny 

Clarke, depending on the context. There's a 

sound and a feel to those records, and that's 

what you try and make it sound like. So I still 

imagine Um them. I'll be Kenny Clarke 

tonight." 

One thinks there would be something so ful-

filling about being a Charlie Watts. 

Short pause. Shrug. "Is there? 

"No, I still do that," he concludes modestly. 

" I do. I walk about with those people on my 

mind." 

Rhythms echo my footsteps as I walk back 

to my car. One-2-3-4. Two-2-3-4. Three-2-3-

4...the groove's moving fourward, but I'm slip-

ping back, letting it relax, before sneaking up on 

the One. Backstepping off that last bar, walking 

about with Charlie Watts on my mind, as the far 

calls of birds break the summer still of early 

morning. 

--SWR ENGINEERING, INC. 

The, Finest .aqss Systems In The World 
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DOING MUSIC & NOTHING ELSE 

THE MUSIC BUSINESS WEEKEND SEMINAR 
PETER C. KNICHLES - INSTRUCTOR 

EXCLUSIVELY SPONSORED BY 

MUSICIAN 
Magazine 

Here's What To Expect... 

* Earn a GREAT LIVING! - Regional or National! 

* Build a large & loyat following within 6 months! 

* Attract an indie or major label record deal! 

* Raise $5-10,000 annually within 60 days! 

7 ways to place your songs and catalog! 

* Get your share of airplay, videoplay and publicity! 

• Buy non-equipment basics at wholesale prices! 

* 8 places to distribute & SELL your CD or cassette! 

* Produce a super video for under $200! 

* Stop the " it-costs-us-to-play" syndrome! 

* Get top name management & agents to call you! 

* 21 ways to locate professional musicians! 

* FREE A&R/T-100 Directories ($90 value)! 

* FREE PAN Membership ($225 value)! 

* FREE gifts & resources - too many to list! 

* 100% Money-Back Guarantee! 

* Available on Cassette * And much more...!!! 

VIDEO INTERVIEWS/COMMENTS ! 
Garth Brooks Aerosmith MTV's Kurt Loder Mr. BIG 
Mark Knopfler Dread Zeppelin Mick Fleetwood Doro 
Chick Corea Phil Collins Karla Bonoff Bill Graham 
Randy Newman Michael Bolton Kris Kristofferson 
Robert Plant Dirt Band Jeff 'Skunk' Baxter k.d. lang 
EXTREME Todd Flundgren Megadeth A&R/industry! 

SEMINAR HELD IN OVER 21 CITIES ! 
Boston New York Philadelphia Baltimore Washington DC 

Atlanta Orlando Miami Houston Dallas Phoenix San Diego 

Los Angeles San Francisco Poriland Seattle Denver St. Louis 

Minneapolis Chicago Detroit Cleveland - call for more! 

Music Business 

Seminars, Ltd. 
Es 1. 1 98() 

Michael Harrison, Featured Artist on 

Windham Hill Piano Sampler 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I am writing this letter to advise any person involved in the 
business of music that I have found the DOING MUSIC & 
NOTHING ELSE Seminar to be extremely worthwhile. It was 
one of the best investments l have nrade in my career. 

Pete' Knickles' creation and presentation of the DM&NE 
curriculum offers the best and most complete overview of the 
music industry that I know of. If you are concerned about getting 
your money's worth, let me confirm that this seminar is so 
packed full of information and critical insights that you 
cannot go wrong! I found the progam to be so helpful that I 
attended it TWICE within a perod of 9 months. 

But just in case you still have any doubts, the most effCctive 
Aftercare Opportunity of the seminar is the FREE follow up toll-
free counseling. This service is so valuable ( I still call every 
couple oi weeks for some of the best advice in the industry) 
because "ou can use Peter as a surrogate manager until you get 
your own management. 

In any case, it was Peter's teachings that lead to a most profitable 
source of daytime income more than my regular day job. It was 
his counsel that allowed me to develop a vocation that gave me 
the time necessary to set up my musical endeavors. And it was 
Peter's encouragement and wisdom that ultimately resulted in my 
finding and signing with professional management. How could 
you ask for more? 

Michael Harr'Non 
Bax)klyi. NY 

1-800-448-3621 
I FREE BROCHURE & FREE JOURNAL SUBSCRIPTION 

• 

Produced By Music Business Seminars, Ltd., 87 Lafayette Road, Hampton Falls, NH 03844 
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his afternoon the Los Angeles chapter of 

Hard Rock Cafe enshrined on its wall a 

guitar signed by each member of Mega-

deth. Dave Mustaine owned, played and 

smashed the instrument, but had a hard 

time grappling with the "honor." "I 

mean, it's flattering," he says, "but it's 

like...I don't know. It was just weird." 

Weird because of so much ceremony surrounding an event that might seem trivial in 

light of world affairs? "Well, weird because there was a bunch of people that are typ-

ically there for pop-rock occasions, since the place is more or less geared toward that 

audience. And then Megadeth...`Gee, what's wrong with this picture?'" 

So up alongside Elvis lamé, ZZ Top kitsch and artifacts of Van Halen poseurship 

hangs a broken black Jackson Flying V with ANARCHY stickers across its face, and 

it all falls into place as the safe symbolism of hard rock. Countdown to Extinction 

enters the Top 10 and Dave Mustaine eats hamburgers with the MTV crowd. Dare it 

be said, big-business heavy metal has endangered Megadeth's fringe appeal. But in 

the final appraisal, how heavy is heavy? 

"Very, very heavy," maintains Mustaine, who founded the group after leaving 

Megadeth's patron saint 

pedals muted metal 

by M ATT RESNICOFF 

Metallica in 1983. Even amid Marty Friedman's wicked solo-

ing, the Megadeth crunch belongs as much to Mustaine's 

right hand as AC/DC's does to Malcolm Young's. The tunes 

incorporate extended pedaling—often low-E string reps 

peppered with two-fingered fifth chords—executed with 

superior tone, a touch of requisite harmonic-minor single-

note riffing, and strict attention to time and clarity. 

"When I was playing with James Hetfield in Metallica," 

Dave says, "we pretty much decided that rhythm guitar 

should be downpicking when it comes to pedaling, until it's 

so fast that you can't downpick anymore. If you have to 

pedal, each note is voiced exactly the same. Not dab-de dab-

de dah-de—it's de-de-de, very staccato, each note with the 

same strength. And when you're doing this butterfly move-

ment, you have to throttle the pick very closely and chop at 

the string. When I hit a string, the pick is parallel with it, so 

the attack is very, very short: It just touches the string, plucks 

it and then it's off, instead of touching it, riding down the 

peak and then releasing when it gets toward the tip. There's 

no time wasted." 

Or sound. Mustaine's technique includes airtight, on-the-

spot muting that begins at the bridge and is assisted where the 

left hand voices chords. First, the knife-edge of the palm lays 

across the bridge saddles and rolls forward to dampen 

unwanted strings from sounding when lower strings are ham-

mered. Many players allow chords in a sequence to sustain 

into one another; Dave may hammer and lift a chord off 

quickly between pedaled notes. " It dictates more sonic clarity 

to the string you're pedaling on if you don't have a chord 

voicing out in the background," he explains. "Say I have the E 

string open and I'm positioning my hand to do another 

chord: I will pedal or downpick the E string, push down a 

chord on the A and D, and when I'm back to pedaling I 

remove the chord pressure but keep my fingers in position, 

deadening those strings. That's the key: Voice the chords just 

long enough to sustain between pedaling. The chords can be 

very, very short, depending on the impor- [cont'd on page 94] 
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BOTTOM LINERS: 
I love :he punch, brilliance and 
long life of the SR2000s. They 
are THE string! 
SCO AMBUSH, Bassist 
Spyr . Gyra 
They ave power, punch and 
unber vable tone. I love 'em. 
JOH Y B. GAYDEN, 
Bassi t, Albert Collins 

A great feel and n excellent 
sound. I love th definition I 
get from the low B string on 
my 5-string bas . Simply 
fantastic! 
RANDY LAND S, Bassist 
Burt Bacharach 
Englebert Humperdinck 

BOTTOM OUT TH THE BES 
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ay "groove bassist" and what comes to mind? A 

shadowy, P-Bass-toting figure onstage in a 

smoke-filled club, pumping slow, steady eighth-

notes from deep within the pocket. But four-to-

the-bar rock, funk or blues aren't the only 

musics dependent on a great big groove. Com-

plex as fusion may often be, someone has to hold 

down the fort; thanks to the influence of rap and 

dance music, its groove has come back to bass-ics. James Earl first gained notoriety 

several years back as Stanley Clarke's bassist (!), before laying it down for noted gui-

tarists Frank Gambade, Larry Carlton and Allan Holdsworth. More to the point, he's 

replaced hexabass wizard John Patitucci in Chick Corea's Elektric Band—an envi-

able solo chair. Yet Los Angeles—based Earl remains faithful to the almighty groove. 

"More than anything else," he says, " I've always loved to feel time when I play." 

A bold statement considering the rhythmic range he's had to cover on recent 

recordings, including Truth in Shredding, featuring Gambale and Holdsworth, and 

Centrifugal Funk (which the bassist co-produced with project organizer Mark Var-

ney), starring Gambale, Nelson guitarist Brett Garsed and Memphis phenom Shawn 

Lane. Earl pulls off straight-ahead walks, slapped sambas, keyboard-bass-style osti-

• 

Grooveman for the shred-set 

reveals sub-secrets 

by CHRIS JISI 

natos, hazardous unison melodies and odd-meter changes, 

often at terrifying tempos. Add to that his salsa, techno-funk 

and reggae grooves on drummer Dave Weckl's latest disc 

Heads Up, and Earl turns up as one "busy" bassist. Or is he? 

" People think it's all about chops, but it's not," he says. 

"Stanley always maintained if you keep your lines simple 

they'll groove harder. It's really a feel thing, a concept of how 

to play with a drummer and be a team. I like to zero in on 

where they put the beat and how they're subconsciously 

subdividing it, to make the whole bottom end as smooth as 
possible." 

Fair enough, but how about harmonically, where 

tusioneers routinely stack triads like bookshelves? " I have a 

basic knowledge of jazz harmony," he says. " I know all my 

altered scales and chords. But mainly, I use my ear. I try to 

play melodically on the bottom, taking a more vertical, linear 

approach as opposed to thinking horizontally about each 

chord change. I studied with Charlie Banacos in Boston, 

who has a series of chromatic approach-note exercises that 

really help you learn the fingerboard and get up and down 

the neck. For example, he'll take a C7 arpeggio using chro-

matic approach-notes from above—Db-C, F-E, Ab-G, B-Bb 

—and have you play it across the strings as well as up and 

down each string. That came in handy for a lot of Chick's 

chromatic lines. Overall, however, the majority of what I 

play in any situation is based on instinct and experience." 

Born in Boston and raised in Minneapolis and Maryland, 

Earl's earliest groove explorations occurred after several 

years of classical guitar, when friends recruited him to play 

electric bass in a local rock/R&B band. Inspired by Paul 

McCartney, the Allman Brothers' Berry Oakley, Motown 

genius James Jamerson and Bootsy Collins, as well as Clarke 

and Jaco Pastorius, he later returned to Boston's Berklee 

College of Music. After a year, he began a dues-paying jour-

ney through touring Top 40 funk bands and local jazz-fusion 

outfits led by hornman Tiger Okoshi and drummer Bob 

Moses. [coned on page 110] 
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Sound will obey_ 
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Ct-19°-:!Yamaia CotTeraio-i «Jf Ameri.a, Digital Nium.-xl Instruments. PO lIox 6600, Ilu,na Srk. Cox 9lx2-66fl. 

The dog will never be the intelligent, obedient and loyal 
servant you wocld like him to be. Your music, 
however, will do whatever you 4.nt. How come? 

Quick Edit. It's a mode of programming in the 
SY85 AWM synthesizer. It allows you to, very simply, 
create any sound you can imagine. How simply? 

You can layer, split, and cross fade up to four yokes at 
once Eight control sliders let you modify any parameter 
you like. It's easy and it's quick, hence the name. 

You need more control? While playing live th se same 
s iders can modify the effects, filters, attack, release, 
rd balance, all in real-tinie. And the SY85 ha SIMMs 
s well as battery-backed, expandable RA. MIDI 
apability and, of course, our distinctly superik sound 
uality and p:ayability. It is, after all, a Yam 
Would you like more information? Call us. Obediently, 
'II send you our brochure. 

-800-932-0001, extension 100. The SY85 
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JUST SAY N o o MI o 
o digital here, mate." Synth-pop 

perfectionist Vince Clarke recoils 

from the suggestion that there's 

even one digital synth sound or 

sample on Abba-esque, the latest 

EP from Clarke and singer Andy 

Bell, collectively known as Erasure. 

The record's crisp, effervescent 

arrangements of four '70s Abba pop hits were produced entirely on vintage analog 

synthesizers and sequencers. And Clarke is damned proud of it: 

"When we did Chorus [Erasure's previous album], I set myself certain ground rules: 

First, no digital equipment. Second, no samples. Third, no drum machines. Fourth, no 

chords. And finally, no MIDI—which was quite an interesting challenge.» 

It's not that Mr. Clarke is a masochist, or some crotchety retro crank. Just a few 
years ago, he was up to his shaven cranium in MIDI gear and digital synths. But then 

he started asking the question many of his fans have pondered: What's the secret 

magic behind a classic Vince Clarke synth arrangement? What is it that's so com-

pelling about those zipper-tight arpeggios, rubber-band basslines and android syn-

copations on Depeche Mode's Speak and Spell or the Yazoo albums? 

"A friend of mine said he could hear a change in feel between early albums I'd 

done and the albums I'd recorded with Erasure," Clarke confesses. "And that got 

me thinking about analog sequencers versus MIDI sequencers." From thinking, 

Vince graduated to measuring with an oscilloscope. Plotted out in microseconds, 

MIDI ran a poor second to analog CV/Gate sequencing. 

"I like strict, robotic timing," Clarke insists. "And from the scope, it was clear 

that I could never get MIDI really in time. You can't hear the discrepancy. But I felt 

that after building up a whole bunch of tracks, eventually the mistiming makes the 

whole piece sound mushy. I'm convinced there's a difference. There hasn't been a 

synthesizer album that's been truly in time for five years." 

Vince still uses a MIDI sequencer—a UMI program running on a BBC Micro 

computer—to lay down his lines. But once he's entered the notes (via a little Casio 

CZ-101 keyboard) and edited velocity, aftertouch and other parameters in step-time 

on the UMI, he transfers the sequence to an old Roland MC-4 analog sequencer. 

"The UMI gives out Sync 24, the old Roland sync code,» he explains. "You use 

that to sync the MC-4 to MIDI. Then there are CV and Gate inputs in the MC-4, 

which you're supposed to use for live playing. But if you connect the UMI to a 

MIDI-to-CV converter, the UMI can play one line at a time into the MC-4." 

by ALAN DI PERNA 

Vince Clarke does 
techno the hard way 

Additional sequencing is provided by a truly primitive 

device: an old ARP 16-step sequencer. " It's a very free-

wheeling thing," says Vince. "Each of the 16 notes is either 

on or off, and the pitch is either up or down. I just trigger 

various bits and pieces from that." 

These two sequencers drive a good-sized analog museum, 

located in Clarke's home studio in Amsterdam. What sounds 

digital is often just obscure—like the glassy timbres on 

Abba-esque's opener " Lay All Your Love on Me,» which 

were produced by a little-known Dutch analog synth called 

a Syrnix. But Vince's real passion these days is for big old 

modular systems. A digital synth's computer operating sys-

tem, no matter how good, tends to impose a programming 

order, whereas Clarke finds modular analog synthesis is 

absolutely free. 
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World Cafe can be heard on 56 stations, including: 

88.7 KRVS, Lafayette, Louisiand 

90.5 WCBE, Columbus, Ohio 
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CALL YOUR LOCAL PUBLIC 
RADIO STATION FOR AIR TIMES. 

Distributed by Á  American Riobc Rein 

"You can modulate everything with anything! 

There are no preassumptions as to what each 

module is, either. There's nothing to say, 'Because 

this is a filter, it must filter sounds.' You can do 

other things with it as well. And the great thing is 

that you can patch between different modular 

synths—for example, oscillate one filter with the 

VCO from another keyboard." 

A casual listener might never guess that the 
snare drum on "Lay All Your Love on Me" is 

actually a Mini Moog. Or that the kick drum is 

a Roland System 100 modular machine. " It's 

basically just the sound of the filter with a really 

fast envelope," Vince helpfully adds. The Sys-

tem 100 also generates the little Kraftwerkian 

fillips that happen once a verse. "That sound is 

just modulating one filter with another," he 

says, "kind of a ring modulation effect." 

The ultra-deep filter sweeps on the pre-cho-

rus come from a venerable ARP 2600. They 

plummet and resurface as a Mini Moog chops 

out hi-res, minor-key arpeggios—reminding 

the listener of Mr. Clarke's fourth rule of pro-

duction: No Chords. 

"That's another rule that came from looking 

at my `previous life,'" Vince laughs. "On the 

first Yazoo album, I didn't own any synths that 

could play more than one note at a time! And 

I've grown to have a real dislike for pads. It's 

much better to come up with individual lines 

and use each line to form one note of a chord. 
This way each note is coming from a different 

keyboard, which gives a much more interesting 

texture. A big pad on a single keyboard just 
mushes up a track." 

And mushiness is an offense Vince Clarke 
has never been guilty of. eal 

NILI 15 TAINE 

[coned from page 88] tance of the pedaling. For 

example, in the beginning of 'Holy Wars' Ido a 

lot of rolling and chromatics, but when I go to 

voice the chords, I pull off immediately and 

pedal. I've got so much velocity going with my 

right hand that if I don't deaden those strings 

they carry over the pedaling and make it muddy. 

Deadening at the bridge and the nut, no sound 

comes from the string anywhere. There won't 

even be a muted sound; it'll just be killed." 

Elsewhere, Mustaine's rhythms get more 

tangled. The riff he plays beneath Friedman's 

solo in "Ashes in Your Mouth" is a chromatic 

line beginning on open low E, then ascending 

to GIN G, then Ak next, he hits open A, B, C, 

then DIN pulls those three notes off—including 

open A—and plays back through the same 

three notes on the low E, concluding with the 

open string. Played repeatedly, varying picking 

and hammering, it's a good chromatic exercise 

unto itself. 

Megadeth tempos can be hectic, but Dave 

makes a point that there's more to this kind of 

hard rock than speed; it's a deceptively fast 

genre."That line from `Ashes' was like a golf 

swing," he says, " all the way back then all the 

way straight forward again, the same exact line. 

The beauty of Megadeth is its simplicity. A lot 

of great players have sucked up into their own 

asshole because they've become too complex, 

and their ego's writing checks that their music 

can't cash. I like to do solos that have a bit more 

feeling. And therefore I can't go 100 miles an 

hour like a lot of players nowadays. A lot of 

people take completely for granted that a guitar 

isn't meant to go that fast without sounding like 

a chainsaw. I mean, listen to some of the great-

est players in the world—David Gilmour 

doesn't have to play a lot to get the job done, he 

really doesn't. 

"It's harder to play slow than to play fast, it 

really is," Dave continues. "Especially in the 

studio, because you can hear all the discrepan-

cies with the sound, and if you're critical, if 

you're using a click track, you can see how the 

sound wavers if you're not really on top of it. 

You need excellent meter to play slow; I see 

now that the slower that we play, the more 

important it is to really have a groove and soul. 

It's important to be able to play both sides. It's 
more satisfying." 13% 

SUSTAINE 

O 
ave finally found a guitar tech to clean 

out his locker, rewire his rack and pro-

gram his new Bradshaw switching sys-

tem. He's got Bradshaw preamps, a VIII 

2150 power amp, four Marshall cabs— 

two 300s and two 100s—two Yamaha SPX90s, 

and a Samson cordless and light module. He 

uses Jacksons, strung with D'Addario .010s. " I 

played B.C. Rich for a long time but because of 

the acidity in my body, the strings would break 

at the saddle. I was used to double-octave fret-

boards; Jackson said, 'We don't do that—have 

a Soloist.' I said, ' No, you don't understand— 

I'm gonna pay for this guitar,' and they go, 'You 

don't understand, you were gonna have to pay 

for it anyway, and we don't do that!' I whim-

pered and sniveled and ended up paying an arm 

and a leg. Believe me, I played just about every-

thing, I've seen a lot of problems, and my Jack-

son is one of the best guitars I've ever had. 

They granted me the opportunity to have my 

own signature line, so I'm excited." 
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ANNOUNCING THE GREATEST IDEA 
IN THE ART OF SINGING 

© ROBERT GANSERT 1980 

Why is the Gan-Tone Method described in SINGING 
ENERGY a great discovery? 

The Gan-Tbne Method introduces BODY FUSION, the 
GAN-TONE BEAT and the unknown PELVIC-PERINEUM 
DIAPHRAGM at the bottom of the torso which produce the 
GAN-TONE VOCAL INSTRUMENT that creates a new sound by 
imposing a Beat Frequency on the singing voice! 

How does the Gan-lbne Method create the GAN-TONE 
VOCAL INSTRUMENT? 

Through Jaw, Larynx, Body Fusion, the singer imposes 
5 to 7 Gan-lbnes (vibrations) per second on the natural 

• singing voice. 
This frequency organizes body muscles into a piston action 

through the fused body to the Pelvic-Perineum Diaphragm at 
the bottom of the torso, causing vocal cords vibrations to be 
projected from this new diaphragm and resonated in the head 
cavities. 

Involvement of the entire body in projecting the singing 
voice results in: 

• More Power 
• More Range 
• More Control 
• More Brilliance 
• No stress on the vocal cords, preventing Hoarseness and 

Fatigue. 

Introducing SINGING ENERGY, the book that 

presents the Gan-Tone Method, the state-of-the-art 

for producing the singing voice! 

Develop a beautiful singing voice for ROCK or 

OPERA! 

Professional singers! Retain your voice for many 

years — whether POPULAR or CLASSICAL — with 

the Gan-Tone Method! 

SINGING ENERGY 
IN THE 

GAN.TONE MEIHOI) OF VOICE PRODLJCIION 

ROBERT GANSERT 
ILLUSTRATIONS by the AUTHOR 

• WORLDWIDE SALES 

About the Author: 
'lb hear Robert Gansert, or 

any of his students, produce 
the Gan-lbne sound, is to be 
thoroughly convinced that he 
is a pioneer in energizing the 
singing voice into a new 
dimension! 
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Bank check $39.50 U.S. CURRENCY 
that can be cleared in a New York City bank. 
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IN THE EAR 2000 

KURZWEIL'S K-20130 

usicians have fantasized for years of 

owning a digital audio workstation 

like a Fairlight or a Synclavier, but the 

cost of that kind of technology has 

been way beyond the reach of all but a 

select few. Kurzweil has brought that 

dream one step closer to reality. 

The K-2000 utilizes what Kurzweil calls Variable Architecture Synthesis 

Technology (VAST for short) to create what is one of the most powerful and 

flexible synthesizers currently available. By incorporating the latest in Digital 

Sound Processing technology, the K-2000 gives the player access to a wide 

variety of waveforms, filters and effects; it can be configured to handle most 

types of synthesis. The unit's eight megabytes of ROM contain most of the 

classic Kurzweil acoustic sample library (including some of the best string 

sounds ever released), along with an array of sampled waveforms. Up to 64 

megabytes of RAM can be added to hold additional samples. A 3.5" floppy 

drive, which accepts Altai S-1000 as well as Kurzweil disks, is standard. Sam-

ples can also be transferred from any other device which supports MIDI sam-

ple dump standard. An optional SMP unit (list price $795) allows direct stereo 

sampling with analog, digital and optical inputs and outputs. The K-2000's 

built-in SCSI port can be interfaced with a hard drive or a CD-ROM drive. 

An internal hard drive can be added as well. 

The synth-action keyboard is velocity- and pressure-sensitive and has a 

five-octave range. It is 24-note polyphonic and can handle 16 simultaneous 

timbres. Up to 61 samples can be mapped across the keyboard, and up to three 

keyboard maps can then be layered. A 15,000-note "scratchpad" sequencer is 

also included. While this is not the sequencer for most serious work, it will 

accept material from more complex sequencers, which can be stored in the unit 

and played back later (great for gigs). The K-2000 has six outputs which are 

configured as a master stereo pair and four separate outs. These outs can also be 

used as effect loops for additional outboard gear. There is an onboard digital 

effects processor where up to four effects can be accessed simultaneously. 

One drawback of the K-2000 is that it takes a VAST amount of effort and 

energy to master. The voluminous manual is clearly written and a "how-to" 

video is included, but expect to put in some long hours to get the most out of 

this formidable machine. However, if you need the kind of power this instru-

ment offers, it is well worth its $2995 list price. For more information call 

(310) 926-32CO. BILL SEERY 
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WILD ABOUT 

HARRY 
The story goes that when Jimmy Page and Jeff Beck were both in the Yard-

birds they used to plug from the speaker output of one Fender Twin into the 

input of another. I've tried this, and it sounds great for about half an hour. 

Then the amp on the receiving end blows up. 

Too bad those guys weren't able to plug into Harry Kolbe's new GP- 1. 

With years of experience in custom amplifier modifications, the New York— 

based Kolbe has become the latest contender in the guitar preamp wars. The 

GP-1 is a single-rack-space, two-channel unit powered by three 12AX7s. 

The dean channel has so much headroom that I wasn't able, in a solid week 

of abuse, to make it distort. The preamp adds a nice sheen without coloring 

the original tone of the instrument. I had my doubts when Kolbe assured 

me that, thanks to what he calls a Character Generator, the GP-1's overdrive 

channel could produce both a Fender and Marshall tone, but my skepticism 

disappeared soon after I plul.t:ed in. Even with a solid-state amp, the Fender 

setting will make you swear you're playing through 6L6s into Jensen speak-

ers. Kolbe's Marshall setting produces a convincingly warm, early-Clapton-

esque overdrive. The third setting takes the GP-1 over the top, and would 

be perfect for shredding metal sparks off cement. 

My only beef is with the footswitching system, which allows you to 

move between clean and distortion channels, but not between the three 

overdrive tones. To access these settings you have to go to three buttons 

on the front panel; not the best setup for quick onstage changes. At $1400 

the GP-1 may be out of range for some players, but it's one hell of a piece 

of work. For more information call (212) 627-2740. RICHARD LLOYD 
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for virtually any sound reinforcemen activity—in a 

compact, affordable package. Delta SR joi s Soundcraft's 

range as the new entry-level professi al console— 

dedicated to PA. 

Delta SR is at home in the theatre, thanks to its built-

in 4 x 4 matrix, its. stereo and mono inputs, and its 

compact size. And with Delta SR's exce lent communi-

cations facilities, you can keep everyon in touch with 

what's going on behind the scenes. 

It has the now-legendary Soundcraft sound: clean, quiet, 

yet dramatically impressive. Delta SR features new circuitry 

,..hroughout: four aux sends and individual stereo effects 

returns on each of its four groups; and an equaliser specifically 

designed for live audio, with both mid and bass sweep 

frequencies. With its attractive new look, Delta SR matches 

superb performance with a style that's in tune with the most 

prestigious sound reinforcement application. 

Soundcraft's modern manufacturing and 

testing techniques guarantee Delta SR's 

reliability—in a fixed installation or on the 

road; in the theatre, conference hall or club. 

Delta SR is a sound contractor's dream. 

Delta SR. Professional live performance in 

the Soundcraft tradition. 

DELTA SR: 
THE PERFORMER 

At last there's a live sound console that offers 

superb audio quality and has all the fa ilities needed 
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SOUNDCRAFT. A HARMAN INTERNATIONAL COMPANY. JBL PROFESSIONAL, P.O. BOX P2.00, 8500 BALBOA BOULEVARD. NORTHRIDGE. CA 91329 TEL (8 la) 893-4351 FAX ( 818) 893-3639 
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TOO GOOD TUBEY T UE 

nless they get into a high-ticket recording stu-

dio, most musicians sing and record through 

dynamic microphones. They're durable and 

usually available for under $200. Some step up 

to modern condensers, but few ever squeeze 

their music through the diaphragm of a tube 

microphone. No wonder, since all the great 

classic tube mikes are now hoarded, coveted and priced like Toyotas. The 

sound of tube mikes (Neumann's U-87, for instance) is legendary, and just 

about every great track from the 1950s and '60s is steeped in the two mysti-

cal elements of tubeness: warmth and presence. 

Well, sooner or later someone had to come up with a tube mike in a price 

range that musicians could afford. Groove Tubes, the company famous 

among guitarists and vintage hi-fi buffs for its high-quality vacuum tubes, 

makes the MD- 1 (a.k.a. the Model One), a tube mike with a list price of 

$500. That's right. Half a grand—the price range of some pretty good non-

tube condensers. Like buying a car, you have to read the fine print: The 

MD-1 requires Groove Tubes' PS- 1 power supply, so the cost of a mike, the 

power supply and the connecting cable is $1100. However, one power sup-

ply will drive as many as four mikes. Even if you only buy one MD-1 with 

the power supply, $1100 is extremely reasonable for what you get. 

I screwed the MD-1 onto a mike stand and plu 14:ed it into the power sup-

ply, which has XLR outputs for running a cord to recording gear. Through 

the MD-1's dozen vent holes I could see the soft, orange glow of its tube. I 

did the standard "testing, one, two, three," sang a few notes, and shouted a 

couple of times—all within inches of the MD-1. I used it to record vocals, as 

well as acoustic and electric guitar. The MD-1 did an extraordinary job of 

capturing all of them, plus I was able to get an excellent sound without 

touching the EQ. This probably isn't a great choice for an onstage perfor-

mance mike (unless you're made out of money). It's prone to handling 

noise, and like other tube mikes, it isn't designed to take the same kind of 

abuse as cheaper, dynamic mikes. However, this microphone is the real deal. 

It's great in the studio, plus it's priced in the "too good to be true" range. If 

you're looking for a tube mike, you have to check out the MD-1. For more 

information call (818) 361-4500. TOM MULHERN 

A COOL BREEZE FROM THE NORTH 

G
ood news for former Yamaha keyboard owners with orphaned breath con-

trollers. Anatek, the Canadian company that brought you that nifty line of 

pocket MIDI processors, has introduced the Wind Machine. This palm-

sized unit adapts the Yamaha Bd 1 and BC2 breath controllers to any MIDI 

device. The Wind Machine has MIDI out and MIDI in jacks so it can plug directly into an 

instrument's MIDI in or between the MIDI out of a master keyboard and a sequencer\ 

MIDI in. The Wind Machine uses 8 DIP switches to program the transmit channel, set the 

type of data transmitted and enable or disable controller data received at the MIDI in port 

After plugging in the external power supply, the Wind Machine must be calibrated by 

blowing into the breath controller. Using the event edit display on a sequencer, we found 

that this unit would only transmit controller values up to 124 and pitch bends to 8092, 

even after several re-calibrations. Despite this problem, the Wind Machine is still quite 

expressive, especially when using sampled brass and woodwind sounds. For more infot 

mation call (800) 665-4175. ROB DWECK 
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DUE AllE A LOT Of 5111TAil MAGALINES, DUT HIM'S ONLY ONE 

MUSICIAN Magazine announces the all-new second ed 
Time Weacollte Guiltcar Boo 
The only complete publication thpt focuses on how to 
most out of today's guitar technology. 

Feeicataaleuee elludlie: 
FiNDING1YOUR 501* 
THE VINTAGE MARKET 

MIKING AND HOME RECORDING 

BUILDING RIGS 

PLUS: Private Lessons w)th Edward Van Halen, 
Joe Satriani, Slash, Eric Johnson, TOck Andress, 
Steve Morse and many marercis well as sixteen 
pages of guitar tablature froiii--i:ome of rock ' n' 
roll's greatest players. f77,-, 

td, 

Please send me copies of The Whale Guitar Book at S4.95 
each ( S5 95 outside the U.S.). Price includes postage and handling. 

Mail coupon with check/money order to The Whole Guitar Book, 
33 Commercial Street, Gloucester, M4 01930 
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ECG DINGS 

NINE INCH NAILS 

BROKEN 

IINTERSCOPE1 

PRETTY IN BLACK 
ur thought for the day 

comes from the "Calvin 

and Hobbes" comic strip. Calvin, 

open-mouthed: "Mainstream com-

mercial nihilism can't be trusted?!" 

His mom, blasé: "'Fraid not, 

kiddo." 

Of course, only a complete 

sucker would believe creepy Trent 

Reznor, doing business as Nine 

Inch Nails. On Broken, this raving 

martyr goes to absurd extremes to 

entertain us with his tales of inner 

torment. No mere loser, he's 

"human junk, just words and so 

much skin," or a " rotten carcass," 

depending on the track. What a 

kidder! 

Ludicrous excess won't inter-

fere with your enjoyment of his 

EP, though, because overstatement 

is the point. Consisting of four real 

tunes and a couple of instrumental 

doodads, this romp through hell 

was recorded during a bitter dis-

pute with TVT, the label that 

issued Nine Inch Nails' Pretty 

Hate Machine, and puts that debut 

LP to shame. Louder and busier, 

Broken recasts techno-gloom as a 

grand symphony, making its pre-

decessor seem wimpy and precious 

by comparison. Big noise rains 

PHOTOGRAPH: KEVIN HANLEY 
PHOTO MANIPULATION: TRENT REZNOR MUSICIAN NOVLMBER 1992 101 
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S E D 

MUSICIAN 
CLASSIFIED 
HOTLINE 
800-223-7524 

TOLL 
FREE 

Need an ad fast? 
Call Jeff Serrette. 
In NY State ( 212) 536-5174 

Outside NY St (800) 223-7524 

COUPON 

HOW TO ORDER AN AD 

REGULAR CLASSIFIED (ads without borders): 
20 word minimum. $2.90 per word, minimum 

$59 per insertion. 

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY (all adds with borders): 

1x/1" $163 per, 6x/1" $152 per, 12x/1" $142 

per. 
BOLDFACE CAPS: First line, additional $20. 

Musician Box Number: Add $4.00 per insertion 

for handling. 

PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED with your ad. 

Send to Musician Classified, Jeff Serrette, 

1515 Broadway, NY, NY 10036. 
DEADLINE: TWO months prior to date of 

publication. 
ALL AD CANCELLATIONS MUST BE IN WRITING AND 
MAILED TO THE MUSICIAN CLASSIFIED DEPT. 
FAX YOUR AD TODAY ( 21 2) 536-5351 

Categorise: Please mark category desired. 
D Accessories D Books/Publications El Computer 
D Employment D For Sale D Instruction 

D Instruments D Miscellaneous D Musicians 
D Records & Tapes D Services D Software 
D Songwriters D Talent D Video 

Your Name 

Company  

Address 

City State Zip 

Telephone 

Please fill in the information below if you want to charge the cost 
of your classified advertising. 

D American Express D Diners Club D  Vies D Master Chargf, 
Credit card #.  
Exp Date Bank # 

Your Signature 

Publisher has the right to refuse oil mail order retailer ads that might conflict with Musician dealers.   

Holdsworth rarities. Video available. Visa/Mastercard. Audiophile 
Imports, P.O. Box 32247, Pikesville MD 21208. Phone/fax (410) 
628-7601. 

ACCESSORIES 

• Innate 
Unlimited Backgrognids'" 
From Standard Records & CD's with the 
ompson Vocal Eliminator'. Call or Free 

Catalog & Demo Record. 
hone. (404)482-4189 Est 20 
Singer's Supply, Dept mu-1 
7982 Hightower Trail 
Llthonia. GA 30058 

4 Hour Demoilnlo Request Are' 
ne (404)482-2485 Eat 20 
Singer's Supply We Have Anything & Everything Foe 

QUALITY STRINGS, STICKS, effects, mais, etc., all at great 
low prices. Call or send for free catalog. B.M.C. Music Enterprises, 

liox 433, Huron OH 44839. (419)433-3684 voice or FAX. 

BOOKS/PUBLICATIONS 

Recording • Live Sound • Music Business 
Composition • MIDI • and morel le 

Over 550 titles. 
FREE CATALOG (800)233-9604 

6400 Hollis St. # 12, Emeryville, CA 9.1bM 

MIX BOOKSHELF 

SONGWRITERS & ARTISTS 

Make importare . 4u„ NA nONAL DIRECTORY 
OF RECORD LABELS AND MUSIC PUBLISHERS. Over 3.000 
listings include address, phone. Ian. Indexed by styles labels 
repxesent. Updated annually. Available on mailing labels (sold 
separately). Only $24.95 (includes shipping). 

Send check or money order to: RISING STAR PUBLISHERS 710 
Lake View Ave.. NE. Atlanta. GA 30308; (404) 872-1431. Allow three 
weeks for delivery. 

GRUHMS GUIDE TO VINTAGE GUITARS has specs 
for 1850-plus models from all major makers, plus 11) keys and serial 
number lists. For copies autographed by authors George Gruhn and 
Walter Carter, send $19.95 plus $2.75 shipping (83.75 outside conti-
nental U.S.) to Gruhn Guitars, 410 Broadway, Nashville TN 37203 
(615) 256-2033. 

FREE sample copy of Rock & Roll Confidential, the monthly 
newsletter edited by Dave Marsh and known as the " conscience of 
the music industry." Six-month subscription just $9.95. Write: RRC, 
Dept. MU, Box 341305, Los Angeles, CA 90034. 

INSTRUCTIONAL BOOKS, VIDEOS, CASSETTES, 
and much more. Free catalogs. ELDERLY INSTRUMENTS, HOD 
N. Washington, POB 14210-CP5, Lansing, MI 48901 (517)372-7890. 

SONGWRITERS: Order our informational packet of how you 
can reach the publishers, $12.95. A&L Productions, POS. 102, 
Rockford, TN 37853. 

EMPLOYMENT 

FIND BANDS TO JOIN. Find musicians and gigs. Write: 
MUSICIANS NATIONAL HOTLINE, Box 7733, Murray UT 
84107. Phone (801)268-2000. 

FOR SALE 

INSTRUCTION 

BE A RECORDING ENGINEER Train at home for 
High Paying-Exciting Careers. FREE information AUDIO 
INSTITUTE, 2258A Union St, Suite H, San Francisco CA 94123. 

Recording Engineer 

1
-"\  Training 

Studio City, CA 

(818) 763-7400 

Call (or a Free LOS AMGE us 

RECORDING I Full-Color 

'I' WORKSHOP 
"  

imer/"111\ ..4■11111.• 

INSTRUMENTS 

SUBSCRIBE NOW to our monthly used and vintage instru-
ment list with hundreds of quality instruments at down-to-earth 
prices. $5.00/year ($ 10.00 overseas). Current issue free on request. 
ELDERLY INSTRUMENTS, 1100 N. Washington, FOB 14210-
CP5, Lansing MI 48901 (517)372-7890.  

FREE!! MANNY'S 1ST EVER music catalog! Manny's 
brings 48th St. to your doorstep. Become a charter subscriber. Send 
name and address to: Audio Techniques, c/o Manny's Mail Order, 
IWO Broadway #9, Suite 803, New York NY 10019. 

HANDMADE AFRICAN AND CARIBBEAN 
drums at affordable prices. Please write for free catalog. Summerdays 
Drums, 26 Eckerson Lane, Spring Valley NY 10977. (914)425-9273. 

VINTAGE & USED guitars, amps, buy, sell, trade. Send $3.00 
for mailing list. Guitars Unlimited, 151 Morehouse St., Bridgeport 
CT 06605. (203)331-0040, Fax (203)366-6416.  

TRADITIONAL INDIAN WOOD FLUTES with birds' 
heads on ends. All carved and painted. Barry Mach, 401 Broadway, 
Helena, MT 59601 (406)442-2614. 

MUSICIANS 

MUSICIANS-looking for the right band? Bands-are s 
COMPACT DISCS, JAPANESE/EUROPEAN import cial" musician away from success? Call the Musician's Connection collect 
CD's! Specializing in jazz/fusion recordings. Many Jaco and at (513)522-3639 or 1 (WO) 743-3619.  

DISC MAKERS 

Cassette & CD 
Manufacturing 
FREE Graphic Design • 
Complete Packages • 
Major Label Quality • 

Money Back Guarantee • 

Call Today For Our 
FREE Full Color Catalog: 

1-800-468-9353 

500 CDs 
with 

B&W inserts 
in two piece 
jewel box 

cAy S1790 

1328 N. dth St., Phila., PA 19122 
215-232-4140 FAX, 215-236-7763 

MUSICIANS NATIONAL REFERRAL-Professional 
musicians seeking bands-bands seeking professional musicians. 
Bands register free. Call now for information. I (800) 366-4447.  

SELL YOUR MUSIC in a semi-annual publication. All music 
will be lima You main all song rights. Send S.A.S.E. Musicians Inter-
national Tape Exchange, 7675 E.Sutton Dr., Scottsdale AZ 85260. 

RECORDS & TAPES 

AMAZING FREE CASSETTE mail order catalogs. Reggae, 
Dub, New Wave, Rock, Funk, Experimentals, ROI R, 611 Broad-
way, Suite allM, New York NY 10012. 

SERVICES 

COMPLETE CD AND CASSETTE 
PRODUCTION 

nirrror teat icr-
u10; II IL nuu_st: 

212-333-5950 

MASTERING REPLICATION 

PRINTING TOTAL PACKAGING 

POSTERS GRAPHIC DESIGN STUDIO 

PERSONALIZED EXPERT SERVICE 

I 330 WEST 58TH ST NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019  

"FOR THOSE WHO HEAR THE 
DIFFERENCE" 

FOR COMPLETE CASSETTE, C.D. 
RECORD MANUFACTURING & 
PACKAGING SERVICES CALL: 

(513)681-8400 QCCI 

2232 SPRING GROW. AVLNLL • CINCINNATI, OHIO 45225 

24 I EALE lu I .1)-qualni iron: 
$1200/week including accommodations. Professional studio and engi-
neer. Call (818)508-4582/(213)658-0039. 
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COMPACT DISC 
MANUFACTURING AND 

HIGH QUALITY 
CASSETTE DUPLICATION 

Atfordable pricing for tlu• independem labels or 

individual... Complete services include digital 
mastering, graphics, color separations, printing. 
packaging and fulfillment. All work is guaranteed. We 

will be glad to answer any questions that you may have. 

CALL 13171 353-1113 or write to: 

WING, Ine. 
(World Media ( lroup) 
8472 Brookville Road 

Indianapolis, Indiana 46239 
Fan 13171 153-07;o 

TRANSFER YOUR TAPE TO 

COMPACT Winrimark will take 

UÏ  
your 1/2", 1/4", DAT 
or cassette recording 
and transfer it to CD 

DIGITAL AUDIO for only $150!! 

Full Audio Production Facilities 

Call (804) 464-4924 
4924 Shell Rd. • Virginia Beach • VA • 23455 

WANTED TO BUY 

WANTED TO BUY/SELL: GUITARS, BANJOS, Man-
dolins: Gibson, C F Martin. Gretsch,. D'Angelico, D'Aquista, 
Stromberg, Dobro, National, older Fender, Rickenbacker, Gibson, 
B&D, Epiphone, Paramount, Vega, Fairbanks, Stewart. MANDOLIN 
BROS., 629 FOREST, iMU, STATEN ISLAND, NY 10310. FREE 
CATALOG. 718-981-3226. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

SINGERS! 0. REMOVE VOCALS . FROM RECORDS AND CDs! 

Milk é 4  , i t% ,‘ j  
J.' - - 

SING WITH THE WORLD'S BEST BANDS! 
An Unlimited supply of Backgrounds from standard 

stereo records! Record with your voice or perform live 
with the backgrounds. Used in Professional Performance 
yet connects easily to a home component stereo. This 
unique product is manufactured and sold Exclusively by 
LT Sound - Not sold through dealers. Call or write for a 
Free Brochure and Demo Record. 

LT Sound, Dept. MCI- 7 , 7980 LT Parkway 
Lithonia, GA 30058 (404)482-4724 
Manufactured and Sold Exclusively by LT Sound 
24 HOUR PHONE DEMO UNE:14041482-2495 

MUSICIAN 

CLASSIFIED DEADLINES 
Issue Deadline Date 

January 93 November 6 

February 93 December 9 
March 93 January 4 
April 93 February 5 
May 93 March 5 
June 93 April 2 
July 93 May 7 

AD INDEX 
The following companies are more than willing to fill you in on their products. Call or write them, and tell 'em you 
saw it in MUSICIAN. 

Audio-Technica--1221 Commerce Dr., Stow, OH 
44224 (216) 686-2600 77 

Back Issues-33 Commercial St., Gloucester, MA 
01930 19 

BEE Sound Inc.-5500 Bolsa Ave., Suite 245, Hunting-
ton Beach, CA 92649 (714) 897-6766 38 
Beridee College of Music-1140 Boylston St., Boston, 
MA 02215 (617) 266-1400 34 
Bose Express Musk—The Mountain, Framingham, MA 
01701-9323 (800) 233-6357 107 

B.U.B.-33 Commercial St., Gloucester, MA 01930....82 

Carver— RO. Box 1237, Lynnwood, WA 98046 (206) 
795-1202 20 

Corvin— Dept. MX74, 1155 Industrial, Escondido, CA 
92025 (619) 747-1710 93 
CD Sampler-33 Commercial St., Gloucester, MA 
01930 105 
D'Addario-210 Route 109, E Farmingdale, NY 11735 
(516) 391-5400 30 
Dean Maritley-3350 Scott Blvd., #45, Santa Clara, 
CA 95054 (408) 988-2456 89 
DOD Electronics-5639 South Riley Lane, Soft Lake 
City, UT 84107 (801) 268-8400 115 

E-mu-1600 Green Hills Rd., Scotts Valley, CA 95066 
(408) 438-1921 55 
Fender-7975 North Hayden Rd., Scottsdale, AZ 
85258 (602) 596-9690 2 
Gan-tone—C_amegie Hall, Studio 1105, 881 7th Ave , 
New York, NY 10019 95 
GHS Strings-2813 Wilber Ave., Battle Creek, MI 
49015 (616) 968-3351  74 

Hughes 8. Kenner-35 Summit Ave., Chadds Ford, PA 
19137 (215) 558-0345 26 

JBL-8500 Balboa Blvd., Northridge, CA 91329 (818) 
893-8411  6 

Korg-89 Frost St., Westbury, NY 11590 (516) 333-
9100 9 
Kurzweil-13336 Alondra Blvd., Cerritos, CA 90701 
(213) 926-3200 66-67 

Lexicon, Inc.-100 Beaver St., Waltham, MA 02154 
(617) 891-6790 37 

Musk Business Seminars-2 Roland Kimble Rood, 
Freeport, ME 04032 (800) 448-3621 87 
Musician Wear—Mo' Money, Box 12591-Dept. 15, 
Pensacola, FL 32574-2591 110 
NHT (Now Hear This)-537 Stone Rd., Benecia, CA 
94510 (707) 747-0151  65 

Pearl-549 Metroplex, Nashville, TN 37211 (615) 
833-4477 84 

Peavey-711 A St., Meridian, MS 39301 (601)483-A.165.27 
Philips- 1 Philips Dr., P.O. Box 14810, Knoxville, TN 
37914 (800) 223-7772  11, 12-13 

Rune— 10802 47th Ave. W., Mukilteo, WA 98275 
(206) 355-6000 16-17 
Roland-7200 Dominion Circle, Los Angeles, CA 
90040 (213) 685-5141  4, 47, 71 

Samson Technologies—PO Box 9068, Hicksville, NY 
11801 (516)932-3810 25 

Shure Brothers Inc.-222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 
60202 (708) 866-2200 49 

Sony Pro Audio-1600 Queen Anne Rd., Teaneck, NJ 
07666 (201) 833-5310 69 
Soundcraft-8500 Balboa Blvd., Northridge, CA 
91329 (818) 893-8411  97 

SWR Engineering-12823 Foothill Blvd., Bldg. F, Syl-
mar, CA 91342 (818) 898-3355 86 

TDK Electronics Corp.-12 Hatter Park Dr., Port 
Washington, NY I 1050 (516) 625-0100 22-23 
Yamaha-6600 Orangethorpe Ave., Buena Park, CA 
90620 (714) 522-9011  31, 45, 91, 116 

YOU CAN GO 
QUIETLY, OR YOU CAN 
ROCK FOR 01011E, 
Now, more than ever, women's rights and reproductive 

freedom are being severely threatened by the mostly white, male 
Supreme Court and conservative state legislatures. 

We're looking for more artists who will raise their voices to keep 
abortion safe and legal. Join groups like Nirvana, L7, Pearl Jam, 

Fugazi, Soul Asylum ed the Lunachicks, who have generously 
donated their talents at Rock for Choice' conceits all over the U.S. 

These concerts help educate audiences about the need to vote and 
be active. Proceeds help the Feminist Majority Foundation and 
Fund, a national non-profit organization working to keep abortion legal. 

To find out how you can Rock for Choice" contact Shelly Oyer 

at 213/651-0495. 
Together we can make some noise. 

A project of The Feminist Majority Foundation and Fund, 
8105 West Third St.,111, LA,CA 90048 213/651-0495 
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KATHY 

ON AUGUST 23, former Musician design assistant 

Kathy Dempsey was murdered in Lexington, Mas-

sachusetts. Kathy was 31 years old. 

Kathy was a Musician staffer from July 1988 to 

September 1990, serving as associate designer with art 

directors David Carson, Hans Teensma and Patrick 

Mitchell. She had a graceful style with type, but it was 

with color harmony that Kathy truly excelled, and the 

art directors she worked with usually deferred to her 

color recommendations. She was demanding and precise 

with her work, even on the latest deadline evening, fre-

quently trying the patience of typesetters and mechani-

cal artists; her persistence always improved the final 

product. At the time of her death, Kathy was working as 

a design consultant and preparing to return to school. 

She had hoped to teach art to children. 

Kathy was an artist not just by vocation: She en-

hanced every space she occupied with her eye for beau-

ty. On camping trips she would hang string from tree to 

tree and decorate with bits of fabric and odd things; 

temporary workstations in the office would soon be 

cluttered with drawings, clip art and design ideas; she 

worked as a papermaker, weaver and maskmaker, and 

belonged to a small chorus of talented musicians called 

MotherTongue. She was also a member of the infamous 

Womanly Women, a group of friends that would camp, 

work, talk and share ideas. 

K.D. to many of her friends, Kathleen Dempsey was a 

beautiful woman in all ways, stylish, intelligent, proud 

perhaps that she lived with great integrity, focused on 

her own principles of beauty, community and care. The 

Musician family is shocked and saddened by her loss. 

We extend sincerest sympathies to her parents and 

brothers. 
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The other guys missed the bus. 
Actually, 2 of them. 

Why settle for a 
simple 16 channel stereo 
mixer, when you can 
have the 1642 4 bus 
mixer for $ 1099. 

Or if 8 or 12 
channels are enough, 
you'll find most of the 
same features on the 822 
and 1222 stereo mixers, starting 
as low as $429. 

With four similar discrete 
outputs (Subi, Sub 2, Left and 
Right), the 1642 may be used 
as a 16x4 for recording, or, by 
assigning the subs to the L/R 
outputs, as a 16x2x2 for sound 
reinforcement. Each channel 
of the 1642 has a 3-band EQ 

822XL 
429.95 

1222XL 
599.95 

"Also available as 82212M and 1222RM rack mourn versions at the same prices." 

with Adaptive-Q circuits for 
a contoured response that adds 
clarity to the highs and warmth 

without "boomy-ness" to the lows. 
The 822 and 1222 models are 

offered in two versions, designated 
XL (table top) or RM (for rack 
mounting). Each comes with 
phantom power, 3 bands of EQ. 
1 monitor and 2 effects sends, 

and monitor & 
headphone outputs. 
We're so confident 
that you'll love our 
new mixers that we'll 
back them with a two 
year warranty. So if 
you want some great 
mixers with low 

fares, don't miss the bus. Check 
out the 1642 and the rest of the 
DOD lineup at your favorite 
Dealer now. 

Il A Harman International Company 

©1992 DOD Electronics Corp. 
5639 South Riley Lane, Sall Lake City, Utah 84107 

(801) 268-8400. 



Inspiration included. 
There is music trapped inside you. So, you read a book. 

You take a walk. Desperate, you surround yourself with 
molded-plaster busts orhistory's great musical mentors. 

There exists a better solution. The PSR-SQ16, it is 
called. It has 269 automatic accompaniments, an 
on-board, 16-track sequencer and a 61-note, touch-
response keyboard. But what does it all mean? 

You can let that music out. You want some accompani-
ment? Take your pick. You want something a little 

more original? Build it. (You can create any accom-
paniment you can imagine.) You're just plain stuck? 
Unstick yourself. This too can be arranged. 
And yes, the S016 is equipped with disk drive, exten-

sive MIDI capability and our distinctbr superior sound 
quality and playability. It is, after all, a Yamaha. 
Need more information? Go play the SQ16 or call for a 

brochure. It's what Mozart would do. 
1-800-932-0001, extension 300. PSR-SQ-16_ 
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